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ABSTRACT

ADAPTIVE PLANNING IN PROBLEM SOLVING – COST-BENEFIT TRADEOFFS IN BOUNDED
RATIONALITY

Wai-Tat Fu, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2003
Dissertation Director: Dr. Wayne D. Gray

This dissertation adopts the bounded rationality framework to study how people adjust the amount of
planning in different problem-solving environments. Under the bounded rationality framework, cognition
is well adapted to the characteristics of the environment. By exploiting the structure of the environment,
complex computations are simplified by efficient mechanisms that may not always lead to optimal
solutions, but are sufficient to lead to reasonable levels of performance in various environments with a
wide range of characteristics. Simon (1956) used the term “satisficing” to describe this kind of behavior.
The bounded rationality framework therefore focuses on outlining the cognitive mechanisms that arise out
of the interaction of the environment, the goal of the problem solver, and the bounds of cognition. By
studying the tradeoffs between the costs and benefits of planning, the goals of this dissertation are to (i)
propose mechanisms for the cost-benefit tradeoffs in adaptive planning, (ii) predict behavior in different
problem-solving environments based on these mechanisms, and (iii) provide explanations for sub-optimal
performance in certain problem-solving environments.

I began with a Bayesian satisficing model of a general problem-solving situation where the
problem-solver has to adjust the amount of planning to improve performance in an uncertain
environment. The model predicts that (i) with sufficient experience, the optimal level of performance can
be attained, (ii) the responses to changes in costs will be faster than the responses to changes in benefit,
and (iii) high planning cost may lead to poor exploration of the problem space. Three experiments were
conducted to test these predictions and the results supported the predictions. Cognitive models, built on
the ACT-R architecture based on the Bayesian satisficing model, were used to account for the findings in
the experiments. The ACT-R models were found to match the empirical data well, suggesting that the
mechanisms in the ACT-R architecture were able to explain the adaptive planning behavior observed
from the experiments. Implications to learning and performance in various problem-solving environments
were discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of planning and acting in problem solving has been of great interest for cognitive
psychologists and researchers in artificial intelligence. Planning allows the problem solver to search for
alternative actions in the problem space so that the problem can be solved more effectively and
efficiently. However, unlike early robot systems (e.g. see Nilsson, 1971), people seldom plan out a
complete sequence of actions. Rather, planning and action are interleaved (Robertson & Black, 1986;
Anderson, 1990; Payne, 1991) – i.e. problem solvers form partial plans and act on the world as soon as a
reasonable partial plan is decided, and plan further actions as they act. The interleaving of planning and
action allows more opportunistic planning, since new goals can be set and plans can be revised depending
on the state of the external world (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979). 

All problem-solving behavior lies somewhere along the planning continuum. At one extreme, a
single action is decided and executed based purely on the current state of the problem. This results in
highly reactive behavior that can respond quickly to the changing external world, since no search in the
problem space is required. However, choosing actions based purely on local information (only the current
state of the problem) could be highly inefficient for problems that inherently require planning (e.g. the
Tower-of-Hanoi puzzle, see Kotovsky, Hayes, & Simon, 1985). At the other extreme of the planning
continuum, a complete sequence of actions is planned out before any action is executed. This results in
highly efficient performance, as the best sequence of actions is chosen and executed. However, the costs
associated with planning may nullify any benefit that planning can bring. The interleaving of planning
and action allows a balancing of problem-solving performance and computational cost (i.e. planning cost)
involved in searching and evaluation of actions.

The current research adopts the bounded rationality framework to study the tradeoffs between
planning and acting in problem solving. The bounded rationality framework proposes that one of the main
sources for cognitive anomalies (i.e. behavioral patterns that are inconsistent with the optimality
assumption) is the existence of constraints in our cognitive system. Cognitive constraints impose bounds
to the underlying mechanisms, making extensive computations psychologically implausible. The theory
of bounded rationality proposes simple (thus psychologically plausible) mechanisms that are well adapted
to the demands of the external environment. These adaptive mechanisms may not always lead to the
optimal solutions, but are able to lead to reasonably high levels of performance in a wide range of
environments (Simon, 1956).

By adopting the bounded rationality framework, I propose simple rational mechanisms for human
adaptive planning. By focusing on how these mechanisms behave in different environments, a better
descriptive theory of actual human performance in problem solving can be obtained. The current
approach has three main steps: (1) study and propose rational mechanisms that allow people to adapt to an
environment by changing the amount of planning, (2) investigate and account for adaptive planning
behavior in environments with different characteristics, and (3) study when and how people fail to adapt
optimally to an environment.

Specifically, based on the bounded rationality framework, a Bayesian satisficing model was
proposed to characterize adaptive planning behavior. Predictions of human adaptive planning behavior in
different environments were derived from the model. Empirical experiments were then conducted to test
these predictions. To provide quantitative match between the predictions of the model to human data,
cognitive models were built using the ACT-R architecture. By fitting the empirical data with the ACT-R
model, the goal was to test whether the cost-benefit tradeoffs involved in adaptive planning can be
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explained by the combination of the optimal Bayesian satisficing model and the cognitive constraints
provided in the ACT-R architecture.
Overview

In the rest of the introduction, definitions of the terms and concepts are given in the Vocabulary
section. Then an example of the planning and acting problem will be given to highlight the focus of the
current dissertation. Theoretical backgrounds will then be given to describe research on the tradeoffs
between planning and acting in problem solving. The rationale and description of the research approach
adopted in the current dissertation are then presented. The research begins by a Bayesian satisficing
model of adaptive planning, which helps to highlight the computational problem faced by the problem
solver and to make predictions of behavior in different environments. Then the details of the ACT-R
model will be presented. The predictions of the model were tested by three experiments. The experiments,
each followed by the empirical and modeling results, will be presented. Summary and conclusions of the
current endeavor will be given in the last part of the dissertation.
Vocabulary

Planning
The construct of planning has been used and interpreted in various ways in different studies. The

current research focuses on the search-and-evaluate aspect of planning in problem solving. One major
component in this search-and-evaluate process is assessing information relevant to different alternatives.
Planning can therefore be operationalized in terms of the number of information accesses, and the cost of
planning can be manipulated by the cost of information accesses. Information assess costs have been
successfully used to study problem-solving processes (Ballard, Hayhoe, & Pelz (1995); Gray & Fu (2001)
and decision-making processes (Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993).

Cost and benefit of planning
Figure 1 shows the time course of three hypothetical problem-solving episodes. Planning and

actions are interleaved in episode A and episode C, episode B shows how the same problem is solved
with no planning. The time-to-completion in episode B can therefore be considered the baseline
performance. In episode A, three partial plans were constructed and evaluated before the problem solver
decided to stop planning. One of the partial plans was then selected and executed. The time spent in
constructing and evaluating the partial plans can be considered the planning cost. After the execution of
the partial plan, another two partial plans were constructed and evaluated. Planning then stopped and one
of the partial plans was selected and executed. The problem was then solved. Episode B shows the
situation where actions were selected and executed based purely on the current problem state. The
difference in the total problem-solving time between episode A and episode B can be considered the
planning benefit for episode A, since this is the time that can be saved by planning. However, as shown in
episode C, too much planning may nullify the benefit, since the cost may be so high that even though the
partial plans executed are highly efficient, the total time spent in episode C was longer than that in
episode B (the baseline performance).
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Figure 1. Three problem-solving episodes showing the relationship between planning cost and planning
benefit. The current definitions of cost and benefit are measured by time, and the difference between cost
and benefit is directional, not categorical.

One important characteristic of the current definitions of costs and benefits is that both costs and
benefits are measured in the same unit – time. This has the advantage that costs and benefits of planning
can be easily measured and compared. Another advantage is that costs and benefits can be defined as a
single construct and therefore can be used interchangeably – costs can be interpreted as “negative
benefits”, and benefits can be interpreted as “negative costs”. For example, in Figure 1, the global
planning benefit (faster to solve the problem) of episode A compared to episode B can be interpreted as
the savings in global costs (i.e. negative costs) by the planning done in episode A. Similarly, the “negative
benefits” of planning in episode C can be interpreted as the global costs of planning. In the rest of the
current dissertation, the concepts of costs and benefits will be used and defined as a single underlying
construct measured by time, and the difference between them will be directional, not categorical. In this
sense, the focus of the dissertation is on the trade-off between the local costs of planning or acting versus
the global costs of planning and acting.

Local decisions and global performance

A local-global distinction can also be interpreted from Figure 1, which is presented as the
relationship between local decisions and the global performance. During planning, the problem solver has
to decide when to stop planning, and select the best partial plan among the evaluated partial plans
(therefore local). There is, however, no guarantee that the partial plan selected will lead to a better global
performance (i.e. the total problem-solving time). However, with experience, feedback on global
performance will eventually affect the local decisions on when to stop planning, which will lead to better
global performance the next time the problem is solved. Performance improves through this process of
adaptation in which local decisions on when to stop planning are improved based on the feedback on the
global performance.
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Bounded rationality and adaptivity
The concept of “rationality” emerged as a notion of reasonableness in economics, psychology,

and other fields, originally referring to the optimization of some utility function. A competing notion
called “bounded rationality”, coined by Simon (1956), emphasizes both the cognitive limitations of
humans and the structure of the environment. Instead of calculating an optimal solution in a given
situation, bounded rationality refers to the principles that underlie non-optimizing adaptive behavior of
real people. Human behavior is non-optimizing because of the limited cognitive resources, limited time,
and limited information often conflict with the ideal of finding a procedure to arrive at the optimal
solution. Bounded rationality refers to the best that one can do in face of these limitations, and how
principles for this kind of behavior are adapted to the characteristics of the environment. The notion of
bounded rationality therefore highlights the importance of the structure of the environments in which the
behavior is observed. Different environments may induce different patterns of behavior. Even non-
optimizing behavior may produce reasonable solutions specific to the environment (thus the term
“adaptive”). In this dissertation, adaptivity is defined as how well people can, within the constraints of
their cognitive limitations, exploit the structure of the environment and use a simple set of simple
mechanisms to obtain a reasonably good solutions to a problem.

Learning as adaptation to the environment
As illustrated in Figure 1, benefit is based on the potential time saving one can obtain. The

benefit therefore cannot be known in advance, but can only be learned from past experiences. This
learning process can be considered a kind of adaptation to the task environment – the decision on when to
stop planning becomes better (as reflected by the global performance) as the estimate of the benefit
improves with experience. As mentioned earlier, this definition of adaptation does not in any sense imply
that people deliberately calculate in their heads the benefit to obtain the optimal level of planning. Rather,
adaptation is defined as a kind of satisficing (Simon, 1956) – a set of fast and simple mechanisms that
improves performance through experience by exploiting the structural characteristics of the task
environments. The goal of the current dissertation is to understand and characterize this simple set of
mechanisms.
The research approach

The current dissertation adopts the bounded rationality approach to understanding adaptive
planning in problem solving. The study of rationality is referred to as normative, when mathematical
optimal performance is computed to serve as a standard for ideal behavior. It is said to be descriptive,
when it focuses on providing explanations of actual human performance. Normative rationality has been
shown to be successfully in modeling behavior in economic markets. In Herbert Simon's (1956) words,
"The rational man of economics is a maximizer, who will settle for nothing less than the best." However,
in psychology, there is accumulating evidence showing that although general patterns of behavior in
many cases can be approximated well by normative rationality, variations from the normative standard
were found (e.g. Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Tversky and Kahneman called these “cognitive
illusions”— behavior that departs from normative rationality. To draw a parallel between decision-
making and vision, cognitive illusions are analogous to optimal illusions such as the classical Muller-Lyer
illusion in vision (see Figure 2). One can learn a great deal about the cognitive processes underlying
decision-making the same way as one can learn about how visual information is processed by studying
the breakdown regions where optimal illusions occur, and draw from this lessons for how “normal” vision
operates.
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Figure 2. The Muller-Lyer illusion – people tend to perceive the upper line to be shorter than the lower
line, even though they are of equal length.

In the traditions of Simon (1956), Marr, (1988), and Anderson (1990), the current research
attempts to bridge the gap between the normative and descriptive approach. First I will present a Bayesian
satisficing model that learns to adapt optimally in certain environment. The Bayesian learning mechanism
in the model is “optimal” given the existing knowledge. However, the model does not compute the
globally optimal level of planning. Instead, it satisfices on a reasonably good level of planning based on a
simple decision rule (details in the next chapter).  Predictions on when and how sub-optimal cost-benefit
tradeoffs may be exhibited were then derived from the model. Empirical data on a simple map-navigation
task were then collected to understand when and how people deviated from the normative standards as
predicted by the Bayesian satisficing model. To provide a descriptive account of the empirical data,
models of human performance were constructed based on the ACT-R architecture. The ACT-R
architecture provided a set of detailed, well-tested cognitive mechanisms as well as cognitive constraints
that allowed direct comparisons of the predictions made by the model with the empirical data. The ACT-
R models can therefore provide important insights to the mechanisms underlying adaptive planning in
human problem solving.
The Problem

To illustrate the crux of the planning and acting problem, I will first give a simple example. A
person has to choose from the many possible paths that go from A to I in Figure 3. Each segment takes
time T (e.g. the time from A to B is represented as TAB), and the speed of each of the segments are
different depending on the traffic condition. To find a faster path, this person can call any of the towns B,
C,…, H, and I to check the traffic condition of the paths that lead to that town, but each call takes time K.
For example, a call to town D will provide information on the time it takes to go from A to D and the
time it takes to go from B to D. For simplicity, it is assumed that the call time (K) is the same for all
towns, regardless of how many paths lead to the town.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

To call or not to call?

I

H

Figure 3. The planning problem – how much planning (calling) should the person do to get from A to I as
fast as possible?
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If this person wants to go from A to I as fast as possible, he or she should take into account both
the call time (K) and the travel time (T). To be certain of finding the fastest path, the person has to call all
8 towns to find out the time it takes to use any one of the paths in the map. Only after all 8 calls are made
can the person know for sure that a particular path is the fastest path. (It’s not difficult to infer in this case
that any path chosen based on information obtained from less than 8 calls will contain some
uncertainties.) The time it takes to find and use the fastest possible path for certain will therefore be T8-calls

= 8K+Tfastest path. Assume that at a particular moment, the fastest path is A-C-E-H-I. The time it takes to
find and use the fastest path for certain is T8-calls = 8K+TAC+TCE+TEH+THI.

Let’s say this person, after making calls to towns B and C, knows that the path from A to C is
faster. After that, if the person decides to call E and F, he or she may find out that the path from C to E is
faster than the path from C to F. At this point, however, he becomes impatient and decides to stop calling
and choose a path based on the limited information after the 4 calls made. Let’s say the person decides to
go from A to C, then from C to E. When the person is at E, however, he or she has to randomly choose a
path. Let say he or she chooses the path from E to G, and finally reaches I from G. The total time it takes
in this case will be T4-calls = 4K+ TAC+TCE+TEG+TGI. The difference in the total time between this case to
the case when the fastest path is chosen is: T8-calls – T4-calls = 4K + (TEH – TEG) + (THI - TGI).

Note that after the person knew that the path from A to C was faster than the path from A to B,
he/she could not know for sure that it would be faster overall to go to C, because the paths from C to I
could be slow. Similarly, when the person was at E, there was no guarantee that the path A-C-E was
faster than A-B-D, because the path from B to D, the speed of which was still unknown, could be faster
than the path from C to E.

The interesting question is, does using the fastest path always takes the least time? By simple
calculations, using the fastest path will be faster if T8-calls < T4-calls, or when K < Kcritical, where

4

)()( HIGIEHEG
critical

TTTT
K

−+−= . (This is just a specific case for Kcritical. As will be described in the

section on the Bayesian satisficing model, Kcritical may best be represented by a probability distribution
specific to the particular environment). If, however, criticalKK > , finding the fastest path actually will be

slower overall than using the slower path. Similar calculations can be done when the person decides to
make more or fewer calls. Depending on the path chosen (partially as a consequence of how many calls
are made), whether taking the fastest path is actually faster can be determined. Therefore, theoretically,
the optimal number of calls one should make can be calculated to minimize the total time it takes to go
from Start to End. However, the computations require complete information of the problem (i.e.
information of the speeds of all paths in the map). Without complete information, estimations have to be
made based on past experiences – for example, the person may have used the paths from A to C and A to
B 20 times before and he or she knows that 90% of the time, the path from A to C was faster than the path
from A to B. The person may decide to go to C without calling to save time. But how do people
accumulate experiences and make decisions on whether to call (i.e. plan) or not based on accumulated
experiences? How sensitive are people to changing environments (for example, different speeds of paths
at different times)?

The above simple scenario highlights the fundamental problem of planning and acting – when
should one stop planning and begin acting to improve performance? In this simple task, the time it takes
to make each call (i.e. K) is the planning cost, and the potential time saving when a faster path is found is
the planning benefit (i.e. (TEG – TEH ) + (TGI – THI) in the above example). The planning and acting
problem can then be cast as the study of how people trade-off the cost and benefit of planning. If one
imagines each town in Figure 3 as a state in a problem space, this simple scenario can be understood as a
general planning and acting problem in problem solving. One can easily see that as the number of
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problem states increases, the computation involved in obtaining the optimal amount of planning will
increase tremendously.

The problem becomes even more complicated considering that the person does not know how
much time saving he or she can obtain before making the next call to a town. Only after the call is made is
the person able to tell whether it was worth making. If a faster path is found and the time saving is larger
than the time it takes to make the calls, the person will save time; but if the new path found is slow, the
time spent in making the call is wasted. Even if the person finds a faster path after the call, he or she still
faces the problem of whether he should make the next call or not. It is therefore critical to make the
correct decision on when to stop calling. This decision, however, is based on information that cannot be
known in advance. The only way to improve the decision is to make better estimations of the potential
time saving in making each call based on past experiences. The situation is even worse if the cost and
benefit (i.e. call time and traffic condition in the above example) changes with time. How well are people
able to perform the cost-benefit tradeoff in this kind of situation? How are people able to improve their
performance based on past experiences? What are the mechanisms behind this kind of learning that
simplify the extensive calculations? In other words, how do people adapt to the environment, especially if
the cost and benefit of planning is unknown and changing?
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Sub-optimal behavior and bounded rationality
The normative rationality theory assumes that behavior is always optimal. However, researchers

have shown that, in many cases, human behavior is sub-optimal (e.g. Tversky & Kahneman, 1974).
Tversky and Kahneman called these kind of behavior "cognitive illusions". There are two classes of
response to this kind of findings. In one class of response, researchers argue that in most of these cases,
performance is actually optimal if the problem is represented differently. For example, (Oaksford &
Chater, 1994, 1996) showed that the apparently sub-optimal performance in the Watson selection task is
actually optimal, if one assumes that people are optimizing the "information gain". Similarly, the robust
"probability-matching" behavior can also be considered optimal, if one assumes that people may want to
know if the less-successful-appearing option has changed (Berry & Fristedt, 1985). These researchers
therefore maintain that the normative rationality is useful in providing good descriptions of actual human
behavior. Behavior is sub-optimal only when the "wrong" measure was set as the norm.

The other class of response accepts that human behavior is sub-optimal, and attempts to study the
characteristics of the sub-optimal behavior and the conditions under which sub-optimal behavior will be
exhibited (e.g. Simon, 1956, Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999). These researchers have stressed the importance
of the ecological factors in human decision-making. They maintained that cognitive systems should be
understood relative to the environment in which they evolved, rather than to the tenets of normative
rationality. For example, Brunswik, (1952) stated that people perceive distal information in the
environment by inferring from the proximal cues that are available to them. Therefore, erroneous
decisions arise because of the less-than-perfect correlations between proximal cues of the environment
and unknown distal information of the environment. Gigerenzer & Goldstein (1996) showed that by
exploiting the inherent correlation of cues in the environment, some "fast and frugal heuristics", which
had limited knowledge and used only partial information from the environment, could attain the same
level of performance as some normative rational procedures (e.g. multiple regression) that had unlimited
knowledge and used all information in the environment. These simple heuristics do not always lead to the
best solutions, but can lead to reasonably good solutions in a wide range of different environments. The
advantage of these heuristics is that they require much fewer cognitive resources, and do not require
unrealistic complex calculations in the head, especially in complex (or information-rich) environment.

The current research adopts an approach that leans closer to the second class of researchers
described above. I focus on the conditions under which sub-optimal performance are exhibited, and
propose psychologically plausible mechanisms to account for this kind of behavior. Under the bounded
rationality framework, these mechanisms may or may not be optimal in all environments. However, these
mechanisms should (1) be general enough so that they can be applied to different environments, (2)
require realistic cognitive resources and mechanisms, (3) be able to lead to reasonably good performance
in a wide range of environments.
The cost and benefit of planning and acting

A number of researchers have argued that planning and actions are interleaved (Anderson, 1990;
Payne, 1991; Robertson & Black, 1986; Suchman, 1986). The benefit of planning is to find more efficient
solution. For example, Robertson and Black found that in simple computer editing tasks, more planning
often led to more efficient performance, since more efficient sequences of actions were found. However,
planning usually has costs associated with it. One indirect study on planning cost was by O'Hara & Payne
(1998). By increasing the “implementation cost” of moving a piece in the 8-puzzle problem, O'Hara and
Payne showed that their subjects tended to engage in more mental planning and use fewer number of
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moves to finish the task. They interpreted their findings as evidence supporting the notion that the
decision on how much to plan is sensitive to the cost and benefit of planning. However, since only the
costs of acting were directly manipulated, the effects of the cost and benefit of planning can only be
inferred. As pointed out by O’Hara and Payne, the interpretation of the results of their experiments is
restricted to the phenomenon that when the costs of acting in the external world are high, people tend to
perform more mental planning operations before they act, and vice versa. Studies on planning have also
found that people are sensitive to the costs and benefits of planning. For example, Kirsch & Maglio
(1994) found that expert players of the interactive video game Tetris outperformed novice players by
better cost-benefit tradeoffs between mental planning and external planning (information-seeking
actions). They found the expert players substituted costly mental planning with efficient external planning
(by rotating the pieces) to improve performance. Gunzelmann & Anderson (2003) also found that their
subjects increased the level of planning in the Tower-of-Hanoi task as they learned that it increased the
efficiency of their solutions.

In summary, previous results suggest that (1) people are sensitive to the cost and benefit of
planning, (2) people learn to perform better cost-benefit tradeoffs through experience, and (3) good cost-
benefit tradeoffs are often critical to performance. However, no study has directly manipulate costs and
benefits and investigate how the cost-benefit tradeoffs may affect performance. By directly manipulating
the cost and benefit of planning, the current research focuses on the mechanisms underlying the cost-
benefit tradeoffs in adaptive planning, and how the tradeoffs are learned through experience.
Adaptation to task environments

One robust finding relevant to human (or animal) adaptation to different environments is the
phenomenon of “probability matching” – people choose an option a proportion of time equal to its
probability of being correct (see e.g. Estes, 1964). This kind of behavior is sometimes considered
irrational in the normative sense, because a better overall performance can be obtained if people
consistently pick the option that has a higher probability of being correct. However, in the natural
environment, it is sometimes not clear whether one of the choices truly has a higher probability of being
correct than the other. For example, a foraging animal may want to go to a food patch that has a lower
probability of containing food in the past because food distribution may change over time. Sampling both
options therefore may bring more information to the chooser to make better future predictions, and
therefore may be considered rational (in the descriptive sense) or adaptive (Berry & Fristedt, 1985). In
problem-solving tasks, the problem-solver often has multiple solution approaches, or strategies, available.
Each of these strategies or approaches may or may not lead to a successful solution. Similar to the
probability-matching behavior, studies have shown that as problem-solvers gain experience in the task,
they tend to choose the more successful strategy more often than the less successful strategy (e.g. Lovett
& Anderson, 1996). These results show that people’s choices of actions are adaptive to the structural
characteristics of different task environments. Learning to choose better can therefore be cast as an
adaptation to the problem-solving environment.

One way to study adaptation is to understand how past experiences influence future choice.
Studies have shown that the influence of distant past experiences is less than the influence of recent
experience on future choice, but most of these studies are in the field of animal choice research. For
example, Devenport, Hill, Wilson, & Ogden (1997) show that rats place greater weight on recent
successes than more distant ones in foraging. The explanation is that animals tend to choose a food patch
that has been recently successful over one that was successful a long time ago because recent information
tend to be more reliable than distant one. The chance that a food patch that has been recently visited still
contains food is higher than one that has been visited a long time ago. Similarly, a depleted food patch
that has been visited long time ago has a higher chance of containing food again than a depleted food
patch that has just been visited. Devenport et. al. show that rats choose which food patch to go based on a
time-weighted function of their past experiences of success and failure.
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Choice over time
Many choices require trade-offs between costs and benefits that occur at different points in time –

get a job or go to college, buy a fancy sports car or a reliable sedan – these everyday decisions require us
to weigh consequences that are distributed over time. In the field of economics, studies have shown that
people tend to be myopic – future consequences tend to be discounted and people are easily lured to
immediate self-gratification, although exceptions abounded (Loewenstein & Elster, 1992). As explained
earlier in the introduction, in the planning and acting problem, the anticipated benefits of a local decision
on when to stop planning are distributed over a future time period. Perfect trade-offs between costs and
benefits require equal weights on events that have more immediate consequences (local costs) and events
that have more distant consequences (global benefits). If, however, the problem solver is “myopic”, local
costs may be weighted more heavily than global benefits. The consequence is that people may not be
optimal in the amount of planning – thus exhibiting sub-optimal performance.

Although important, none of the studies in problem solving has directly addressed this question.
There are, however, indirect results showing that people may have differential sensitivity to local and
global consequences. For example, Fennema & Kleinmuntz (1995) conducted a series of experiments to
study the influence of two particular task features – information display format and number of alternatives
– on decision makers’ anticipations of effort and accuracy in a set of multi-attribute loan application
tasks. At the beginning of each trial, subjects were required to estimate the effort they would spend and
the accuracy of their performance. Fennema and Kleinmuntz found that subjects were better at
anticipating effort than accuracy. Explicit feedback on effort had no effect on the anticipations of effort
and performance. Explicit feedback on accuracy did improve subjects’ choices in the tasks, but had no
effect on anticipations of accuracy. Congruent with these findings, Creyer, Bettman, & Payne, (1990)
showed that the feedback on accuracy of the task had a higher impact on the strategies used and on
performance than did the feedback on effort of the task, although both effort and accuracy affect the
choice of strategies. These results suggest that people seem to be able to anticipate efforts better than
accuracy. Since efforts had more immediate consequences than accuracy in these tasks, these findings are
consistent with the notion that people are more sensitive to events that have more immediate
consequences than those that have consequences later in time. Unfortunately, little attention has been paid
to this kind of differential sensitivity of events over time in problem solving research.

To summarize, extensive studies have been done to show that people are able to make adaptive
decisions in task environments with different costs and benefits. The temporal dimension is important in
the decision processes, with studies showing that when making choices, recent past experiences may be
weighted more heavily than distant ones. Although results from decision-making studies suggest that
people may be more sensitive to local events that have more immediate consequences than global events
that have more distant consequences, no study in human problem solving today has directly addressed
this question. In the planning and acting problem, a series of linked decisions on when to stop planning
has to be made, and their outcomes have to be evaluated dynamically from a temporally extended future.
This unique feature therefore allows me to directly focus on studying whether people may be more
sensitive to events that have more immediate consequences than events that have more distant
consequences. Since planning inherently requires the problem solver to project into the future the
consequences of the choices made locally, the results will be important in the basic understanding of
planning in human problem solving.
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THE BAYESIAN SATISFICING MODEL OF ADAPTIVE PLANNING

Although numerous algorithms for obtaining the optimal level of planning have been proposed by
researchers in machine learning, these algorithms usually require extensive computations and knowledge
about the environments that make them psychologically implausible. Simon (1956) suggested that in most
cases, an organism does not always try to find the best possible solution in a give task environment.
Instead, by exploiting the structure of the environment (e.g. correlation between features of different
objects), an organism may be able to adopt simple and efficient mechanisms that attain reasonable levels
of performance in a wide range of environments. The major assumption is that the ability to flexibly adapt
to the characteristics of the external environment is often an essential factor for the survival of most
organisms. Based on this assumption, researchers have proposed approaches to study human behavior.
For example, the Lens model of Brunswik (1952) assumes that there are inherent correlations between
proximal cues and distal information in the external environment. Brunswik showed that by finding out
these correlations, predictions could be made about how people perceive and utilize these proximal cues
to make judgment. Similarly, Gigerenzer and Todd (1999) presented how a set of simple and
psychologically plausible heuristics can perform well by exploiting inherent structures of the
environment. Anderson (1990) has also shown that by making simple assumptions about the
characteristics of the environment, a wide range of behavior can be explained by the adaptive nature of
cognition.

The Bayesian satisficing model described below began with simple assumptions of the
environments, and it showed that information from the environment can be learned and the optimal level
of planning based on existing knowledge of the environment can be reached. A number of predictions
were derived from the model and were tested against empirical data collected from human subjects.
Assumptions in the Bayesian satisficing model

For the problem solver, the Bayesian satisficing model assumes that the problem-solver learns by
updating the existing knowledge about the environment through a Bayesian combination of new
information from the environment and the existing knowledge. It is also assumed that the problem solver
uses some simple decision rules to choose a particular level of planning based on the existing knowledge
of the environment. For simplicity, some assumptions about the environment are also made.  First, it is
assumed that the more planning the problem solver does, the less effort will be required to accomplish the
task (i.e. f(n) is a decreasing function of n). It is also assumed that the distance between the goal state and
the start state is constant. This assumption holds constant the influence of distance to the believed effort
of various actions (usually the larger the distance between the start state and the goal state, the higher is
the believed effort). This allows the model to focus on the relationship between the amount of planning
and the effort required to finish the task. For the same reason, it is also assumed that the problem can
always be solved (even with no planning). However, depending on the amount of planning done, the
effort required to solve the problem varies.
Learning: Adaptation through accumulation of information from the external environment

The model improves performance through an adaptation process in which information is
incrementally accumulated from the environment. The adaptation process has the dual goals of (1)
learning the characteristics of the environment and (2) improving performance by choosing better actions
to solve the problem. For learning, the adaptation process has a mechanism that combines new
information obtained from the environment with existing knowledge; for performance, a local decision
criterion is used that allows the person to choose actions to solve the problem efficiently based on the
existing knowledge of the environment. Specifically, when deciding how much planning one should do
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during problem solving, the problem-solver needs a mechanism that allows the problem-solver to update
his or her knowledge about the relationship between the amount of planning and the execution cost of
action, and a decision criterion on when to stop planning given the existing knowledge.

Before going into the details of the adaptation model, the following variables are defined:
B – the mean amount of effort required to solve the problem
n – number of steps of planning
nopt – optimal number of steps of planning
C – the actual total amount of effort required to solve the problem after planning
Learning in the Bayesian satisficing model is concerned with estimating B from information

observed from the environment. The model assumes that the amount of effort to solve the problem has an
exponential relationship with the number of steps of planning (i.e. n). The uncertainties of B are
represented by a gamma distribution. The exponential distribution has the characteristic that there is
diminishing return in the amount of effort one can save per each additional step of planning. The gamma
distribution is a two-parameter general distribution that describes the uncertainties of B in a general
environment. The gamma and exponential distribution are standard non-informative distributions in
Bayesian analysis (e.g. see Berger, 1985), which make minimal assumptions on the structure of the
environment. Although the use of the exponential distribution assumes unrealistically that acting costs
will approach zero as planning increases, the decision criterion described below will almost guarantee that
planning will stop before acting costs get too low.

Mathematically, the distributions for B are:
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 p(B|n’) will then be used as the updated “prior” estimations of the environment (i.e. p(B)) the
next time the problem is solved. This allows the distribution p(B) to be continually updated with new
information.

With the definition of B, the function, f(n), representing the amount of effort after n units of
planning can be calculated by:

')'()'|()( ∫= dBBpBnpnf

The function “integrates out” the influence of B’, the updated B, from previous observations. f(n)
therefore takes into account both the uncertainties in the observations and the uncertainties in the
estimation of B (which is continually updated every time the problem is solved).
Performance: Deciding on the level of planning based on existing knowledge

If wn is the cost of a unit step of planning, the optimal decision rule to stop planning is when the
cost of an additional step of planning exceeds its expected benefit. Mathematically, planning will stop as
soon as n satisfies the following equation:
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f(n) – f(n+1)  < wn                                 (Equation 2: the local decision rule)

The above stopping criterion is a local decision rule since it takes only information of the current
and next step into consideration. The optimal number of steps of planning (i.e. nopt) with respect to the
current distributions of B can be calculated. After the execution of actions, the actual execution cost can
be obtained. Based on the information, the model updates the distribution of B using the Bayes’ theorem
as described above. The updated distributions, with more information, will describe the environment
better, and therefore generate a better value for nopt. The adaptation process continues and nopt will
approach a value that is tuned to the characteristic of the environment (see Figure 4). The Bayesian
satisficing model therefore allows the improvement of global performance through a local decision rule,
which greatly simplifies the computations compared to those required in most dynamic programming
approaches.

Problem-solver

p(B’) = 
∫f(nopt|B)p(B) dB

f(nopt)p(B)

Learning

f(n) - f(n+1) < wn

Performance

nopt, 
f(nopt|B)

Environment

nopt

Execution
cost

Figure 4. The Bayesian satisficing model.

To summarize, the prior distribution in the model represents the prior knowledge that people have
on the relationship between the amount of planning and the amount of effort required to solve the
problem in a general environment. With experience, the problem solver gains information about the
specific environment and updates his or her prior beliefs on the relationship between the amount of
planning and the amount of effort required to solve the problem. Based on this updated information, the
optimal amount of planning is done to solve the problem. New observations from the environment can be
obtained, which allows a better estimation of the optimal amount of planning, and so on. This Bayesian
satisficing process allows the problem solver to adapt progressively to the environment, as more and more
information is obtained from the environment. The Bayesian satisficing model therefore provides a
framework on how people are able to plan “optimally”, even in situation where the problem solver has
only limited knowledge about the environment.
Simulations of the Bayesian satisficing model in a diminishing-return environment

A diminishing-return environment was created to verify the behavior of the model. The
environment assumes an exponential relationship between the amount of planning and the amount of
effort required to solve the problem, i.e. C = Cnp* exp(-k*n), where C is the amount of effort required, n
is the amount of planning, Cnp is the amount of effort required when no planning is done, and k is the
parameter controlling the rate of change. Different values of k were used to study how the satisficing
model is able to tune to the environment. In general, the higher the value of k, the lower will be the
optimal amount of planning for a given value of planning cost. An example of a diminishing-return
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environment is shown in Figure 5.  Figure 5 also shows when planning will stop given the use of the local
decision rule (i.e. equation 2).

n’

∆B < Cost(∆n)

Acting cost f(n)

Amount of planning (n)

f(n’)

f(n’+∆n)

n’+∆n

Figure 5. The optimal level of planning using the local decision rule when perfect knowledge of the
environment is available. In the figure, the relationship between acting cost and the amount of planning is
represented by the function f(n), where n is the amount o f planning. The planning benefit associated with
an addition ∆n amount of planning is f(n) – f(n+∆n) = ∆B. The local decision rule is to find n so that the
benefit is smaller than the cost of planning (i.e. ∆B < Cost (∆n).)
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Figure 6. The optimal amount of planning (y-axis) with different prior distributions of the amount of
effort one can save per unit planning. The x-axis stands for the number of new observations sampled from
the environments. a, b are the parameters of the prior distribution of the mean savings of effort per unit
plan. Cnp is set to 100. Different k values represent different environment with different optimal levels of
planning.

Figure 6 shows the simulation results of the Bayesian satisficing model, with different values of
the parameters (i.e. a, b) for the prior distribution for B for the environments. The figures show the
optimal amount of planning based on the local decision rule (equation 2). The unit planning cost wn was
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assumed constant and was set to 1. The figure shows that when the Bayesian satisficing model first
approaches the problem, the optimal amount of planning is very close to the mean (i.e. a*b ) of the prior
distribution. With sufficient observations from the environment, the amount of planning converges to an
optimal value that reflects the characteristic of the specific environment (given the assumptions of the
environment stated earlier).

The figure shows that even if the prior beliefs of the mean time savings are very different from
the optimal values, the Bayesian satisficing mechanism updates the posterior distributions so that the
mean time savings drops close to the optimal values quickly after a few new observations. In other words,
the model was quickly dominated by the influence of new observations, and shows the importance of
experience in the adaptation process.
Simulations of the model in changing environments

The simulation results in the steady, diminishing-return environment showed that with sufficient
experience, the model was able to learn from its observations of the environment and approach the
optimal level of planning. It is, however, not clear how well the model is able to respond to changes in
planning costs (i.e wn) and planning benefits (i.e. B). Since the model uses a local decision rule to obtain
nopt with a given wn (see equation 2), the prediction is that when wn changes, a new nopt can be obtained
quickly based on this new value. However, if B changes, the model needs to obtain sufficient number of
observations from the environment to update its estimation (see equation 1) and therefore will be slower
compared to the response to changes in planning costs. This prediction is tested with a simulation
described below.

Two sets of simulations were conducted. In the switch-benefit set, wn was set to 1. The model
was first simulated in an diminishing-return environment with the same equation as the previous
simulation (i.e. C = Cnp* exp(-k*n)), with the value of k set to 0.2, and wn set to 1. The model has the
parameters of the prior gamma distribution set to a=10, b=2. learned for 25 cycles and was then switched
to another environment with k equals 0.05 for another 25 learning cycles. The amount of planning chosen
by the model was plotted in Figure 7. The model was then reset (using the parameters a=10, b=2 for the
prior distribution). The model then learned in the environment with k = 0.05 for 25 learning cycles and
then switched to the environment with k=0.2 for another 25 cycles. The results were plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Simulations of the model in the switch-benefit set. The model was switched to another
environment with different values of k at cycle 25.

In the switch-cost set, the model learned in the diminishing-return environment with k = 0.05.
The model first learned for 25 cycles with wn set to 1, and then learned for another 25 cycles with wn set
to 2. The model was then reset and learned with wn set to 2, then learned for another 25 cycles with wn set
to 1. The results were plotted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Simulations of the model in the switch-cost set. The model was switched to another
environment with different values of planning costs (i.e. wn) at cycle 25.

Comparing Figure 7 and Figure 8, the model seemed to respond faster to changes in costs
(changes in values of wn) than changes in benefits (changes in values of k). When the planning benefit
was changed, the Bayesian learning equation (equation 1) combined new observations from the
environment with its prior knowledge of the global environment. Since the Bayesian learning equation
took both the uncertainties of new observations and prior knowledge into account, the changes to the
estimation of the parameters of the global environment would have a smaller effect to the local decision
than when the planning cost was changed. When the planning cost was changed, the local decision would
be affected immediately, and no update to the estimation of the global environment was necessary (the
new observations were consistent with the prior observations). The simulation results confirmed this
prediction: the Bayesian satisficing model would respond to changes in costs faster than changes in
benefits.
Predictions of model behavior in a "local-minimum" environment

The use of the local decision rule suggests that the decision to stop planning does not guarantee
that it will lead to the global best solution. For example, Figure 9 shows a "local-minimum" environment
in which the planning benefit is high when the amount of planning is low, but the planning benefit
decreases (i.e. the magnitude of the slope of the curve becomes smaller) with a medium amount of
planning. However, the planning benefit becomes large again with a large amount of planning. The flat
region in the curve when the amount of planning is medium is what I called the local-minimum region –
planning is likely to stop at this region with the use of the local decision rule, especially when the
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planning cost is high (i.e. when f(n) – f(n+1) < wn). The prediction is that in a local-minimum
environment, high planning cost may lead to poor exploration of the problem space when the local
decision rule is used. In other words, when reasonably good solutions that require a medium amount of
planning exist, the best solution that requires more planning to discover are poorly explored, especially
when the cost is high.

Amount of 
planning

Planning + Acting time

A B C

Figure 9. A "local-minimum" environment – in region A and C, the planning benefit is high. However, in
region B, the planning benefit is low. When the local decision rule is used, planning may stop at region B
(since  ∆B < Cost (∆n)), especially when the planning cost is high.

Summary of predictions from the model
To summarize, the Bayesian satisficing model predicts that (1) with sufficient experience, people

are able to perform good cost-benefit tradeoffs and adapt to the optimal level of planning, (2) people may
respond to changes in costs faster than changes in benefits, and (3) in a local-minimum environment, high
planning cost may lead to poor exploration of the problem space, thus better solutions that require more
planning to discover are seldom used. These three predictions were tested against human data collected
from three experiments. To preview the results, human data supported these predictions, suggesting that
the Bayesian satisficing model was able to capture mechanisms underlying human adaptive planning well.
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THE ACT-R ARCHITECTURE

The Bayesian satisficing model aims at characterizing adaptive planning at a fairly abstract level
– no specific cognitive mechanisms have been specified. The model also does not assume any cognitive
constraints such as memory or attention limitations. The Bayesian satisficing model is therefore not
precise enough to generate precise quantitative predictions that can be matched directly to actual human
performance. To describe actual human performance at the mechanistic level, psychologically plausible
mechanisms and constraints need to be imposed to the Bayesian satisficing model so that precise
predictions can be generated and matched directly to human performance. ACT-R is a good candidate for
this purpose. The ACT-R architecture consists of multiple mechanistic modules and a theory of how these
modules are integrated to produce precise prediction of human behavior. The integration of this set of
mechanisms has been able to explain a wide range of behavior (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). Recently,
there is also evidence from neuroscience studies suggesting that the modules specified in the ACT-R
(Anderson, Qin, Sohn, Stenger, & Carter, in press). Therefore by building models in ACT-R, precise
predictions can be directly matched to actual human performance. The mechanisms in ACT-R can also
provide a detailed descriptive account of human performance.
Symbolic components of ACT-R

There are two major symbolic components in the ACT-R architecture (Anderson & Liebere,
1998) – a declarative knowledge component and a procedural knowledge component. Declarative
knowledge corresponds to things that we know and can be easily described to others, and is represented as
“chunks” in ACT-R. Each chunk has an activation value that determines the availability of the chunk.
Goals are also represented as chunks that encode the system's intentions. An example of a goal chunk, in
which two has to be added to three and the answer is still unknown is shown below.

Goal-addition
   ISA ADDITION
   ADDEND1 TWO

    ADDEND2 THREE
   ANSWER NIL

Procedural knowledge is knowledge that we display in our behavior but that we are not conscious
of, and basically specifies what declarative knowledge is brought to bear in solving problems. Procedural
knowledge is represented as condition-action pairs, or production rules (or simply productions).
Productions are in the form of IF <goal-specification> and <optional-buffer-specification> THEN
<action>. An example production rule that tries to solve an addition problem by retrieving an addition
chunk is shown below.

IF   the goal is to add num1 to num2 and there is no answer
THEN retrieve an addition chunk with num1 and num2 as addends

At any point in time, only a single production will fire. When there is more than one match, a
mechanism called conflict resolution is used to decide which production to execute. The conflict
resolution mechanism is based on a utility function. The expected utility of each matching production is
calculated based on this utility function, and the one with the highest expected utility will be picked
according to a mechanism referred to as conflict resolution. Details of the conflict resolution mechanism
will be discussed below.
Subsymbolic components in ACT-R

The section above describes ACT-R as a purely symbolic system in which discrete chunks and
productions interact in discrete cycles. ACT-R also has a subsymbolic level in which continuously
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varying quantities are processed, often in parallel, to participate in neural-like activation processes that
determine the speed and success of access to chunks in declarative memory and production rules in
procedural memory. These mechanisms are based on the "rational analysis" by Anderson (1990). Three
specific processes were chosen that determine the learning and performance of the model: the noisy
conflict resolution mechanism, the procedural learning mechanism, and the credit assignment mechanism.

Noisy conflict resolution – model performance
When there is more than one production rule that matches the goal specification, the noisy

conflict resolution mechanism will decide which production to fire. Each production rule in ACT-R has a
utility value E (referred to as "expected net utility") that determines the probability that the production
will be selected. Since the conflict resolution mechanism is noisy, even the production with the highest
net utility is only chosen a certain proportion of time. Specifically, the probability that a production x will
be selected is approximately captured in this closed-form equation:
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where t (the expected gain noise) controls the noise in the evaluations. This equation is also known as the
“soft-max” or the Boltzmann’s machine equation in connectionist models (e.g. see Hinton & Sejnowsky,
1986). In general, the higher the value of t, the higher the chance that productions with low expected net
utility (E) will fire. E is calculated as E=PG-C, where P is the expected probability that the goal will be
achieved if that production rule is chosen, G is the value of the goal, and C is the expected cost of
achieving the goal if the production is chosen. The scale or "currency" for measuring cost in ACT-R is
time. The values of P and C will change with experience, allowing ACT-R to learn. The learning
mechanism will be described in the next section.

Procedural leaning – model adaptation
There are learning processes in ACT-R that produce statistical estimates of the appropriate

quantities of two parameters – the probability of achieving the goal, P, and the cost of executing the
production, C. P and C are calculated as

P = successes
successes + failures

            C = efforts
successes+ failures

The parameters successes and failures in both equations refer to the number of times the
production has succeeded or failed to accomplish the goal. The parameter “efforts” is the total amount of
time taken over all past uses of the production, successful or failed. In general, the chance of choosing a
production increases when the number of times the production fires successfully is high, and the time
taken over all past uses of the production is low. The formulae presented above were derived from a
Bayesian estimation of the log odds of the probability that a particular action will successfully lead to its
intended outcome (see Anderson (1990), and the appendix of Lovett and Anderson (1996) for details).
However, learning always occurs at the production level. Unlike the Bayesian satisficing model, the result
of learning in ACT-R does not directly affect future performance. Instead, the result of learning
influences the noisy conflict resolution mechanism (i.e. changing the probabilities of choosing various
productions). Therefore learning and performance are more intertwined (thus more constrained) than the
Bayesian satisficing model.

The above procedural learning mechanism, however, does not take into account the fact that
people tend to weigh recent experiences more than distant experiences. ACT-R provides a time-based
decay mechanism to procedural learning. This mechanism allows the influence of past experiences to
decay with time. Thus, recent experiences will have a relatively larger influence on the production
selection process. Consequently, an ACT-R model with a long history of past experiences can respond to
recent experiences faster. The decay mechanism is important because the basic learning mechanism will
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respond to recent experiences more and more sluggishly when the number of older, past experiences
increases (i.e. as the denominator gets larger and larger with experience).

The time-based decay mechanism has the same equations as the ones shown above, but the
number of successes and failures becomes:

successes(t) = t j
− d

j =1

m

∑               failures(t) = t j
− d

j =1

n

∑
where tj is defined as how long ago each past success or failure was. From the equation, the larger t is, the
smaller the value will be weighted – i.e. the more remote a past experience is, the smaller its influence
(i.e. discounting) will be to the current choice of actions. In other words, past experiences decay with time
according to a power function with d as the index. The higher the value of d, the faster will be the decay
of past experiences (when d=0, all past experiences will be equally weighted). This time-based decay
mechanism also allows faster response to new information, because recent information has a larger
weight compared to old experiences.

Credit assignment mechanism
Another factor affecting the rate of learning is where the success and failure flag is set. The flags

are set to tell ACT-R when the current goal is successfully accomplished and when the model fails to
accomplish the goal. Consider the example shown in Table 1, where 5 productions, P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5
were fired in succession. Assume that the initial number of successes and failures for P1 is 1 and 0
respectively; the initial g parameter is set to 20; and the initial efforts parameter is set to 0.05 (all are
default values). The change of the efforts parameter is shown in the second row. The initial PG-C value
for P1 will be 19.95 (=1x20-0.05). If the success flag is set at P3, then after P3 was fired, the procedural
learning mechanism (without decay for simplicity) will update the efforts of P1 to (0.15+0.05)=0.2. Since
the number of successes is now 2, P remains 1 but C becomes 0.1 (0.2/2). Therefore the PG-C value will
be updated to 19.9 (1x20-0.1). However, if the success flag is set to P5, then the efforts parameter of P1
will be updated to (0.25+0.05)=0.3. The number of successes is still 2, P remains 1 but now C becomes
0.15 (0.3/2). The new PG-C value of P1 will then be 19.85 (1x20-0.15). It can be seen that the later the
flag is set, the impact to the "upstream" productions (in this case, P1 and P2) will be higher (i.e. faster
learning for the upstream productions). This is the credit assignment mechanism in ACT-R. It controls
how consequences of actions are credited to each of the production rules.

Table 1. An example of the effect of where the success flag is set on the learning of the PG-C values.
Each production below has the efforts parameter set to 0.05, and the cumulative efforts after each
production is fired are shown in the second row (e.g. the cumulative efforts after P3 is fired is calculated
as 0.05+0.05+0.05 = 0.15).

Productions P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Cumulative Efforts 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

Matching model predictions with human data
The most recent version of the ACT-R theory is ACT-R 5.0, which includes the perceptual-motor

component that allows for actions such as eye and mouse movements to occur in parallel with cognition.
One primary benefit of this component is that it enables ACT-R models to interact with the same software
used by human participants, thus ensuring the same flow of information and execution of interface
actions. The output from the model is therefore in the exact same format as the empirical data, allowing
direction comparisons to be made.
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METHODS – THE TASK

This section introduces the empirical task designed to collect human data in adaptive planning.
Since the current focus of the dissertation is the cost-benefit trade-offs in planning and acting that are
involved in a series of choice points during problem solving, the ideal task should be one that can be
solved in many possible ways. This characteristic will decrease the difficulty in finding a solution to the
problem, thereby increasing the importance of the costs and benefits of planning as factors affecting
performance. Performance is measured by the time to completion of the problem (as opposed to the
likelihood of solving the problem, which is commonly used to measure performance when puzzles and
games are used to study problem-solving behavior). Although less studied, this kind of problem is
commonly met in real life. For example, in the use of a graphical user interface, users usually know
multiple methods by which a task can be accomplished, and different tasks may be accomplished more
efficiently by different methods.  In this kind of situation, the difficulty often does not lie in finding any
one of the many possible methods to accomplish the task, but in determining which method is more
efficient for the task in a particular interface (e.g. Bhavnani & John, 2000; Nilsen, Jong, Olson, & Polson,
1992; Young & MacLean, 1988).

One good candidate is the task of map navigation in which the subject has to go from one specific
location to another on a map. A simple hill-climbing strategy is always applicable and sufficient to
accomplish the task (and any path can eventually lead to the goal), but the hill-climbing strategy does not
guarantee to lead to the best (i.e. fastest) path. With sufficient experience, one learns the speeds of
different routes and turns, and will be able to improve performance by a better choice of solution paths.

Red = Current

Blue = Start

Yellow = End

Figure 10. The train map used in experiments 1 and 2. The blue dot is the start station, the yellow dot the
destination, and the red dot the current station. The red hollow circles are stations that can be reached next
by clicking on one of them. Colors of all the transfers are covered (black).

A simple map-navigation task was chosen as shown in Figure 10. Subjects were given a start
station and a destination. Subjects were asked to travel from the start station to the destination to finish
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the map. Subjects could choose to go to any one of the adjacent stations directly connected to the current
station. To go to one of the adjacent stations, subjects had to point the mouse cursor to the station, press
and hold down the mouse key. A red line would be drawn from the current station (the red dot) to the
station clicked. The speeds of the train lines and the transfers were indicated by the speed of the
movement of the red line. When the red line reached the station, the station turned red and became the
current station.

Subjects could use the transfer at the intersection of the train lines to change direction. There
were transfers at every intersection of the train lines. When subjects were at a transfer station, he/she
could go to another train line or stay on the same train line. For example, in Figure 11, the subject was at
S1, the red dot. He or she could choose to go up to S2, in this case he/she was staying on the same vertical
train line, not using the transfer. The subject could also choose to go to S3, in this case, he/she was using
the orange transfer (the oblique orange line connecting S1 and S3) to go to the horizontal train line. Going
from S1 to S2 depended on the speed of the train, but going from S1 to S3 depended on the speed of the
orange transfer (explanations follow).

Subjects were told that there were two kinds of transfers, the pink transfers and the orange
transfers, and one of them was faster than the other. However, they were not told which one was faster.
When the trial started, the colors of the transfers were covered (i.e. in black). The color of a transfer
would be shown when the subject was at the transfer station or when the subject clicked on the transfer.
As soon as the experiment started, the subject could check the color of any transfer in the map anytime
before they reached the destination. Figure 12 shows the two kinds of transfers randomly located in the
map. The colors were shown for illustration purpose only. The pink transfers (fast) in the map are labeled,
and all the unlabeled ones are orange transfers (slow). At any time during the experiment, the subject
could see at most one transfer uncovered.

Blue = Start

Yellow = End

S1

S2S3

Figure 11. The train map showing how the transfer can be used to change direction by switching from the
vertical train line to the horizontal train line (S1 to S3). When going from S1 to S2, the subject is staying
on the same train line, not using the transfer.
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In this task, simple hill-climbing strategies (i.e. no planning) were always sufficient to finish the
task, but it did not guarantee to yield the fastest path. With experience, subjects learned the speeds of
different transfers, and would be able to improve performance by a better choice of solution paths.

There were two major manipulations of the experiment – planning cost and planning benefit. The
task was constructed so that increasing the amount of planning would decrease the cost of acting, and vice
versa. Planning was measured by the number of mouse clicks that checked the colors of the transfers.
Planning cost was manipulated by adding a lockout time after the transfer station was clicked. For
example, a 1-second lockout time required the subject to hold down the mouse key for one second before
he/she could see the color of the transfer. Planning benefit was manipulated by the speed of the slow
transfers. When the difference between the speeds of the slow and fast transfers was large, planning
benefit would be larger because using the fast transfer allowed the subject to solve the map much faster
than when using the slow transfer.

Blue = Start

Yellow = End

Red = Current

Pink Transfer

Figure 12.  The train map when all transfer colors are shown. There are two kinds of transfers, one in
orange and the other in pink. In the actual experiment, the colors of the transfers are covered (as in Figure
10 and Figure 11). There are 4 pink transfers in the above figure as labeled. All other transfers are orange.

The cost of acting depended on the length of the path and the speed of the transfers used in the
solution path. Since the focus of the experiments was on the trade-off between planning and acting, most
of the maps were designed so that the major factor affecting the cost of acting was the speed of the
transfers used, not the length of the path (see description of experiment 1 later). This feature was
necessary because the length of different possible paths could be judged perceptually. Since no eye-
movement data were collected, the perceptual judgment of path lengths could not be easily measured.
Besides, this kind of perceptual judgment was usually well-learned before subjects came to the
experiment. It was therefore unlikely that any significant learning effects could be observed (which was
one of the goals of the current research). Hence, the maps were constructed so that explicit planning
actions (i.e. using the mouse to click on a transfer to uncover its color) were required to reduce the cost of
acting. The operationalization of planning by mouse clicks allowed more concrete measurement and
quantification of the trade-offs between planning and acting.
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THE ACT-R MODEL

The model of the train map task focuses on the procedural learning mechanism in ACT-R. The
complete model has 107 productions (see Appendix II). There are two major strategies that compete
against each other in the model – (1) a hill-climbing (no planning) strategy that finds the closest transfer
and moves to it (68 productions), and (2) a planning strategy that attempts to find a fast transfer, and if
one is found, moves to it and uses it (23 productions). The rest of the 16 productions are responsible for
actions such as finding the start station and destination, finishing the trial, etc. Details of each strategy
will be described below. The higher number of productions in the hill-climbing strategy is mostly because
of the evaluations of each transfer in each of the four directions.
Description of the model

Figure 13 shows the critical portion of the structure of the model, which determines how much
planning will be done. Each step in Figure 13 may correspond to several productions in the model (see
appendix II for the full model). The major assumption of the model is that subjects used either one of the
two strategies – i.e when subjects decided not to do any planning, they used hill-climbing to get to the
destination; and when they did not use hill-climbing, they planned ahead to find a better path. This is a
reasonable assumption because in the train map task, planning (defined as mouse clicks on transfers on
the map) is the only way to obtain additional information (i.e. speed) besides the distance information (i.e.
how far away the next station is to the destination). Although the model used either one of the strategies,
at any point in time, the model could give up a chosen strategy and switch to use the other strategy based
on the conflict resolution mechanism. This allows a series of dynamic choices of strategies that does not
have rigid constraints on when planning would initiate and stop. Therefore although only two strategies
were built, the current model is able to capture the continuum of the amount of planning in different task
environments.
The hill-climbing strategy

When the task began, a strategy was chosen based on ACT-R’s conflict resolution mechanism. If
the hill-climbing strategy was chosen, the model would look for and encode the transfers around (one
production for each of the four directions: left, right, up, and down) the current station (step H1 in Figure
13). Each transfer was evaluated according to how much closer it was to the destination. If the model was
at a transfer station, it would also consider using the transfer to change direction. The model then made a
decision about whether to go to the nearest transfer or, if it was at a transfer station, to use the transfer,
which could be either a fast or slow transfer (step H2). The choice of the transfer was determined by the
ACT-R conflict resolution mechanism, i.e. the production that had the highest PG-C value will be picked.
There was, however, a "give-up" production (step H3) that competed with the production that chose
transfers. The firing of these productions was also determined by the ACT-R conflict resolution
mechanism. Since the initial PG-C value of the "give-up" production was set to a lower value that the
production that chose transfers, the chance of firing this "give-up" production increased as the PG-C value
of the production that chose transfers decreased.

When a transfer was chosen, the model moved attention to the transfer, and the path from the
current station to the transfer would be determined (step H4). This was followed by a series of
productions that clicked on the stations on the map until the transfer was reached (H5). After the transfer
was reached (or after the "give-up" production was fired), the P and C parameters would be updated and
another cycle of strategy selection would begin. (A success “flag” is set at this point in the model to
indicate that the strategy has successfully accomplished to the goal. However, a failure "flag" was set at
the "give-up" production.)
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Choose Strategy
(based on PG-C values)

Use hill-climbing Strategy

Encode All Transfers 
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fast
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Figure 13. The critical portion of the structure of the ACT-R model. Each step in the figure may
correspond to a number of productions (see appendix II for the whole model).

The P and C parameters of these productions would be learned through experience (see Table 2
for the initial values of the parameters). When a success "flag" was met, the P value of the production
would be incremented; when the failure "flag" was met, the P value of the production would be
decremented. Although there was a small increment in the P value after each successful reach of a
transfer, if using the hill-climbing strategy led to a slow path, the efforts parameter (and thus C) would be
very high, thus making overall utility (i.e. E=PG-C) of the production lower. As a consequence, the
probability that the hill-climbing strategy would be used in the future would be lower. The learning
process updates all productions in the hill-climbing strategy through the ACT-R credit assignment
mechanism (see p. 21). The learning mechanism allowed the hill-climbing strategy to learn to minimize
both the distance to the destination and the effort required.
The planning strategy

If the planning strategy was chosen, the model would first look for transfers to check (step P1 in
Figure 13). There were two productions that looked for transfers to check. The first production find-
transfer-inside looked for transfers that lied within the area enclosed by the current station and the end
station (i.e. transfers that would have been used if hill-climbing were used). The second production find-
transfer-outside looked for transfers that lied outside the area enclosed by the current station and the end
station. The production find-transfer-inside had a higher initial PG-C value than find-transfer-outside (see
Table 2). The PG-C values of these two productions would be learned through the procedural learning
mechanism – e.g. if a better path was found by find-transfer-outside in the maps, its PG-C would be
higher than that of the find-transfer-inside production. This assumed that subjects would tend to use
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transfers along lines of shortest paths first before they consider the round-about paths initially. This
assumption was reasonable given that subjects were usually biased towards choosing a shorter path (i.e.
the general hill-climbing strategy as described in Newell & Simon, 1972), and the assumption was very
useful when modeling data in E3, which will be discussed later.

Similar to the hill-climbing strategy, a "give-up" production competed with the productions that
found transfers (step P2). The ACT-R conflict resolution mechanism controlled which of these
productions would fire. The initial PG-C value of the "give-up" production was lower (see Table 2).
Hence, the chance of firing the "give-up" production increased as the PG-C values of the productions that
found transfers decreased.

After a transfer was found, the model clicked on the transfer and evaluated the speed of the
transfer (step P3). A success "flag" was set after the evaluation (a failure "flag" was set after the "give-up"
production). During the evaluation of the transfer, the model decided whether the transfer was a fast
transfer. If not, the model kept checking other transfers until one was found. When no fast transfer could
be found, the "give-up" production would be forced to fire. Since there was a cost in each evaluation of
transfer, the PG-C values of both find-transfer-inside and find-transfer-outside productions decreased
(since the C values increased). The rate of decrease would be higher in the high planning cost condition
(since the effort parameter was higher, the C values would increase faster). The lower the PG-C values of
the productions that found transfer, the higher the chance that the "give-up" production would fire.
Therefore, in the high planning cost condition, the amount of planning was lower.

When a fast transfer was found, the model kept on checking along the path until it found a path
that led to the end station. However, a competing production, stop-planning always competed with the
two find-transfer productions (step P4). When this production was chosen, planning would stop. Either
way, the first fast transfer found will be chosen and the model would move to it (P5). The learning
process updates all productions in the planning strategy through the ACT-R credit assignment mechanism
(see p. 21), and another cycle of the strategy selection would begin. This would continue until the
destination was reached.
The choice of strategies

Two related subsymbolic mechanisms in ACT-R are responsible for the choice of strategies – the
conflict resolution and the procedural learning mechanisms. To summarize, the conflict resolution
mechanism decides which production will fire according to the noisy expected gain (PG-C) values of
each production that match the current goal. The one with the highest PG-C value is selected. The
procedural learning mechanism updates the P and C values of the productions based on the history of
their uses, and thus, the PG-C values of the productions will change after each cycle of production
execution. The model was therefore adaptive, because the choice of actions changed according to the
history of interactions between the model and the environment.

The conflict resolution mechanism chose which strategy to use based on the PG-C values of the
productions hill-climbing-strategy and planning-strategy. These two strategies determine how much
planning the model would do. Initially, the PG-C values of the two productions were the same (i.e. each
production has 0.5 probability to fire initially). The model was thus unbiased a priori. However,
depending on the conditions (i.e. the environment), the PG-C values of the productions changed with each
interaction of the model and the environment through the procedural learning mechanism. In general, the
procedural learning mechanism rewarded productions (by increasing the PG-C values) that had a high
probability of successfully achieving the goal (by increasing the value of P), and required a low amount of
effort to execute (by decreasing the value of C). The differences in the PG-C values of the strategies
therefore reflected the result of the adaptation of the model – the strategy that had a higher PG-C value
was the one that would lead to a higher overall performance.

The benefits were determined by the effort parameters for the use-slow-transfer production in the
hill-climbing strategy (high benefit conditions had high effort parameter, i.e. slower slow transfer). The
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costs were determined by the effort parameters for the find –transfer-inside and find-transfer-outside
productions in the planning strategy (high cost conditions had high effort parameter, i.e. high lockout
time). The effort parameter represented the amount of effort required to execute the production. (Note that
the effort parameter is different from the efforts parameter. The efforts parameter represents the amount of
time spent to successfully accomplish the current goal, which may require the firing of a sequence of
productions.) Benefits were higher when the difference between effort parameters of use-fast-transfer and
use-slow-transfer was higher. Since the effort parameter for the use-fast-transfer production was the same
across conditions, the effort parameter in the use-slow-transfer production was higher (i.e. more effortful)
in the High benefit conditions than that in the Low benefit conditions. The effort parameters in the find-
transfer-inside and find-transfer-outside productions were higher (i.e. more effortful) in the High Cost
conditions than those in the Low Cost conditions. Note that these effort parameters were environment
parameters that were determined by the characteristics of the environment, not a parameter of the
problem solver. In other words, the same ACT-R model was run and adapted to different task
environment according to the procedural learning mechanisms. Table 2 shows the procedural parameters
of the critical productions. The default values of these parameters are successes = 1, failures = 0, effort =
0.05, success = nil, failure = nil. Table 2 also shows how the initial parameters of the critical productions
in different experimental conditions vary. (Although all productions would learn once the learning
functionality of ACT-R was turned on, the behavior of the model was mostly affected by the learning of
the productions in the hill-climbing and planning strategies as shown in Figure 13.)

In each strategy, there was a “give-up” production that allowed the model to switch strategy when
the expected gain value of the critical productions was too low. This production had the failure flag set to
true. Therefore when the production was fired, the number of failures in the strategy would be
incremented (i.e. making its P value lower). In the hill-climbing strategy, the give-up-hill-climbing
production competed with the productions that chose transfers. If, for example, all the transfers available
were not preferable (either too far away from the destination or required too much effort), the give-up-
hill-climbing production would fire. In the planning strategy, the give-up-planning production competed
with find-next-transfer. If, for example, none of the transfers evaluated was preferable, the give-up-
planning production would fire. Because of the design of the experiment, hill-climbing could always lead
to the destination but the planning strategy would often find no fast transfer and give-up-planning was the
only production that could fire in that situation. Hence, there were more opportunities for the planning
strategy to fail than the hill-climbing strategy. The initial expected gain value of the give-up-hill-climbing
was therefore set to be higher than that of the give-up-planning production.

The strategy selection production, which chose either the hill-climbing-strategy or the planning-
strategy, together with the give-up productions in each strategy were able to model the planning
continuum through the stochastic conflict resolution mechanism in ACT-R. Planning would stop as soon
as the give-up-planning production was fired, or when the hill-climbing-strategy production was chosen.
Since the PG-C value of each of the above four productions was learned through experience, the noisy
conflict resolution mechanism (which takes the PG-C value as the sole parameter) provided a noisy,
dynamic threshold to the amount of planning done by the model.

The successes parameters of the various productions indirectly control the rate of learning of past
experiences – the higher its value, the slower the learning. Since the major focus of learning was on the
use of the slow and fast transfer, the use-train production had a much higher successes parameter than the
use-slow-transfer and use-fast-transfer productions. This made the PG-C value of this production
relatively unchanged throughout the task. This was desirable because the decision to use any transfer
required the use of the train, and therefore the use of the train should not have affected the decision on
which transfer to use.
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Table 2. Table showing the procedural parameters of the critical productions in each of the two strategies.
Critical productions with different parameter values in different experimental conditions are also shown.
Values with “*” are the default values, so are the rest of the procedural parameters not shown in this table.
The PG-C values are calculated based on the values shown in the table.

Productions/Parameters successes failures effort PG-C
hill-climbing-strategy 10 0* 0.05* 19.995
give-up-hill-climbing 90 10 0.05* 17.9995
use-train 500 0* 1 19.998
use-fast-transfer 50 0* 0.5 19.99
use-slow-transfer (High Benefit condition) 50 0* 16 19.68
use-slow-transfer (Med Benefit condition) 50 0* 8 19.84
use-slow-transfer (Low Benefit condition) 50 0* 2 19.96
planning-strategy 10 0* 0.05* 19.995
find-transfer-inside (High Cost condition) 50 0* 3 19.94
find-transfer-inside (Low Cost condition) 50 0* 0.5 19.99
find-transfer-outside (High Cost condition) 40 10 3 15.94
find-transfer-outside (Low Cost condition) 40 10 0.5 15.99
stop-planning-and-move-to-transfer 40 10 0.05* 15.995
give-up-planning 30 70 0.05* 5.9995

Figure 13 also shows where the success and failure flags were set in the model. For all other
productions, both the success and failure flag was set to nil (i.e. the default). These flags were set at the
same productions for the models for all three experiments. The success flag was set after each use of the
transfer or the train, and was also set when the fast transfer that led to the end station was found. For give-
up productions, the failure flag was set (i.e in give-up-hill-climbing and give-up-planning).

To summarize, three basic mechanisms of the ACT-R 5.0 architecture were used to model human
adaptive planning: (1) the noisy conflict resolution mechanism, (2) the procedural learning mechanism
(with or without the time-based decay), and (3) the credit assignment mechanism. The noisy conflict
resolution mechanism controls which production will fire at any ACT-R cycle. This mechanism is,
therefore, the central mechanism controlling the selection of strategies in the model. The procedural
learning mechanism is based on the Bayes' theorem. It allows experiences to be accumulated and
consequently affect the strategy selection process in the noisy conflict resolution mechanism. In other
words, it allows the ACT-R model to adapt to the environment through experiences. Through this
adaptation process, performance can be improved by better strategy selection. The time-based decay
mechanism provides further refinement to the adaptation process in a changing environment. By placing
more weight on recent experiences and discounting distant experiences, the model can response to
changes in an environment faster. This feature is very useful in modeling results from E2, which will be
presented later. The credit assignment mechanism provides further control in the adaptation process.
Specifically, it controls the timing of the learning of the consequences of actions across a set of
productions. These three mechanisms are central to the behavior of the models built.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 (E1) was designed the test how well people are able to adapt their level of
planning in environments with different cost-benefit characteristics. According to the prediction of
the Bayesian satisficing model, with sufficient experience (or observations), people are able to adapt
to the optimal level of planning in diminishing-return environments. By constructing environments
with different sets of costs and benefits, adaptive planning behavior of human can be studied.
Design and procedures

Experiment 1 (E1) was a 2x3 between-subject design. The two between-subject independent
variables were cost (information access cost) and benefit (transfer speed difference). The dependent
variables were amount of planning, relative path time, and relative trial time (see Table 3). The
independent and dependent variables were the same across the three experiments. The relative path
time represents the "pure" time spent on the path, excluding all planning time. It therefore represents
the quality of the path chosen. The relative trial time represents the total problem-solving time, which
includes both planning and acting time. The three dependent measures were chosen to capture the
changes in the amount of planning in different experimental conditions, and the corresponding effects
to the acting time and the total problem-solving time. In E1, 80% of the trials had the locations of the
slow transfers (3, 4.5, and 6 seconds) located along the line of the shortest path. These were called the
“round-about-fastest maps”. This made the shortest path not the fastest path, and planning was
required to obtain the “round-about” fastest path. In 10% of the trials, fast transfers (1 second) were
located along the line of the shortest path. These were called the “direct-fastest maps”, since the
fastest path could be found directly by a simple hill-climbing strategy. In the remaining 10% of the
trials, there were no fast transfers on the map. These were called the “all-slow maps”. The all-slow
maps served as catch trials to measure how much planning subjects were willing to do in each
condition before they decided on a path. The speeds of the fast transfers, the slow transfers, and the
train were set based on the results of the simulations described earlier (details of the simulations are
described in the appendix).

Each subject solved 64 maps. The 64 maps were blocked into 8 groups, with 8 maps in each
group. The order and the types of maps within each block are shown in Table 4. The round-about-
fastest maps had 12 slow transfers and 4 fast transfers, and all transfers on the shortest path from the
start station to the end station were slow. However, there was always one and only one path that
contained only fast transfers, and it was always the fastest path. Therefore planning was necessary to
find the fastest path (which uses only fast transfers) on these maps. Under the assumption that people
tended to use the hill-climbing strategy to solve the map at first, the organization of the fast and slow
transfers in the round-about-fastest maps allowed the study of the transition of strategies with practice
(i.e. from hill-climbing to planning).

The all-slow maps had 16 slow transfers and no fast transfer. These maps were used to test
how many transfers subjects would check before they stop and choose a path. The direct-fastest maps
had 12 slow transfers and 4 fast transfers, and all transfers on the shortest path from the start station to
the end station were fast. The purpose of these maps was to avoid the situation where subjects would
never try to use the shortest path to finish the map. The location of the start station, the end station,
the slow transfers, and the fast transfers of the all-slow maps and the direct-fastest maps were the
same between subjects (but all the slow and direct-fastest maps were different among themselves) for
easier comparisons in the choice of solution paths.
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Table 3.  The variables used in the three experiments.
Variables Explanation
Information access
cost (cost)

Between-subject, 2 levels
Low: 0 lockout time
High: 1s lockout time

Independent
variables

Transfer speed
difference
(difference in acting
cost, i.e. benefit)

Between-subject, 3 levels
Low: Fast transfer 1 second, Slow transfer 3 seconds
Med: Fast transfer 1 second, Slow transfer 4.5 seconds
High: Fast transfer 1 second, Slow transfer 6 seconds

Amount of planning The number of transfer clicks to check its color
Relative path
(acting) time (see
the results section
for details)

Calculated as 
path timefastest 

path timechosen =RPT  for direct-

fastest and all-slow maps, and

path timefastest  - path timeshortest 

path timefastest  -  path timechosen =RPT

where path time is the “pure” time spent on the trains
and transfers, excluding all planning time

Dependent
variables

Relative trial
(planning + acting)
time (see the results
section for details)

Calculated as
path timefastest 

 timetrial=RTT  for direct-

fastest and all-slow maps, and

path timefastest  - path timeshortest 

path timefastest  -   timetrial=RTT  where

trial time includes both planning time and acting time

Table 4. The types of map encountered by each subject in each group of 8 maps. Both the round-
about-fastest maps and the direct-fastest maps have 12 slow transfers and 4 fast transfers. However,
all transfers on the shortest path are slow for round-about-fastest maps, but are fast for the direct-
fastest maps. All-slow maps have 16 slow transfers and no fast transfers.

Map 1 Map 2 Map 3 Map 4 Map 5 Map 6 Map 7 Map 8
Round-
about-
fastest
map

Round-
about-
fastest
map

Round-
about-
fastest
map

All-slow
map

Round-
about-
fastest
map

Round-
about-
fastest
map

Round-
about-
fastest
map

Direct-
fastest
map

The locations of the start and end stations were randomized in all maps, with two constraints
imposed to make sure that they were reasonably far apart so that more data could be collected from
each trial. The first constraint was distance. Distance was measured by city block distance (CBD), or
the "Manhattan" distance. CBD is akin to the walking distance between two points in a city like New
York's Manhattan district, where each component is the number of blocks in the directions North-
South and East-West. Mathematically, the CBD of two points A(xa, ya) and B(xb, yb) on a 2-
dimensional plane is simply the sum of the absolute distances in each dimension, i.e. CBD(A,B) = |xa-
xb| +|ya-yb|. In the train map, CBD measures the minimum number of stations one needs to go through
to reach the end station. In E1, the start and end stations were separated by at least 10 CBD (the
maximum possible was 16 CDB in the map). The second constraint was the minimum number of
transfers required to go from the start station to the end station. In E1, the start and end stations were
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always placed on parallel train lines (both vertical or both horizontal), which required the use of at
least two transfers.
Procedure

Before the experiment began, each subject was given a practice trial. The map in the practice
trial was a short-distance map (and was the same for all conditions). The cost was set according to the
condition the subject was in (i.e. either with or without the 1-second lockout time). Subjects were told
that the task was to go from the start station (the blue dot) to the end station (the yellow dot) as fast as
possible, and they were timed during each map. Subjects were told that there were two kinds of
transfer, one was orange and the other was pink, and that one kind was faster than the other.
However, they were not told which one was faster (to avoid bias towards any one kind of transfers).
Half of the transfers (eight) in the practice trial were orange and the other half (eight) were pink, but
the actual speed of the two kinds of transfers was the same in the practice trial. They were shown how
to go from one station to another, as well as how to uncover the color of the transfers. Subjects were
then asked to solve the map by themselves. The experimenter answered any questions that the
subjects had during the task. After they solved the map, feedback was given to let them know that
they had finished one map. After the practice trial, subjects were given 64 maps (i.e. 8 blocks of 8
maps, see Table 4). Subjects were instructed to solve each map as quickly as possible.
Empirical Results

The effects of the two independent variables, Cost and Benefit, on the dependent variables
were analyzed by a series of ANOVAs (analysis of variance). The dependent variables were (1) the
amount of planning (measured by the number of transfer checks), (2) the relative path time, and (3)
the relative trial time. The definitions of the relative path time and the relative trial time will be
presented below. Separate ANOVAs were conducted on the round-about-fastest maps, the direct-
fastest maps, and the all-slow maps on each of the three dependent variables. However, due to
programming errors, one direct-fastest and one slow map in all conditions were corrupted and not
analyzed. There were therefore 7 direct-fastest and 7 all-slow maps in each of the 6 between-subject
conditions. These direct-fastest maps and all-slow maps were identical across conditions. The error
bars in all the figures represent standard errors of the means.

Amount of planning
Figure 14 shows the overall amount of planning for the three map types – round-about-

fastest, direct-fastest, and all-slow maps. By pooling over all between subjects conditions, paired t-
tests show that all differences are significant (p < 0.01). Subjects planned the most in the all-slow
maps, and planned the least in the direct-fastest maps. This suggests that subjects might have stopped
planning when a reasonably fast path (using the fast transfer) was found. This at least partially
validates the use of the number of transfer checks as a measure of the amount of planning before a
path was chosen.

Mean amount of planning collapsed over all 
conditions
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Figure 14. Amount of planning (y-axis) pooled across all between-subjects conditions for the three
map types (x-axis). All differences are significant (p < 0.01). Error bars represent standard errors of
the means.
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Round-about-fastest maps
Figure 15 shows the amount of planning in each of the six between-subject conditions. The

main effect of cost on the amount of planning is significant (F(1, 84) = 56.11, MSE = 12083.5, p <
0.01). Subjects planned less when the cost was higher. The main effect of benefit is also significant
(F(2, 84) = 42.82, MSE = 9222.6, p < 0.01). The cost by benefit interaction is significant (F (2, 84) =
10.15, MSE = 2185.9, p < 0.01). Simple effect analyses show that all differences in Figure 15 are
significant, except the simple effect of Cost in the Low Benefit condition, F(1, 28) = .413, MSE =
95.58, p > 0.5. The lack of effect of Cost in the Low Benefit condition was probably because the time
saving gained by planning (i.e. planning benefit) was too low to provide enough motivation for
planning, thus causing a floor effect on the amount of planning. Hence, when the benefit was low
(even when the cost is low), subjects did very little planning. This is consistent with the use of a local
decision rule in the Bayesian satisficing model – planning stops as soon as when the cost exceeds the
benefit of further planning.
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Figure 15. The amount of planning (y-axis -- measured by the number of transfer checks) in round-
about-fastest maps for each of the 2 (planning costs) x 3 (planning benefit) between-subject
conditions. Error bars represent standard errors of the means.

Direct-fastest maps
Figure 16 shows the amount of planning in the direct-fastest maps for the six between-subject

conditions. (Note that the scale on the y-axis in Figure 16 is different from that in Figure 15). Subjects
planned significantly less in the direct-fastest maps than in the round-about-fastest maps in all
conditions. However, compared to the round-about-fastest maps, a very similar pattern of results was
obtained. The main effects of Cost and Benefit are significant (F(1, 84) = 12.31, MSE = 201.168, p <
0.01 and F(2, 84) = 20.35, MSE = 332.63, p < 0.01 respectively). In general, subjects planned more
when the cost was low and when the benefit was high. The interaction of cost by benefit is also
significant (F(2, 84) = 5.00, MSE = 81.68, p < 0.01). As was the case for the analyses of round-about-
fastest maps, all differences are significant except the simple effect of Cost in the Low Benefit
condition (F(1, 28) = .313, MSE = 4.29, p > 0.5).
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Figure 16. The amount of planning (y-axis -- measured by the number of transfer checks) in direct-
fastest maps for each of the 2 (planning costs) x 3 (planning benefit) between-subject conditions.
Error bars represent standard errors of the means. Note that the scale in the y-axis is different from
that in Figure 15 and Figure 17).

All-slow maps
Figure 17 shows the amount of planning in the all-slow maps for the six between-subject

conditions. (Again, please note that the scale on the y-axis in Figure 17 is different from Figure 15 as
well as Figure 16.) Since there were no fast transfers in the all-slow maps, Figure 17 also reflects the
effects of Benefit and Cost to subjects’ decision to stop planning when a better path (other than the
shortest path) cannot be found.

Although subjects in the all-slow maps planned more than for either the round-about-fastest
and direct-fastest maps, the overall pattern of the results was similar. As for the first two types of
maps, for all-slow maps, the main effects of Cost and Benefit are significant (F(1, 84) = 37.95, MSE
= 2645.53, p < 0.01 and F(2, 84) = 34.39, MSE = 2397.386, p < 0.01 respectively). Subjects planned
more when the cost was low and when the benefit was high. The cost by benefit interaction is
significant (F(2, 84) = 6.70, MSE = 467.10, p < 0.01). All differences are significant except the effect
of Cost in the Low Benefit condition (F(1, 28) = .419, MSE = 22.67, p > 0.5). The same pattern of
results obtained from the all-slow maps is promising, because it shows that subjects’ decision to stop
planning was sensitive to the cost-benefit structure of the environment. This is important because it at
least partially supports the use of the local decision rule in the Bayesian satisficing model.
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Figure 17. The amount of planning (y-axis -- measured by the number of transfer checks) in all-slow
maps for each of the 2 (planning costs) x 3 (planning benefit) between-subject conditions. Error bars
represent standard errors of the means.

Summary of results
The results across different map types show a consistent pattern supporting the hypotheses

that subjects planned more when the benefit was high and planned less when the cost was high. The
results support the notion that planning is adaptive – people are sensitive to the costs and benefits of
planning and they will adjust the amount of planning to trade-off costs with benefits. The results also
suggest that subjects stopped planning after a reasonably good path was found, since they planned the
most in the all-slow maps, and planned the least in the direct-fastest maps. This finding supports the
notion that the cost-benefit trade-off depends critically on the decision on when to stop planning. The
finding that even in the all-slow maps, subjects exhibited the same sensitivity to the costs and benefits
of planning supports the notion that the decision on when to stop planning depends on experience-
based estimations of the potential time saving per unit of planning. The results therefore provide at
least partial support for the simple Bayesian learning model presented earlier.

Relative Path Time
Path time is defined as the “pure” time taken by the chosen path that went from the start

station to the end station, excluding all time spent in planning. Path times therefore depended on the
paths chosen as well as the experimental condition the subjects were in. Hence, to compare the
quality of paths chosen between conditions, the absolute path times cannot be used. To normalize the
path time, the relative path time (RPT) can be calculated as (see Table 3)

path timefastest 

path timechosen =RPT

The chosen path time is the path time chosen by the subject, the fastest path time is the path time of
the best possible path in the map.

For the round-about-fastest maps, a more refined measure of relative path time is possible.
Since the round-about-fastest maps were designed so that the shortest paths (or the most direct paths)
were always slower (thus lower quality) than the fastest path, the time spent in the shortest path in
each round-about-fastest map can be used as the lower bound for the measure of quality of paths. The
shortest path can also be taken as the path chosen when no planning is done. The difference between
the shortest path time and the fastest path time therefore roughly reflects the maximum benefit the
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subjects could gain with planning. By assuming a linear continuum of path quality between the
shortest path and the fastest path, the quality of a path chosen in the round-about-fastest maps can be
represented by the refined relative path time (RPTround-about), calculated as (Table 3):

RPTround-about= 
path timefastest  - path timeshortest 

path timefastest  - path timechosen 

The best possible chosen path will have its RPTround-about equal to 0. On the other hand, if the
shortest path is chosen, RPTround-about will be 1. Trials with chosen paths slower than the shortest paths
will be greater than 1. RPTround-about takes into account the best possible path time in each condition
(the numerator), as well as the potential time saving by planning (the denominator) in different
conditions. However, this measure can only be used in the round-about-fastest maps. The relative
path times in the direct-fastest and all-slow maps will be abbreviated as RPTdirect/slow. All the relative
path times were square root transformed before the analyses. Note that for all map types, smaller RPT
values indicate faster paths. However, the value of RPTround-about for the fastest path is 0, but the value
of RPTdirect/slow of the fastest path is 1.
Round-about-fastest maps

Figure 18 shows the RPTround-about in the 6 between-subject conditions. Overall, subjects chose
faster paths (by planning more, see Figure 15) when the cost was low or when the benefit was high.
The main effects of cost and benefit are significant (F(1, 84) = 8.49. MSE = 7.16, p < 0.01 and F(1,
84) = 4.31, MSE = 3.63, p < 0.01 respectively). The interaction between Cost and Benefit is not
significant (F(2, 84) = 0.27, MSE = 0.228, p > 0.5).
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Figure 18. The relative path time (y-axis) for the round-about-fastest maps in the 2 (planning costs) x
3 (planning benefit) between-subject conditions. The lower the relative path time, the higher the
quality (or faster) of the path chosen. The error bars represent standard errors of the means.

Direct-fastest maps
Figure 19 shows the RPTdirect/slow in the 6 between-subject conditions. Note that the mean

RPTdirect/slow for all conditions are very close to 1 – i.e. the fastest possible path (see definition of
RPTdirect/slow described earlier). The standard errors of the means in all conditions are, however,
relatively large compared to the between-group differences for different benefit conditions. The main
effects of Cost is significant (F(1, 84) = 8.42. MSE = 0.086, p < 0.01). The main effect of Benefit is
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not significant (F(1, 84) = 0.018, MSE = 0.0002, p > 0.9). The interaction between Cost and Benefit
is not significant (F(2, 84) = 0.314, MSE = 0.003, p > 0.5).

The lack of effects of Benefit in direct-fastest maps probably suggests that when extensive
planning was not needed for a reasonable level of performance, a higher benefit did not improve
performance any further. It is, however, interesting to note that the effect of Cost is still significant. It
suggests that probably subjects were more sensitive to Cost than Benefit, at least in situations when
extensive planning is not required to attain a reasonable level of performance.
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Figure 19. The relative path time (y-axis) for the direct-fastest maps in the 2 (planning costs) x 3
(planning benefit) between-subject conditions. The lower the relative path time, the higher the quality
(or faster) of the path chosen. Note that the definition of the relative path time is different from that
for the round-about-fastest maps. The error bars represent standard errors of the means.

All-slow maps
Figure 20 shows the RPTdirect/slow in the 6 between-subject conditions. Like the results shown

in Figure 19 for the direct-fastest maps, the mean relative path times are close to 1 (fastest paths) in
all conditions. This implies that although subjects planned significantly more in the all-slow maps
than in the direct-fastest maps, they eventually did use the shortest paths to finish the map (since the
shortest paths are the fastest in the all-slow maps).
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Figure 20. The relative path time (y-axis) for the all-slow maps in the 2 (costs) x 3 (benefit) between-
subject conditions. The lower the relative path time, the higher the quality (or faster) of the path
chosen. Note that the definition of the relative path time is different from that for the round-about-
fastest maps. The error bars represent standard errors of the means.

The main effects of Cost is significant (F(1, 84) = 4.87. MSE = 0.019, p < 0.05. The main
effect of Benefit is not significant (F(1, 84) = 0.123, MSE = 0.0004, p > 0.8. The interaction between
Cost and Benefit is not significant (F(2, 84) = 0.244, MSE = 0.001, p > 0.5). The significant main
effect of Cost suggests that when the Cost was high, people found less efficient paths to the
destination.

Trial time and Relative Trial Time
Trial time measures the total time the subjects spent to finish each map (i.e. the sum of

planning and acting time). Subjects were instructed to minimize the trial time in all conditions. Hence
trial time also reflect subjects overall performance. Trial time depends on both the path chosen and
the amount of planning, which are different in each of the 6 between-subject conditions. However, the
differences in trial time could be the artifact of the design of the task, as higher cost or higher benefit
inherently made the trial time longer in some conditions than the others. To statistically compare
across benefit conditions, a “normalized” trial time measure is needed. Similar to relative path time,
relative trial time (RTT) for round-about-fastest maps can be calculated as:

RTTround-about = 
path timefastest  - path timeshortest 

path timefastest  -  timetrial

Like relative path times, relative trial times takes into account the best possible path time in each
condition (the numerator), as well as the potential time saving by planning (the denominator) in each
condition. For direct-fastest and all-slow maps, relative trial time is calculated as:

RTTdirect-fastest/slow = 
path timefastest 

 timetrial

Relative trial times were square-root transformed.

Relative trial times are also useful in showing how well subjects traded off costs with
benefits. Subjects in the High Cost conditions planned less to avoid the costs, but it was not clear
whether the time saving justified the use of slower paths. In other words, relative trial times allow the
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combination of the effect of the amount of planning and the quality of paths chosen to assess subjects’
overall performance. To preview the results, we found that subjects did tradeoff costs and benefits
well – there were no significant differences in the relative trials times for different Cost conditions.
This suggests that although subjects had significant differences in the amount of planning, and as a
consequence, found significantly different paths, their overall performance did not differ
significantly. Results are presented separately by map types below.
Round-about-fastest maps

Figure 21 shows the RTTround-about in the 6 between-subject conditions for the round-about-
fastest maps. The main effects of Cost and Benefit are significant (F(1, 84) = 6.07, MSE = 12.80, p <
0.01 and F(1, 84) = 321.34, MSE = 677.791, p < 0.001 respectively). The interaction between Cost
and Benefit is significant (F(2, 84) = 4.366, MSE = 9.2, p < 0.05). The effects of Benefit are
significant in all levels of Cost. However, the effect of Cost is significant only in the Low Benefit
condition (F(1,28) = 5.84, MSE = 29.78, p < 0.05). The effect of Cost is not significant in the High
Benefit condition (F(1,28) = 2.46, MSE = 0.604, p >0.1), nor in the Medium Benefit condition
(F(1,28) = 0.159, MSE = 0.156, p > 0.5).

From previous analyses, when the cost was high, subjects reduced the amount of planning.
The lack of effect in cost in relative trial time suggests that subjects were adaptively trading off
planning costs with acting cost -- the slower path chosen was compensated by the reduction of
planning cost (of course, this speculation is based on a null effect). Note Figure 21 shows that relative
to the best possible trial time (which is what relative trial time was measuring), the difference was not
significant. Although the trial time was higher when the Benefit is higher, the relative trial time was
actually lower, suggesting that subjects in the High Benefit conditions were actually performing much
closer to the optimal.
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Figure 21. The relative trial time (y-axis) in round-about-fastest maps in each of the 2 (planning costs)
x 3 (planning benefits) between-subject conditions. The lower the relative trial time, the better the
performance of the subjects. The error bars represent standard errors of the means.

Direct-fastest maps
Figure 22 shows the RTTdirect-fastest/slow in the 6 between-subject conditions for the direct-fastest

maps (Please note the change of scale in the figures compared to Figure 21). The main effects of Cost
and Benefit are not significant (F(1, 84) = 1.81, MSE = 0.178, p > 0.1 and F(1, 84) = 0.295, MSE =
0.029, p > 0.5). The interaction between Cost and Benefit is also not significant (F(2, 84) = 0.473,
MSE = 0.046, p < 0.5). The lack of difference in direct-fastest maps was probably because of the
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smaller differences in both the amount of planning and the relative path times in different conditions.
As a result, the range of the RTT in the direct-fastest maps was from 1.87 to 1.92.
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Figure 22. The relative trial time (y-axis) in direct-fastest maps in each of the 2 (planning costs) x 3
(planning benefits) between-subject conditions. The lower the relative trial time, the better the
performance of the subjects. The error bars represent standard errors of the means.

All-slow maps
Figure 23 shows the RTTdirect-fastest/slow in the 6 between-subject conditions in the all-slow

maps. The main effects of Cost and Benefit are not significant (F(1, 84) = 0.82, MSE = 0.402, p > 0.1
and F(1, 84) = 0.295, MSE = 0.145, p > 0.5). The interaction between Cost and Benefit is also not
significant (F(2, 84) = 0.248, MSE = 0.122, p > 0.5).  Again, the lack of difference in all-slow maps
was probably because of the characteristics of the maps – there were little variations in the paths
chosen by participants in different conditions. The narrow range of results (from 1.62 to 1.72) made
the differences in the amount of time spent in planning insignificant.
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Figure 23. The relative trial time (y-axis) in all-slow maps in each of the 2 (planning costs) x 3
(planning benefits) between-subject conditions. The lower the relative trial time, the better the
performance of the subjects. The error bars represent standard errors of the means.

Summary and conclusions of the empirical results
In general, E1 shows that subjects were sensitive to costs and benefits in the tradeoffs

between planning and acting. Subjects planned less when costs were high, and planned more when
benefits were high. With more planning, subjects were able to find faster paths from the start station
to the end station (as shown by relative path times). The tradeoffs between the costs incurred by
planning and the benefits obtained from finding a faster path seemed adaptive to the environment. In
the Low Cost conditions, subjects planned more but as a consequence they found faster paths. In the
High Cost conditions, subjects planned less but as a consequence they found slower paths. Taken
together, subjects in the Low and High Cost conditions had roughly the same level of overall
performance (as shown by relative trial times).

The amount of planning was highest in all-slow maps, less in the round-about-fastest maps,
and even less in the direct-fastest maps, suggesting that subjects stopped planning when a reasonably
fast path was found. This result at least partially validates the use of the number of transfer checks as
a measure for the amount of planning. The significant differences in the amount of planning in
different Cost and Benefit conditions in the all-slow maps suggest that the decision on when to stop
planning did depend on past experiences, which apparently helped the subjects decide how much time
savings they could obtain from further planning. (If the decision on when to stop planning were
independent of past experiences, there would have been little differences in the amount of planning in
the different Benefit conditions.) This finding is consistent with the main assumption in the Bayesian
satisficing model that subjects decide to stop planning when the anticipated benefit of planning does
not justify the costs required. The results suggest that people seemed to be adaptive in various levels
of costs and benefits.
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The above results provided ample evidence that the interleaving of planning and acting is
adaptive, in the sense that the amount of planning changes in a way to increase performance. The
results were, however, based on between-group differences. To further study the processes underlying
the tradeoffs involved when deciding the amount of planning, a within-subject study is required. The
study of the change of amount of planning within an individual in response to changes in costs and
benefits will provide stronger information on how the adaptation is possible, and mechanisms behind
the adaptation. This is the main motivation for Experiment 2. However, before presenting the details
of E2, the results of the model fit of the ACT-R model will be presented below. The results of the
ACT-R model help to pin down the exact mechanistic account of the tradeoffs found in E1. Since the
same model will be used to fit the empirical data from E2 and E3, significant constraints were
imposed on the parameters used in the model.
Model results

The model was run 15 times (because there were 15 participants in E1) in each condition of
E1, with the goal value (G) set to the default value of 20, the expected gain noise set to 0.3 (the range
of expected gain noise is 0.3-0.9 for most models in Andesron & Lebiere (1998), and procedural
learning is turned on. The expected gain noise controls the proportion of times the production with the
highest expected gain is picked in the conflict resolution mechanism. The refined procedural learning
mechanism (i.e. the time-based decay mechanism) was not turned on. This was because the
environment did not change within each experimental condition in E1, therefore the decay of
experience would have little effect on learning. Besides, the refined procedural learning mechanism
requires extensive computations that would significantly slow down the simulations.
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Figure 24. The expected gain (PG-C) values of the High Cost conditions with different levels of
Benefit in the model fit for E1 (e.g. Hi-Lo is the High Cost Low Benefit condition). The x-axis
represents trials, the y-axis represents the PG-C values.
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Figure 25. The expected gain (PG-C) values of the Low Cost conditions with different levels of
Benefit in E1 (e.g. Lo-Hi is the Low Cost High Benefit condition). The x-axis represents trials, the y-
axis represents the PG-C values.
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Figure 24 and Figure 25 shows how the PG-C values for the two productions hill-climbing-
strategy and planning-strategy change with trials in each condition. We can see that in general, when
the Cost is high (i.e. the effort parameter in the find—transfer-inside and the find-transfer-outside
productions is high), the expected gain of the planning strategy is lower. When the Benefit is high (i.e.
the effort parameter in the use-slow-transfer production is high), the expected gain of the hill-climbing
strategy is lower. In the Hi-Hi (High Cost and High Benefit) condition, the expected gain of the two
strategies are very close until around trial 20, where the hill-climbing strategy starts to dominate. In the
Hi-Med condition, the hill-climbing strategy starts to dominate around trial 13. In the Hi-Lo condition,
this happens much earlier around trial 7. This shows that as the planning benefit gets lower, the hill-
climbing strategy becomes more and more preferable. Note, however, that the conflict resolution
mechanism is noisy, so the difference in the PG-C values between the two strategies only reflects the
probability that one strategy will be picked over the other.

The difference is a bit more dramatic in the Low Cost condition. In the Lo-Hi condition, the
planning strategy dominates around trial 13. However, in the Lo-Med condition, the expected gains of
the two strategies are very close throughout the whole 64 trials. In the Lo-Lo condition, the hill-
climbing strategy dominates around trial 17. In the Low Cost condition, a complete reversal of strategy
is seen as the Benefit changes. This pattern of results is consistent with the empirical data from E1,
where a less significant difference between the different levels of Benefit are found in the High Cost
condition than in the Low Cost condition. This is probably because the High Cost creates a ceiling
effect to the amount of planning, making the effect of Benefit less significant.

Fitting the model to the data
The log files generated from the model were analyzed and fit to the empirical data. Several

statistics were used to show how well the model was able to generate the same patterns of data as the
subjects did. First, the R2 statistic was used to show, in general, how well the data generated by the
model correlated with the empirical data. Second, the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) statistic was
used to show how much the model deviated from the empirical data. Third, to compare the various
patterns between the model and the subject data, an ANOVA was conducted to test whether the two sets
of data differed significantly (at 0.05 level) from each other. However, under the philosophy of
Fisherian statistics, even if the null hypothesis (that the model and subject data came from the same
population) cannot be rejected, one still cannot conclude that the sets of data came from the same
population. To further illustrate the point, a post-hoc power analysis was conducted to find out (1) the
power of the hypothesis testing, (2) the effect size of the difference between the two populations, and
(3) the sample size required to make the difference significant at the 0.05 level. The rationale was that if
a large sample size (thus small population variance) was required to make the difference between the
two sets of data significant, the two sets of data should be very close to each other.

Amount of planning
Figure 26 shows that the model fit the data well in the round-about-fastest maps, R2 = 0.93,

MSE = 0.77. However, the model slightly under-predicts the amount of planning in the Lo-Med and
over-predicts in the Hi-Med condition. Figure 27 and Figure 28 shows that the model also fits the data
well in the direct-fastest and all-slow maps, R2 = 0.83, RMSE = 0.57, and R2 = 0.89, RMSE = 1.22
respectively.

A 2 (model vs subject) x 2 (Cost) x 3 (Benefit) ANOVA on the round-about-fastest maps
showed that the model data did not significantly differ from the subject data, F(1,84) = 0.027, p = 0.87.
None of the interactions between the main independent variables was significant. Both the effect size
(0.008) and the power were small (0.053). The sample size required to yield a significant difference
between the two sets of data was 1030, which was reasonably large.
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Figure 26. The amount of planning (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the round-about-fastest
maps. The error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model
runs. R2 = 0.93, RMSE = 0.77

The ANOVA on the direct-fastest maps showed that the difference between the model and
subject data was not significant. F(1,84) = 0.207, MSE = 0.342, p = 0.65. Both the effect size (0.013)
and the power were small (0.073). The sample size required to yield a significant difference between
the two sets of data was 1158. None of the interactions between the main independent variables was
significant.
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Figure 27. The amount of planning (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the direct-fastest maps.
The error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs.
R2 = 0.83, RMSE = 0.57.
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The ANOVA on the all-slow maps showed that the difference between the model and subject
data was not significant. F(1,84) = 1.35, MSE = 48.813, p = 0.20. Both the effect size (0.033) and the
power were small (0.197). The sample size required to yield a significant difference between the two
sets of data was 1142. These results suggest that the sets of data between the model data and the subject
data were reasonably close to each other.
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Figure 28. The amount of planning (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the all-slow maps. The
error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs. R2 =
0.89, RMSE = 1.22.

Relative path time
The same set of log files was analyzed and the relative path times were calculated. Figure 29

shows the fit in the round-about-fastest maps was good, R2 = 0.95, RMSE = 0.016. The variations of the
15 runs of the model were small (as shown in the error bars in Figure 29). The model chose a slight
worse path than the subjects in the Hi-Lo and Lo-Lo conditions, and better paths in the Hi-Hi and Lo-Hi
conditions.  Results of ANOVA showed that the difference between the model and subject data was not
significant, F(1, 84) = 0.82, MSE = 0.391, p = 0.37. Both the effect size (0.023) and the power (0.14)
were small. The sample size required to yield significant results was 2246, which was sufficiently large
to argue that the two sets of data were likely from the same population.
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Figure 29. The relative path time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects. The error bars represent
standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs. R2 = 0.95, RMSE =
0.016.

Figure 30 show the model fit to the data in the direct-fastest maps. The model fit the data
reasonably well, however, the correlation between the model and the data is low, but the RMSE is low,
R2 = 0.10, RMSE = 0.03. This is because of the lack of between-group differences but relatively large
within-group differences (i.e. the internal consistency of the data was at chance level). The model,
nevertheless, found paths very close to the fastest path, which closely resembled the subjects. The
model also did not find significantly different paths in different between-subject conditions.
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Figure 30. The relative path time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the direct-fastest maps.
The error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs.
R2 = 0.1, RMSE = 0.03.

The match of the model to the data in the all-slow maps as shown in Figure 31 is also good, R2

= 0.022, RMSE = 0.02. Again, the data from the subjects had very small between-group differences and
relatively large within group differences, which may lead to a low correlation between the model and
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the data, but the RMSE is small, suggesting that the model did match the data reasonably well. Given
the large within-group differences compared to the between group differences, ANOVA was not
conducted on the relative path time for the direct-fastest and the all-slow maps to compare the model
and the subject data because the results would not be very meaningful.
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Figure 31. The relative path time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the all-slow maps. The
error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs. R2 =
0.022, RMSE = 0.02.

Relative trial time
The model fit of the relative trial times in the round-about-fastest maps are calculated and

shown in Figure 32. The fit in the round-about-fastest maps was good, R2 = 0.88, RMSE = 0.21. In
general, however, the model slightly under-predicted the relative trial times – it performed faster than
the subjects. This is not too surprising as the time it took to finish each map ranged from 30 to 60
seconds, and the model assumed (somewhat unrealistically) that the subjects were completely focused
on the task. The model can thus be taken as the “ideal” performance of the subjects, and exhibited the
same pattern of tradeoffs between costs and benefits in planning and acting. Results of ANOVA
showed that the difference between the model and subject data was not significant, F(1, 84) = 0.905,
MSE = 1.65, p = 0.34. Both the effect size (0.019) and the power (0.15) were small. The sample size
required to yield significant results was 2206, which was sufficiently large to argue that the two sets of
data were from the same population.
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Figure 32. The relative trial time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the round-about-fastest
maps. The error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model
runs. R2 = 0.88, RMSE = 0.21.

Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the model fit to the data in the direct-fastest and all-slow maps.
Similar to the model fits to the relative path times, the model fit the data reasonably well with a small
RMSE but the correlation between the model and the data is low, R2 = 0.03, RMSE = 0.85. The small
R2 is again because of the small between group differences but relatively large within group differences.
The model, nevertheless, had performance very close to the subjects, as shown by the low RMSE. The
match of the model to the data in the all-slow maps is shown in Figure 34 (R2 = 0.2, RMSE = 0.7).
Again, the data from the subjects had very small between-group differences and relatively large within
group differences, which may lead to a low correlation between the model and the data, but the RMSE
is small, suggesting that the model did match the data well. For the same reason, ANOVA was not
conducted to test the difference between the model and the subject data for the direct-fastest and all-
slow maps.
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Figure 33. The relative trial time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the direct-fastest maps.
The error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs.
R2 = 0.03, RMSE = 0.85.
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Figure 34. The relative trial time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in the all-slow maps. The
error bars are standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 15 iterations of model runs. R2 =
0.2, RMSE = 0.7.

Summary and conclusions of the model results
Overall, the model provides a compelling account of the tradeoffs in planning and acting from

E1. The R2 between the model and data is high, from 0.88 to 0.95. (Except the match of relative path
times and relative trial times in the direct-fastest and all-slow maps, in which RMSE, not R2 is a more
appropriate measure). The RMSEs are low in all model fits presented above. Given that the strategies in
the model are high-level strategies reflecting different amount of planning and their consequences to the
choice of paths, the fits of the model to the data presented above are promising. The sensitivity of the
model to the cost and benefit is similar to that of the subjects. The model adapts to different
environments by adopting similar levels of planning, and the quality of paths chosen is also similar to
the paths chosen by the subjects. This shows that the models are similarly sensitive to costs and to
situations where planning is not necessary to improve performance. It also shows that the model’s
decision to stop planning is similar to that of the subjects.

As shown in the curves of the PG-C values in Figure 24 and Figure 25, the model learns to
adapt to the environment in a way consistent with the way the subjects did. This shows that the
procedural learning mechanism models subjects’ learning well. The simple noisy conflict resolution
mechanism of ACT-R in choosing the two general strategies is shown to be capable to exhibit similar
behavior as the subjects. In this sense, the lack of complex reasoning strategies actually makes the
model parsimonious. The good fits between the data and the model by the simple competing strategies
therefore support the validity of the architectural assumptions of ACT-R, especially in the procedural
learning and conflict resolution mechanisms.

Another promising aspect of the model is that only the environment parameters (i.e. the two
independent variables, cost and benefit, in the six between-subject conditions) are changed. All other
parameters are held constant. Hence, the good match in the six conditions comes from running the same
model in different environments. The same approach will be adopted when matching the data from E2
and E3 – i.e., only the environment parameters will be changed according to the different experimental
conditions. This provides even stronger constraints to the model.
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EXPERIMENT 2

Results from E1 showed that people were sensitive to the costs and benefits of planning.
Subjects were found to adaptively adjust the amount of planning in response to different task
environments. However, since the results were obtained from between-subject conditions, nothing
much can be said about the time course of their adaptation through experience. Experiment 2 (E2) is
designed to examine how the trade-offs between planning and acting will change when the costs and
benefits of planning were varied over time in the same environment. Subjects are instructed to minimize
trial time. To do that, subjects could either reduce planning costs or the acting costs. E2 focused on
comparing the changes in subjects’ behavior when the costs were varied to the changes in behavior
when the benefits were varied.

From the prediction of the Bayesian satisficing model, the use of the local decision rule implies
that when the planning costs are varied, the perception of different planning costs will lead to an
immediate change to the amount of planning (see equation 1, page 12). On the other hand, when the
planning benefits are varied, the Bayesian learning equation requires a series of new observations to
update the global estimation of the environment (see equation 2, page 13) before a change to the
amount of planning. E2 was design to test this prediction: do people have differential sensitivity to
changes in local costs and global benefits?

If learning costs is faster then learning benefits, improvement in performance should be faster
when subjects are transferred to a condition with a different cost (with the same benefit) than when
subjects are transferred to a condition with a different benefit (with the same cost). On the other hand, if
there is no differential sensitivity between the learning of costs and benefits, than the rate of
improvement in performance should be the same.

The main purpose of E2 is to study whether there is differential sensitivity to changes of the
costs and the benefits. Using the same definitions as for E1, the transfer to the Lo-Hi (Low Cost and
High Benefit) condition from either the Hi-Hi condition or the Lo-Lo condition should increase the
tendency to plan (because for the Hi-Hi to Lo-Hi transfer, the cost is decreased; for the Lo-Lo to Lo-Hi
transfer, the benefit is increased). However, if subjects are more sensitive to local cost than global
benefit, the increase in planning should be faster when the cost is decreased (Hi-Hi to Lo-Hi) than when
the benefit is increased (Lo-Lo to Lo-Hi). On the other hand, the transfer to the Hi-Lo condition from
either the Hi-Hi condition or the Lo-Lo condition should decrease the tendency to plan (because for the
Hi-Hi to Hi-Lo transfer, the benefit is decreased; for the Lo-Lo to Hi-Lo transfer, the cost is increased).
If subjects are more sensitive to local costs than global benefits, the decrease in planning should be
faster when the cost is increased than when the benefit is decreased.

Design and procedures
E2 was a within-subject design. The main manipulation was to transfer subjects from one set of

costs and benefits to another. Like E1, subjects were given instructions and a practice trial. Half of the
subjects were assigned to the High Planning Incentive (High PI) group and the other half to the Low
Planning Incentive (Low PI) group. In the High PI group, the focus was on how subjects adapted to the
increase in planning incentive, i.e. either lower cost or higher benefit. In the Low PI group, the focus
was on how subjects adapted to the decrease in planning incentive, i.e. either higher cost or lower
benefit.
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Table 5. Table showing the design of E2. High PI = High Planning Incentive, Low PI = Low Planning
Incentive. Lo-Lo = Low Cost and Low Benefit, Lo-Hi = Low Cost and High Benefit, etc. The switch-
cost and switch-benefit blocks were counterbalanced within each Planning Incentive (PI) group.

Block 1 Block 2
switch-benefit switch- cost switch- benefit switch- cost

Group Base Training Transfer Training Transfer Training Transfer Training Transfer
High PI Lo-Hi Lo-Lo Lo-Hi Hi-Hi Lo-Hi Lo-Lo Lo-Hi Hi-Hi Lo-Hi
Low PI Hi-Lo Hi-Hi Hi-Lo Lo-Lo Hi-Lo Hi-Hi Hi-Lo Lo-Lo Hi-Lo

After a base block of 8 trials, subjects in each group were given two sets of one switch-cost
block and one switch-benefit block (see Table 5). The order of the switch-cost and switch-benefit
blocks was counterbalanced. For the High PI group, the switch-cost block consisted of 8 trials of the
Hi-Hi condition and 8 trials of the Lo-Hi condition (decreased planning cost); the switch-benefit blocks
consisted of 8 trials of the Lo-Lo condition and 8 trials of the Lo-Hi condition (higher benefit). The
behavior of the subjects in the Lo-Hi condition in the switch-cost and switch-benefit block could then
be compared. If there was no difference between the sensitivity of the costs and the benefits, then the
responses of the subjects in the Lo-Hi condition will be the same in the switch-cost and the switch-
benefit block. However, if subjects were more sensitive to the costs than the benefits, responses in the
switch-cost block would be faster than those in the switch-benefit block. Similarly, for the Low PI
group, the switch-cost block consisted of 8 trials of the Lo-Lo condition and 8 trials of the Hi-Lo
condition (higher cost); the switch-benefit block consisted of 8 trials of the Hi-Hi condition and 8 trials
of the Hi-Lo condition (lower benefit). By comparing performance in the Hi-Lo condition of the switch-
cost and switch-benefit block, the transfer effect in the switch-cost and switch-benefit block could be
determined.
Empirical results

The same independent (Cost and Benefit) and dependent variables (amount of planning,
relative path time, and relative trial time) were used in E2 as in E1. In E2, the Low and High Cost
conditions and the High Benefit condition were the same as those in E1. However, in E2, the Low
Benefit condition was the same as the Medium Benefit condition in E1.

Analyses of the data
Two sets of analyses were performed on each Planning Incentive group. For the transfer set, a

2x2 (switch-cost and switch-benefit transfers x blocks) ANOVA was conducted on the transfer blocks
(i.e. either the Lo-Hi or the Hi-Lo condition). For the training set, another 2x2 switch-cost and switch-
benefit transfers x blocks) ANOVA was then conducted on the training blocks.  The transfer analyses
attempted to determine if there were differential transfer effects between the switch-cost and switch-
benefit blocks, and if so, whether these differential transfer effects interact with practice. If differential
transfer effects exist, the results of the training analyses will tell if the differences can be explained by
performance in the training blocks (i.e. before the transfer).

The High Planning Incentive group
As the effect of order of transfer (e.g. the switch-cost block presented first or second) was not

significant, this comparison was not reported here. Note that although the Lo-Lo to Lo-Hi transfer
(increased benefit) and the Hi-Hi to Lo-Hi transfer (decreased cost) were presented in the figures below
as separate lines, any differences reported were within-subject differences.
Amount of planning

Figure 35 shows the amount of planning in the High Planning Incentive group. A 2 (switch-cost
and switch-benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the amount of planning in the transfer blocks
(i.e. the Lo-Hi condition) showed that subjects planned significantly more in Block 1 than Block 2, F(1,
75) = 9.64, MSE = 290.51, p < 0.01. Subjects in the transfer blocks also planned significantly more in
the switch-cost transfer than the switch-benefit transfer, F(1, 75) = 7.02, MSE = 88.17, p < 0.01. The
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kinds-of-transfers x blocks interaction was not significant, F(1, 75) = 2.75, MSE = 51.04, p > 0.1. This
suggests that subjects were more sensitive to changes in costs than benefits. Simple effect analyses
showed that subjects planned significantly more in the transfer blocks in the switch-cost transfer than
the switch-benefit transfer in Block 1, F(1, 15) = 5.45, MSE = 143.521, p < 0.05, but not in Block 2,
F(1, 15) = 0.243, MSE = 1.69, p > 0.5. This suggests that the differential sensitivity to costs and
benefits disappeared with practice.

A 2 (switch-cost and switch-benefit transfers) x 2 (blocks) ANOVA on the amount of planning
in the training blocks (i.e. the Lo-Lo versus Hi-Hi) showed that the main effect in the amount of
planning was not significant, F(1, 75) = 0.0004, MSE = 0.1, p > 0.9, but the main effect of Blocks was
significant, F(1, 75) = 14.43, MSE = 253.3, p < 0.01. Subjects planned significantly more in Block 1
than in Block 2. The lack of difference between the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi condition (in Block 1) suggests
that subjects had roughly the same level of planning in the training blocks before they were transferred
to the Lo-Hi condition, thus the differences found in the Lo-Hi condition cannot be simply attributed to
inertia from the training blocks.
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Figure 35. The amount of planning (y-axis) in the High Planning Incentive group.

Relative Path Time
Figure 36 shows the relative path times (the same definition as that in E1) in the High Planning

Incentive group. A 2 (switch-benefit and switch-cost transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative
path times in the transfer blocks (i.e. Lo-Hi condition) showed that the main effect of blocks was not
significant, F(1, 75) = 0.43, MSE = 0.006, p > 0.5. The main effect of kinds of transfer was marginally
significant F(1, 75) = 3.68, MSE = 0.02, p = .07. Subjects in the switch-cost transfer found slightly
faster paths than in the switch-benefit transfer. The kinds of transfers x blocks interaction was
significant, F(1, 75) = 4.27, MSE = 0.034, p < 0.05.

Simple effect analyses showed that kinds of transfers in the transfer blocks was significant in
Block 1, F(1, 15) = 4.0, MSE = 0.304, p < 0.05, but was not significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 0.344,
MSE = 0.011, p > 0.5. The effect of blocks was not significant for either kind of transfer. The
significant difference in the kind of transfers in Block 1 suggests that when the cost was decreased,
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subjects planned more and found better paths. However, this difference diminished with practice (as
indicated by the absence of significant differences in Block 2).

A 2 (switch-benefit and switch-cost transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative path times
in the training blocks (i.e. the Lo-Lo and the Hi-Hi conditions) showed that the main effect of kind of
transfer in the relative path times was not significant, F(1, 75) = 0.158, MSE = 0.006, p > 0.6, nor was
the main effect of blocks, F(1, 75) = 1.51, MSE = 0.042, p > 0.2. None of the differences between the
Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi conditions was significant. None of the effects of blocks in the Hi-Hi and Lo-Lo
conditions was significant. This, again, showed that before subjects were transferred to the Lo-Hi
condition, the quality of paths chosen in the training blocks was roughly the same. The difference in
relative path times in Lo-Hi therefore cannot be simple explained by strategy inertia from previous
training blocks.
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Figure 36. Relative Path time (y-axis) in the High Planning Incentive group.

Relative Trial Time
Figure 37 shows the relative trial times (the same definition as that in E1) in the High Planning

Incentive group. A 2 (switch-benefit and switch-cost transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative
trial times in the transfer blocks (i.e. the Lo-Hi condition) showed that the main effect of blocks was
significant, F(1, 75) = 7.084, MSE = 0.245, p < 0.01. Subjects finished the map faster in Block 2
compared to Block 1. The main effect of kinds of transfers was not significant F(1, 75) = 0.252, MSE =
0.07, p > .6. The kinds of transfers x blocks interaction was significant, F(1, 75) = 5.69, MSE = 0.209, p
< 0.05.

The difference between switch-benefit and switch-cost transfers was significant in Block 1, F(1,
15) = 4.16, MSE = 0.147, p < 0.05, but was not significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 2.33, MSE = 0.07, p >
0.1. Subjects in the switch-cost transfer planned more in Block 1, found a better path, but were slower
to finish the trials in the transfer blocks, compared to the switch-benefit transfer. This suggests that
when the cost was decreased, subjects spent too much time planning a good path, therefore ended up
with a slower relative trial time. However, in Block 2, the effect was not significant.

A 2 (switch-benefit and switch-cost transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative trial times
in the training blocks (i.e. the Hi-Hi and the Lo-Lo conditions) showed that the main effect of kinds of
transfer in the relative trial times was significant, F(1, 75) = 102.363, MSE = 31.34, p < 0.01, and the
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main effect of blocks was also significant, F(1, 75) = 20.81, MSE = 1.46, p < 0.01. The difference
between the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi condition in Block 1 was significant, F(1, 15) = 78.46, MSE = 15.97, p <
0.01, and was also significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 83.56, MSE = 15.37, p < 0.01. The effects of block
in both the Hi-Hi and Lo-Lo conditions were significant, F(1,15) = 5.27, MSE = .165, p < 0.05, and
F(1, 15) = 22.15, MSE = .124, p < 0.01. Subjects were faster in both conditions with practice. The
significant differences in relative trial times between the Hi-Hi and the Lo-Lo conditions were not
surprising, given that the fact that the relative trial times in the High Cost conditions were significantly
higher than Low Cost conditions (because only the different Benefit conditions were normalized, not
the different levels of Cost).
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Figure 37. The relative trial time (y-axis) in the High Planning Incentive group.

The Low Planning Incentive group
The order of the kinds of transfers (switch-cost and switch-benefit transfers) in the Low

Planning Incentive group was also counterbalanced. None of the effects of the order of the kinds of
transfer were significant and will not be reported here. The analyses paralleled those in the High
Planning Incentive group. The main goal of the analyses was to find out whether there was differential
sensitivity to the switch-cost and the switch-benefit transfers in the Hi-Lo condition. However, in
contrast to the High Planning Incentive group, for the Low Planning Incentive group, the switch-cost
transfer led to a higher cost, and the switch-benefit transfer led to a lower benefit. In both cases, the
incentive to plan in the Hi-Lo transfer condition was lowered.
Amount of planning

Figure 38 shows the amount of planning in the Low Planning Incentive group. A 2 (switch-cost
and switch-benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the amount of planning in the transfer blocks
(i.e. the Hi-Lo condition) showed that subjects planned significantly less in the switch-cost transfer than
the switch-benefit transfer, F(1, 75) = 5.52, MSE = 67.50, p < 0.05. The main effect of blocks was not
significant, F(1, 75) = 0.55, MSE = 9.69, p > 0.4. The kind of transfer x blocks interaction was
marginally significant, F(1, 75) = 3.57, MSE = 17.09, p = 0.078.

The effect of kinds of transfers was significant in Block 1, F(1, 15) = 7.03, MSE = 75.00, p <
0.05, and was marginally significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 3.20, MSE = 16.33, p = 0.09. Subjects in the
switch-cost transfer planned significantly less than in the switch-benefit transfer (in Block 1). These
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results again support the notion that subjects were more sensitive to the change in cost than the change
in benefit.

A 2 (switch-cost and switch-benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the amount of planning
in the training blocks (i.e. the Lo-Lo and the Hi-Hi conditions) showed that the main effect of kind of
transfer was significant, F(1, 75) = 8.20, MSE = 164.07, p < 0.05. Subjects in the Lo-Lo condition
planned more than in the Hi-Hi condition. The difference between the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi condition in
Block 1 was not significant, F(1, 15) = 2.63, MSE = 66.5, p > 0.1, but was significant in Block 2, F(1,
15) = 6.45, MSE = 99.19, p < 0.05. Similar to the results in the High Planning Incentive group,
performance was roughly the same (in Block 1) before the transfer. Therefore the differences found in
the Hi-Lo condition cannot be explained simply by strategy inertia of earlier trials.
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Figure 38. The amount of planning (y-axis) in the Low Planning Incentive group in Experiment 2.

Relative Path Time
Figure 39 shows the relative path times in the Low Planning Incentive group. A 2 (switch-cost

and switch-benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative path times in the transfer blocks (i.e.
the Hi- Lo condition) showed that the main effect of blocks was not significant, F(1, 75) = 0.40, MSE =
0.022, p > 0.5. The main effect of kind of transfers was not significant F(1, 75) = 0.76, MSE = 0.03, p >
.1. The transfer x blocks interaction was, however, significant, F(1, 75) = 7.77, MSE = 0.45, p < 0.01.

The effect of kinds of transfers was significant in Block 1, F(1, 15) = 10.0, MSE = 0.36, p <
0.01, but was not significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 2.02, MSE = 0.12, p > 0.1. Subjects in the switch-
cost transfer found worse path than in the switch-benefit transfer. The significant difference in the kinds
of transfer in Block 1 suggests that when the cost was increased, subjects planned less and found worse
paths compared to the effect of decreasing benefit. However, this difference disappeared in Block 2.

A 2 (switch-cost and switch-benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative path times
in the training blocks showed that the main effect of kinds of transfers was significant, F(1, 75) = 7.77,
MSE = 0.39, p < 0.05, and the main effect of blocks was not significant, F(1, 75) = 1.97, MSE = 0.057,
p > 0.1. The difference between the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi conditions in Block 1 was not significant, F(1, 15)
= 2.85, MSE = 0.115, p > 0.1, but was significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 730.68, MSE = 35.92, p < 0.01.
None of the effects of Blocks in the Hi-Hi and Lo-Lo conditions was significant. The lack of difference
between the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi conditions in Block 1 again suggests that there was no difference in
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performance in the training blocks before subjects were transferred to the Hi-Lo condition. Therefore
the difference in the Hi-Lo condition cannot be simply explained by strategy inertia.
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Figure 39. The relative path time (y-axis) in the Low Planning Incentive group in Experiment 2.

Relative Trial Time
 Figure 40 shows the relative trial times (the same definition as that in E1) in the Low Planning

Incentive group. A 2 (increased cost and decreased benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the
relative trial times in the transfer blocks (i.e. the Hi-Lo condition) showed that the main effect of blocks
was significant, F(1, 75) = 13.40, MSE = 1.66, p < 0.01. Subjects finished the maps faster in Block 2
than in Block 1. The main effect of kind of transfers was not significant F(1, 75) = 0.71, MSE = 0.084,
p > 0.4. The kind of transfers x blocks interaction was significant, F(1, 75) = 5.10, MSE = 0.832, p <
0.05.

The difference between the two kind of transfer was significant in Block 1, F(1, 15) = 4.54,
MSE = 0.976, p < 0.05, but was marginally significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) = 3.59, MSE = 0.194, p =
0.07. Subjects in the switch-cost transfer planned less in Block 1, found worse paths, and were slower
to finish the trials in the Hi-Lo condition, compared to the switch-benefit transfer. This suggests that
when the cost was increased, subjects reduced planning too much and found worse paths, ending up
with a higher relative trial time. However, in Block 2, subjects planned slightly more (although not
significantly) and ended up with similar relative trial times.

A 2 (increased cost and decreased benefit transfers) x 2  (blocks) ANOVA on the relative trial
times in the training blocks showed that the main effect of the difference in the relative trial times
between the Lo-Lo condition and the Hi-Hi condition was significant, F(1, 75) = 252.56, MSE = 32.00,
p < 0.01, and the main effect of Blocks in the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi condition was also significant, F(1, 75)
= 22.54, MSE = 1.418, p < 0.01. The difference between the Lo-Lo and Hi-Hi condition in Block 1 was
significant, F(1, 15) = 78.46, MSE = 15.97, p < 0.01, and was also significant in Block 2, F(1, 15) =
83.56, MSE = 15.37, p < 0.01. The effects of blocks in both the Hi-Hi and Lo-Lo conditions were
significant, F(1,15) = 14.17, MSE = 0.352, p < 0.01, and F(1, 15) = 8.92, MSE = 1.19, p < 0.01.
Subjects were slower in both conditions with practice. The significant difference between the Lo-Lo
and Hi-Hi conditions in relative trial times again was because of the fact that the measure of relative
trial times did not normalize the extra time spent in planning cost.
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Figure 40. The relative trial time (y-axis) for the Decreased Planning Incentive group in Experiment 2.

Summary and conclusions of the empirical results
Combining the results from both Planning Incentive groups, it can be concluded that subjects

reacted to changes in local costs faster than changes in global benefits. In the High Planning Incentive
group, when the cost was reduced, subjects increased the amount of planning significantly more and
found better paths compared to the transfer where the benefit was increased. On the other hand, in the
Low Planning Incentive group, when the cost was increased, subjects planned significantly less and
found slower paths compared to the transfer where the benefit was reduced. However, the overall
performance (i.e. relative trial time) in both Planning Incentive groups in the switch-cost transfers was
worse (slower) compared to the overall performance in the switch-benefit transfers. This intriguing
result suggests that subjects’ decisions on when to stop planning were more sensitive to local costs than
global benefits. In fact, the results from both Planning Incentive groups suggest that subjects over-
reacted to changes in costs. The consequence was that the increase in cost was overestimated, and by
reducing the amount of planning, subjects perceived immediate time savings because subjects could
move closer to the destination in a shorter period of time. Unfortunately, by reducing the amount of
planning, the chance of using a slower path increased. Since the overall performance was worse, it
suggested that subjects reduced the amount of planning too much. Similarly, in the High Planning
Incentive group, subjects overestimated the reduction in cost and increased the amount of planning too
much, thus leading to worse overall performance. On the other hand, changes in benefit did not seem to
lead to over-reaction as reflected by the relatively more steady change in the amount of planning and
overall performance. In fact, just looking at Block 1, the overall performance when the cost was
changed (either it was increased or decreased) was worse than conditions where the benefit was
changed (either it was decreased or increased). However, in Block 2, the over-estimation of the change
in cost disappeared, and the difference in overall performance was not significant.

It is possible that the magnitudes of change in the switch-cost blocks were perceived to be
larger than those in the switch-benefit blocks, and as a consequence the reaction to the changes in the
switch-cost blocks was larger. However, even if this was true, the fact that subjects increased or
decreased the level of planning too much and ended up with worse overall performance suggests that
subjects had put too much emphasis on planning costs, and had neglected the global acting costs (i.e.
benefit) in the switch-cost blocks.
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The results suggest a different time course in adaptation for cost and benefit. Since cost has
more immediate consequence to the local decision rule than benefit, when the cost was increased or
decreased, the change has a stronger influence on the decisions on whether planning should stop or not.
Subjects did not consistently perceive the costs to be higher or lower when the costs were increased or
decreased. If they did, subjects would have consistently planned too much or too little in both Planning
Incentive groups. However, it was found that subjects planned too much when the cost was decreased,
and they did not plan enough when cost was increased.

With practice, the difference in performance between the switch-cost transfer and the switch-
benefit transfer was not significant. This suggests that subjects eventually learned and adapted to the
some level of planning, obtained equally efficient solutions, and as a consequence, similar overall
performance. This was consistent with results from E1 where the asymptotic performance of subjects in
the same Benefit condition had the same level of overall performance even though their amount of
planning were different in different Cost conditions. However, the time course of adaptation was found
to be different – subjects seemed to adapt locally to features that had more immediate consequences
faster than features that had consequences that were further away. These results support the use of a
local decision rule, and suggest that studying the time course of the cost-benefit tradeoffs is important.
As predicted by the Bayesian satisficing model, although subjects eventually did adapt to the
environments, subjects did sometimes exhibit sub-optimal performance in the early phases of their
adaptation. This motivates the design of E3, which investigates whether this kind of sub-optimal
performance may persist in certain situations. Before presenting E3, the model fit to the data from E2
will be presented below.
Model Results

The same model was run 10 times (because there were 10 participants in E2) in each condition
of E2. Since E2 is a within-subject manipulation, the adaptation to the changing costs and benefits are
modeled by the time-based decay procedural learning mechanism, so that distant past experiences can
be discounted. As for the model for E1, most of the parameters were default parameters in ACT-R, and
had been used to model a wide range of behavior. The ones that were different from the default were
changed to fit the data better. These parameters can be considered the free parameters of the model. All
parameters were the same as the model for E1, except the expected gain noise parameter as described
below. This further increases the constraints of the choice of the parameters. The number of successes
and failures for the non-critical (i.e. non-learning) productions were set to 100 (same as in the model for
E1).

The time-based decay mechanism allows the model to react to the changing environment faster
by discounting past experiences by a power decaying function t-d, where t is the time elapsed since the
production was used in the past, and d is the decay parameter. Therefore the further away the past
experience is the lower its value. The rate of decrease is controlled by d (the values used were roughly
in the range of 0.5 to 1 in the model described in Anderson & Lebiere).

The global parameters for the model were g= 20, expected gain noise= 0.5, d= 0.5. The
expected gain noise was set to a higher value than the model in E1 (which was set to 0.3) to yield a
better fit. In general, it was observed that the higher the expected gain noise, the bigger the changes
when switching from different within-subject conditions (i.e. for example, more planning when the cost
was lowered). It is possible that in the within-subject manipulation, subjects were aware that the costs
and benefits could be changing and were more willing to try different strategies (thus higher expected
gain noise) than in a static environment. The value of the expected gain noise parameter and the time-
based procedural learning were the only differences between the model in E1 and E2.

Amount of planning
Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the model fit of the amount of planning in E2. In general, the

model fit the data well, especially in the High Planning Incentive group, R2 = 0.98, RMSE = 0.24. The
fit in the Low Planning Incentive group is also reasonable, R2 = 0.76, RMSE = 0.75. The model slightly
over-predicted the amount of planning in the increased planning incentive group, and slightly under-
predicted the amount of planning in the decreased planning incentive group. A 2 (Subject vs Model
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data) x 2 (blocks) x 2 (switch-cost vs switch benefit) repeated measures ANOVA showed that the
model data did not significantly differ from the subject data, F(1,25) = 0.311, p = 0.58. None of the
interactions was significant. Both the effect size (0.039) and the power were small (0.082). The sample
size required to yield a significant difference between the two sets of data was 8724. The large sample
size required obtaining any significant difference supports the proximity of the model data to the
subject data.

The model captured the overall patterns of the data well. Specifically, the model responded to
costs faster than benefits in Block 1, but not in Block 2. In Block 1, the model had relatively fewer past
experiences to rely on. Thus, the decay-based procedural learning mechanism was able to respond faster
to changes in the environment by putting higher weighting on recent experiences. However, in Block 2,
the longer history of past experiences (even after the discounting by the decay-based mechanism) made
the relative importance of recent experiences lower, thus producing a similar rate of response to the
changed costs and benefits.
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Figure 41. Model fit of the amount of planning (y-axis) for the increased planning incentive group in
E2. The error bars of the model represent deviations in 10 simulations of the model. R2 = 0.98, RMSE =
0.24.
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Figure 42. Model fit of the amount of planning (y-axis) for the Decreased Planning Incentive group in
E2. The error bars of the model represent deviations in 10 simulations of the model. R2 = 0.76, RMSE =
0.75.
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Relative path time
Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the model fit of the relative path time in the two planning

incentive groups. Similar to the model fit to the amount of planning, the fit to the increased planning
incentive group was better (R2 = 0.92, RMSE = 0.015) than the fit in the decreased planning incentive
group (R2 = 0.70, RMSE = 0.04). A 2 (Subject vs Model data) x 2 (blocks) x 2 (switch-cost vs switch
benefit) repeated measures ANOVA showed that the model data did not significantly differ from the
subject data, F(1,25) = 2.436, p = 0.13. None of the interactions between the main independent
variables was significant. Both the effect size (0.07) and the power were small (0.3). The sample size
required to yield a significant difference between the two sets of data was 368.

In general, although the overall match was good, the model under-predicted the relative path
times (i.e. found faster paths) in the decreased planning incentive group, especially in the Hi-Hi to Hi-
Lo transfer in Block 1 (i.e. when the benefit was decreased). This was a bit surprising because it
suggested that the model planned less (see Figure 41) but found better paths compared to the subjects.
A closer examination of the paths chosen by the model showed that compared to the subjects, the model
used the slow transfers less often than the subjects. This is possibly because when the benefit was
lowered, subjects were more willing to use the slow transfers compared to the model. However, in
general, the model fit the overall patterns of the data well. Specifically, the model found better paths
with more planning when the cost was lowered, and found worse paths with less planning when the cost
was higher.
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Figure 43. Model fit of the relative path time (y-axis) for the increased planning incentive group in E2.
The error bars of the model represent deviations in 10 simulations of the model. R2 = 0.92, RMSE =
0.015
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Figure 44. Model fit of the relative path time (y-axis) for the decreased planning incentive group in E2.
The error bars of the model represent deviations in 10 simulations of the model. R2 = 0.70, RMSE =
0.04

Relative trial time
Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the model fit to the relative trial time in E2. The fit was

reasonably good. In the increased planning incentive group, R2 = 0.66, RMSE = 0.16, and in the
decreased planning incentive group, R2 = 0.67, RMSE = 0.19. A 2 (Subject vs Model data) x 2 (blocks)
x 2 (switch-cost vs switch benefit) repeated measures ANOVA showed that the model data did not
significantly differ from the subject data, F(1,25) = 0.215, p = 0.65. None of the interactions between
the main independent variables was significant. Both the effect size (0.038) and the power were small
(0.072). The sample size required to yield a significant difference between the two sets of data was 138.

In general, the model captured the overall patterns of the data and showed the same
consequences of the differential sensitivity to costs and benefits to performance. Specifically, in Block
1, when the cost was decreased in the increased planning incentive group, the model planned more and
found faster paths, but the overall performance (i.e. relative trial time) was worse. On the other hand,
when the cost was increased in the decreased planning incentive group, the model planned less, found
slower paths, and had worse performance. This difference in performance was much smaller in Block 2.
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Figure 45. Model fit of the relative trail time (y-axis) for the increased planning incentive group in E2.
The error bars of the model represent deviations in 10 simulations of the model. R2 = 0.66, RMSE =
0.16.
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Figure 46. Model fit of the relative trail time (y-axis) for the decreased planning incentive group in E2.
The error bars of the model represent deviations in 10 simulations of the model. R2 = 0.67, RMSE =
0.19.
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Summary and conclusions of model results
The overall fit of the model was promising; with the model responding to different costs and

benefits the same way as the subjects. The three major components used in the model, the time-based
decay procedural learning, the noisy conflict resolution, and the credit assignment mechanisms together
exhibited the same kind of differential sensitivity to costs and benefits as the subjects. The time-based
decay learning mechanism allows the model to discount more distant past experiences so that it can
respond to changes in the environment faster. The higher sensitivity to the costs than benefits in Block 1
compared to Block 2 could be attributed mostly to this time-based decay learning mechanism. The
noisy conflict resolution controls the probability that a previously favorable (i.e. one that has a higher
PG-C value) strategy would be used again. This was particularly important because in E2, subjects were
given a series of different within-subject conditions, and a favorable strategy may not be favorable
anymore when the condition had changed. The model therefore had to “sample” the results of different
strategies (even if they are less favorable based on past experiences) to know which strategy would be
best in a particular condition. In E2, the model fit was better with a higher expected gain noise,
suggesting that the subjects exhibited a higher probability of this kind of “sampling” behavior. This is
reasonable because in a dynamic environment, sampling of different strategies is necessary to gain
more information about the environment, and based on the information, a better strategy can be chosen.
This is similar to the explanation of some of the literature on “probability matching” behavior where the
use of less favorable strategies was found to be roughly in the same proportion to the rewards of these
strategies (Estes, 1964). Another major factor contributing to this differential sensitivity is where the
credit assignment process took place. The fewer and later the success or failure flags are relative to the
main competing productions (i.e. the Hill-climbing-strategy and the Planning-strategy productions), the
faster the response to experiences will be. This, however, raises the question of what the flags represent
and how the credit assignment process is carried out psychologically. Apparently, the reflections on
subjects’ past experiences cannot be solely represented by where the flags were set, because subjects
should have perceived the outcomes of costs faster than the outcomes of benefits. The flags, however,
at least capture the scope over which the probability of success (P) and costs (C) were assigned for the
upstream productions. However, how the credit assignment process can be carried out psychologically
is still unclear. It is unclear, for example, when and how people will reflect on what they have done and
attribute the outcomes to which actions they have performed. This is particularly important in a class of
problems called the sequential decision making problems, where a series of decisions have to be made
and the consequences of them cannot be known immediately. For example, it cannot be known until
after a few years whether going to college will be better than getting a job. However, once the outcomes
are known, the outcomes have to be somehow attributed to some previous actions so that better
decisions can be made in the future. This kind of problems seems difficult to be modeled using the
current ACT-R architecture, as ACT-R does not capture any learning effects in the credit assignment
process. Thus, the setting of the flags is determined before the model is run and will not change with
experience. It seems that more work needs to be done to investigate the credit assignment process at the
psychological level.
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EXPERIMENT 3

E3 aimed at testing the third prediction of the Bayesian satisficing model – high cost may lead
to poor exploration of the problem space in a local-minimum environment. In the previous experiment
(E2), subjects were more sensitive to local costs than global benefits. High costs may therefore lower
people’s willingness to explore the task environment because exploration requires higher costs that may
or may not be compensated by better solutions. The use of the local decision rule in the Bayesian
satisficing model implies that when planning costs are high, planning may stop prematurely, thus
leaving a major part of the problem space unexplored.
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Stop planning

Problem space
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Figure 47. Planning stops prematurely in a local-minimum environment. It can be seen that the larger
the cost per unit planning, the earlier planning will stop, leaving a portion of the problem space
unexplored.

The roundabout-fastest maps in E3 were designed as shown in the notational figure shown in
Figure 47. These maps were called the local-minimum maps. In these maps, a fast path to a location
closer to the destination could be found by a small amount of planning. This local path, however, would
eventually lead to a slow transfer in the map (right before they reach the destination), thus making the
overall path to the destination slow. The fastest path from the start station to the destination required
more planning and uses a path that initially went away from the destination, but did not require the use
of any slow transfer to reach the destination. To increase the planning benefit, the slow transfers in E3
were twice as slow as those in E1 and E2. Half of the subjects were assigned to a Low Cost condition,
the other half to the High Cost condition. The Low and High Cost conditions were the same as those in
E1 and E2.
Design and procedures

Each of the 20 subjects was given 40 trials, half of the maps were direct-fastest maps and the
other half of the maps were local-minimum maps. The order of the maps was randomized with the
constraint that 4 direct-fastest and 4 local-minimum maps were given every 8 trials. This is to make
sure that participants would have roughly equal experience with each type of maps during the
experiment. Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to either the High Cost condition or the Low
Cost condition.
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Empirical results
Amount of planning
Figure 48 shows the amount of planning in the two between-subject conditions. A 2 (High/Low

cost, between-subject) x 2 (map types, within-subject) ANOVA shows that the main effect of Cost is
significant, F(1, 22) = 23.7, MSE = 6342.13, p < 0.01. The main effect of map types is also significant,
F(1, 22) = 32.89, MSE = 377.82, p < 0.01. The cost X map types interaction is significant, F(1, 22) =
6.30, MSE = 72.42, p < 0.05. Subjects planned significantly more in the Low Cost condition, and in the
local-minimum maps. The more planning in the Low Cost condition was consistent with the results
from E1 and E2. The more planning in the local-minimum maps than in the direct-fastest maps again
support the notion that subjects tended to plan more in more difficult maps (since in local-minimum
maps, the fastest paths were always roundabout paths, thus required more planning). Subjects planned
significantly more in the local-minimum maps than the direct-fastest maps in the Low Cost condition.
However, the difference between map types in the High Cost condition was not significant.
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Figure 48. The amount of planning (y-axis) in Experiment 3. Error bars represent standard errors of
means.

Relative path time
Figure 49 shows the relative path time (same definition as in that for the planning maps in E1

and E2) in E3. A 2 x 2 ANOVA shows that the main effect of planning cost is not significant, F(1, 22)
= 2.66, MSE = 3.85, p > 0.1. The main effect of map types is significant, F(1, 22) = 21.20, MSE = 2.79,
p < 0.01, and the cost X map types interaction is also significant, F(1, 22) = 7.26, MSE = 0.96, p < 0.01.
The difference in map types in the Low Cost condition is not significant, F(1, 11) = 2.80, MSE = 0.47,
p > 0.1, but is significant in the High planning cost condition, F(1, 11) = 39.45, MSE = 5.34, p < 0.01.
The difference between the High and Low Cost in the direct-fastest maps is not significant, F(1, 22) =
0.74, MSE = 0.59, p > 0.3, but is significant in the local-minimum maps, F(1, 22) = 5.57, MSE = 5.73,
p < 0.05. Subjects used equally efficient paths in the direct-fastest maps, regardless of the cost.
However, when the cost was high, subjects found significantly slower paths in the local-minimum maps
than subjects in the Low Cost condition.
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Figure 49. The relative path time (y-axis) in Experiment 3. Error bars represent standard errors of
means.

Relative trial time
Figure 50 shows the relative trial times (same definition as in that for the planning maps in E1

and E2) in E3. A 2 x 2 ANOVA shows that the main effect of cost is significant, F(1, 22) = 7.97, MSE
= 13.38, p < 0.01. The main effect of map types is not significant, F(1, 22) = 2.38, MSE = 0.36, p > 0.1,
and the cost X map types interaction is not significant, F(1, 22) = 0.66, MSE = 0.11, p > 0.4. The
difference in map types in the Low Cost condition is not significant, F(1, 11) = 0.42, MSE = 0.022, p >
0.4, but is significant in the High Cost condition, F(1, 11) = 5.73, MSE = 0.39, p < 0.05. The lack of
effect of map types in the Low Cost condition suggests that subjects were able to find a path almost as
fast as the ones in the direct-fastest maps and maintained the same performance level. However, in the
High Cost condition, the performance in the local-minimum maps was significantly worse than that in
the direct-fastest maps. This was possibly because subjects spent less time planning and more time
acting.
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Figure 50. The relative trial time (y-axis) in Experiment 3. Error bars represent standard errors of
means.
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Summary and conclusions of empirical results
Consistent with results from E1 and E2, when the cost was high, subjects planned less. The

interesting finding in E3 was the interaction between map types and cost. When the cost was low,
subjects planned significantly more for the local-minimum maps and, as a result, found paths with
similar qualities for the maps that were of the same quality as the paths they found in the direct-fastest
maps. However, when the cost was high, subjects planned roughly the same in the local-minimum maps
as in the direct-fastest maps, but they found significantly slower paths in the local-minimum maps than
in the direct-fastest maps. The result showed that when the cost was high, subjects failed to adapt to the
changing map types, and adopted the same low amount of planning in both the direct-fastest maps
(which did not require much planning to find a fast path) and the local-minimum maps (which required
more planning to find a fast path).

Since the subjects did not know in advance the kind of map they were going to solve (in fact,
they were not told there were two kinds of maps), subjects possibly attempted to use the same criterion
to decide when to stop planning throughout the maps. Previous researchers have suggested similar ideas
before. Poulton, (1982), for example, has shown that in within-subject design, subjects might have
treated different within-subject conditions as one single condition. As a consequence of that, subjects
might have adopted a single strategy throughout the whole experiment, making the effect of the within-
subject factors difficult to interpret. In E3, subjects might not have distinguished between the two map
types in the High Cost condition, and used the same local decision rule and global estimation of the
environment in both types of maps. As a consequence, roughly the same level of planning was adopted
in the two types of maps. Even though the overall acting time was much longer in the local-minimum
maps, the change in the global estimation was not large enough to significantly change the local
decision because of the high planning cost. On the other hand, when the cost was low, experiences from
the local-minimum maps had enough impact to the global estimation that changed the local decision on
the level of planning.

Consistently with the results of the all-slow maps in E1, the amount of planning seemed to be
the results of the cost-benefit tradeoffs based on subjects’ past experiences with the task. In other
words, when the cost was high, subjects were ready to satisfice on slow paths when past experiences
indicated that further planning was not worth the time it required.

The results from E3 highlight the importance of studying the course of adaptation. Many
traditional cost-benefit analyses tend to extract an episode of behavior, calculate the costs and benefits
of different alternatives, and infer the choices of the subjects based on the optimal cost-benefit tradeoffs
of the existing alternatives. If this approach were adopted, performance of subjects in the local-
minimum maps in the High Cost condition would have been considered as irrational – because
apparently non-perfect cost-benefit tradeoffs (that subjects failed to respond to different map types in
the High Cost condition) were observed. However, if one takes into account the uncertainties faced by
the subjects, the cost-benefit tradeoffs based on the averaging of past experiences (or considering all
past experiences of different map types to be equal) could actually be rational (or adaptive). When one
is not sure what the future benefits are, cutting the current costs based on the averaging of past
experiences may be the best option. It is, of course, possible that with longer practice (more than 40
trials), subjects might be able to learn the benefits of planning in the local-minimum maps (in High Cost
condition). However, the focus of E3 is the interaction of different planning costs and kinds of maps on
the various dependent measures.
Model results

The same model as in E1 and E2 was run 10 times (since there were 10 participants in E3) in
each condition of E3, with the same set of global parameters (i.e. G=20, expected gain noise (egs) = 0.3
as in E1(note that egs was 0.5 in E2)). Since there was no change in the parameter values, only basic
procedural learning is turned on to save computation time. Since the speed of the slow transfers were
twice as slow as that in E1, the effort parameter in the use-slow-transfer parameter is set to twice as
large (i.e 28). All other parameters are set to the same values as in E1.
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Amount of planning
Figure 51 shows the model fit to the empirical data for amount of planning in the two different

map types. The overall fit was very good, R2 = 0.90, RMSE = 1.7. A 2 (model vs subject) x 2 (Cost) x 2
(map types) ANOVA showed that the model data did not significantly differ from the subject data,
F(1,18) = 0.18, p = 0.67. None of the interactions between the main independent variables was
significant. Both the effect size (0.024) and the power were small (0.074). The sample size required to
yield a significant difference between the two sets of data was 368. The model slightly under-predicted
the amount of planning in Low Cost condition, and it slightly over-predicted in the High Cost condition.
The model, however, captured the overall pattern of the data. In the Low Cost condition, the amount of
planning in the local-minimum maps was much higher than that in the direct-fastest maps. However, in
the High Cost condition, the amount of planning was roughly the same in the two kinds of maps.
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Figure 51. The amount of planning (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in E3. The error bars are
standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 10 iterations of model runs. R2 = 0.90, RMSE =
1.7.

Relative path time
Since the two between-subject conditions were in the same benefit level, relative path time was

simply calculated as the ratio of the actual path time and the fastest path time. Figure 52 shows the
model fit to the data. The model fit the data reasonably well, R2 = 0.75, RMSE = 0.13. A 2 (model vs
subject) x 2 (Cost) x 2 (map types) ANOVA showed that the model data did not significantly differ
from the subject data, F(1,18) = 2.44, p = 0.14. None of the interactions between the main independent
variables was significant. Both the effect size (0.008) and the power were small (0.301). The sample
size required to yield a significant difference between the two sets of data was 378. The model found
paths with similar quality in the direct-fastest maps, but over-predicted the relative path time (i.e found
slower paths) in the local-minimum maps. The model also exhibited slightly larger variances than the
human subjects. The model apparently did not consistently find the fastest paths in the Low Cost
condition as the subjects did. On the other hand, the model apparently found fewer fast paths in the
High Cost condition. Given the high constraints of the model (that it has the same set of parameters as
the model in E1), the current fit is good.
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Figure 52. The relative path time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in E3. The error bars are
standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 10 iterations of model runs. R2 = 0.75, RMSE =
0.13.

Relative trial time
Figure 53 shows the model fit of the relative trial time. The model shows a good overall fit, R2

= 0.9, RMSE = 1.35. A 2 (model vs subject) x 2 (Cost) x 2 (map types) ANOVA showed that the model
data did not significantly differ from the subject data, F(1,18) = 0.215, p = 0.65. None of the
interactions between the main independent variables was significant. Both the effect size (0.024) and
the power were small (0.072). The sample size required to yield a significant difference between the
two sets of data was 330. Although the model fit the human subjects well in the Low Cost condition, it
under-predicted the relative trial time in the direct-fastest maps, and over-predicted in the local-
minimum maps in the High Cost condition. The lower relative trial time in the direct-fastest maps in the
High Cost condition was probably because of the lower amount of planning of the model. The higher
relative trial time in the local-minimum maps was probably because of the slower path the model used.
Again, given the high constraints of the model, the fit was reasonable.

Model fit of relative trial time in E3
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Figure 53. The relative trial time (y-axis) from the model and the subjects in E3. The error bars are
standard errors. The standard errors are calculated from 10 iterations of model runs. R2 = 0.91, RMSE =
1.35.
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Summary and conclusions of the model results
The overall fit of the model was promising, with the model capturing the overall pattern of the

empirical data for the three performance measures. Perhaps the most important aspect was that the
model did capture the differential performance in the local-minimum maps with different costs. The
model had two productions, find-next-transfer-outside and find-next-transfer-inside, that competed
against each other in the planning strategy. Since the find-next-transfer-inside production led to fast
paths in the direct-fastest maps, its PG-C value was maintained at a high level compared to the find-
next-transfer-outside production. In the High Cost condition, finding a fast path in the local-minimum
maps requires a high cost, thus making the find-next-transfer-inside production preferable compared to
the find-next-transfer-outside production. When the cost was low, the model was able to find the fastest
paths in the local-minimum maps as well as in the direct-fastest maps. However, when the cost was
high, the model failed to find the fastest paths in the local-minimum maps, and as a consequence,
performance was significantly worse than in the direct-fastest maps (like the subjects did). This aspect
of the model fit suggests that the subsymbolic mechanisms capture well the processes behind the
adaptation to different map types in different costs.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the introduction, the tradeoff between planning and acting was presented as a process of
adaptation to the external environments. I began by showing that with some general assumptions about
the characteristics of the environments, extensive backward computations were not necessary to obtain
the optimal solution to the problem. The Bayesian satisficing model was shown to be able to
progressively adapt to the characteristics of the environment and obtain the optimal tradeoffs between
planning and acting. Based on limited information obtained from each interaction with the environment,
existing knowledge (prior distributions of cost and benefit of planning in the environment) is updated
and better decisions can be made, and, as a consequence, better global performance is attained.

The Bayesian satisficing model, however, does not guarantee that the global best can be found.
With the use of the local decision rule, the level of planning is chosen based on simple calculations that
do not require extensive search of the problem space. Instead, decision is made based on local
information combined with Bayesian estimations of the global relationship between planning and
acting. Three predictions were derived from the model: (1) with sufficient experience, optimal amount
of planning can be attained in a diminishing-return environment, (2) response to changes in local costs
will be faster than changes in global benefits, and (3) high planning cost may lead to poor exploration
of the problem space in a local-minimum environment. These predictions were tested against human
data. Analyses of the human data supported the predictions of the Bayesian satisficing model.

To directly match the model predictions to human data, ACT-R models were built. The ACT-R
architecture has provided psychological plausible mechanisms that served as "bounds" of the Bayesian
satisficing model. Another advantage is that ACT-R can interact directly with the same experimental
settings as the subjects. The ACT-R models were able to match actual human performance well across
various measures in the three experiments.
The process of adaptation in cost-benefit tradeoffs

From the empirical studies, three major characteristics of the adaptation process were found.
First, the decision about when to stop planning and begin acting could be very adaptive – the amount of
planning varies depending on the cost-benefit structure of the task environment. This is confirmed by
results from E1 showing that subjects were able to adjust the amount of planning in response to the
different costs and benefits and obtained roughly the same level of overall performance. Second, events
with more immediate consequences (i.e. local events) have a stronger influence on the decision on
when to stop planning than events with consequences in the more distant future (i.e. global events).
This is supported by the comparisons of the overall performance of the subjects in the change-benefit
trials in E2. Compared to the switch-benefit blocks, subjects in the switch-costs blocks were found to
plan too much when the costs were reduced, and subjects were found to plan too little when the costs
were increased. The results showed that subjects paid more attention to local planning costs than global
acting costs. These differences, however, diminished with practice. Third, when the local costs were
high, exploration of the problem space was limited. In the High Cost condition of E3, Subjects could
not distinguish between the direct-fastest maps and the local-minimum maps and adopted the same
level of planning for both kinds of maps. As a consequence, much worse paths were found in the local-
minimum maps. According to the Bayesian satisficing model, the poorer performance in the local-
minimum maps was due to the use of the local decision rule that stopped planning prematurely, thus
limiting the search of a potentially better level of planning.
Subsymbolic mechanisms of ACT-R and symbolic representation of knowledge in the models

Three core mechanisms of the subsymbolic mechanisms of ACT-R were used in the models:
(1) the noisy conflict resolution, (2) the time-based decay and averaging of past experiences in the
procedural learning, and (3) the credit assignment mechanisms. These mechanisms have provided good
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accounts of the adaptation processes involved in the planning and acting problem. The ACT-R
procedural learning mechanism is Bayesian, however, it differs in significant ways from the Bayesian
models that were used as the basis for the three predictions (see chapter 3). The Bayesian learning
mechanism in ACT-R is at the production level – learning changes the utility of a production and, as a
consequence, changes its probability of being executed. Besides, learning in ACT-R also depends on
the credit assignment mechanism. Learning also occurs only after a production is executed, and whether
a production will be executed depends on the noisy conflict resolution mechanism. This imposed a lot
of constraints to the Bayesian satisficing model. The integration of these mechanisms was shown to be
able to predict actual human performance in the experiments.

The symbolic representation of knowledge in the model (i.e. the productions and the declarative
knowledge of different components of the task) does not capture complex reasoning strategies. The
continuum of planning was represented by a race of two general strategies – the hill-climbing and the
planning strategy. Each strategy had a "give-up" production that provided further control of how much
planning was done. Each production had a utility value that was updated after each cycle of interaction.
The process allows the model to adapt to the characteristics of different environment well.

The subsymbolic and symbolic components of the ACT-R models were able to produce close
match to actual human performance in the three experiments. The subsymbolic mechanisms are general
mechanisms that, through the integration of the architecture, are able to predict a wide range of human
performance (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). The simplicity of the symbolic components of the models
suggests that simple processes (compared to complex dynamic programming) are sufficient to learn and
perform reasonably well in sequential decision-making. The good match between the model and sub-
optimal performance provides ample support to the validity of bounded rationality models.
Implications

Human problem solving
The results obtained have various implications. The most obvious implication is in the field of

human problem solving. It is found that people are highly adaptive when deciding how much planning
they should perform before they act in the world. The characteristics of the adaptation process also
suggest that the amount of planning, the solutions found, and the overall performance vary depending
on the slight changes in the costs and benefits imposed by certain characteristics of the environments.
The results also highlight the importance of the past experiences of the problem solver, showing that
apparently sub-optimal behavior could actually be "boundedly rational" – fast and simple local decision
rules can replace complex computations by exploiting the characteristics of the environment. In the
experiments, when an arguably more representative environment that humans have adapted to was
presented to the subjects in E1, subjects were able to perform good cost-benefit tradeoffs. In E2, when
subjects were presented with changing environments, subjects were able to perform good cost-benefit
tradeoffs in block 2, although local planning costs seemed to be weighted more heavily than global
acting costs in block 1. Only when in E3, when subjects were presented with a local-minimum
environment, performance was worse in the high-cost condition compared to the low-cost condition.
The results showed that the use of the simple local decision rule was able to achieve a reasonably good
level of performance, except in some environments with specific characteristics that were possibly less
representative to the natural environment to that humans have adapted.

Paradox of the active user
The results of the current research may also shed light on the “paradox of the active user”

(Carroll & Rosson, 1987) – the use by experienced or even expert users of inefficient procedures when
demonstrably more efficient procedures exist. This finding may not be that puzzling if one considers the
uncertainties of the artificial environments the interface users are facing. People have to face so many
different kinds of artificial interfaces everyday and each of them may require distinct procedures to
finish a task most efficiently. For the user, different interfaces can be considered variations of the same
environment that he or she lives in. It is therefore reasonable for the “active user” to choose generic
procedures or heuristics in different interfaces based on their past experiences. The consequence is that
users may use procedures that worked most of the time in the past, or procedures that are simple, and
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universal, instead of specific procedures that are efficient only to a specific interface, especially if the
cost of searching for these interface-specific optimal solutions is high.

As shown in the results of E3, when the cost is high, subjects tended to stop searching for better
solutions when generic solutions (i.e. hill-climbing) existed. The use of the local decision rule
prematurely stops the search for a better solution and as a consequence, satisfices on a low-cost generic
solution. As a result, even after long experience with an interface, users still “fail to adapt” to the
specific interfaces. The implication is that to make interfaces easier to use, developers should either
reduce the planning costs (or costs required to explore different procedures) to a level that makes
finding the most efficient procedures worth the time, or they should build interfaces that use simple,
universal procedures that are common to most other interfaces or the natural environment that we live
in. Either way, the interfaces will be more “natural” to the users.
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APPENDIX I – COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF THE TRAIN MAP TASK

One of the major assumptions of the Bayesian satisficing model was the relationship between the
amount of planning and the acting cost. In the experiments, the environment was the train map task and
three strategies were constructed and simulated to study the characteristics of the environment. The first
two strategies were hill-climbing strategies that simulated performance when no planning is done (see
episode B in Figure 1). The first hill-climbing strategy chose the path based on the distance – the path
with the shortest distance was also chosen. The second strategy chose path based on both distance and
cost (details described below). These strategies provided a baseline measure of performance, so that the
planning benefit could be derived and manipulated. The third strategy was a planning strategy that allows
the study of how different amount of planning would affect various dependent measures in different
conditions. By comparing the performances of the strategies, the general relationship between different
combinations of planning-acting cycles and their effects on performance could be obtained

The second purpose for the computer simulations was to determine the effect of different values
of task parameters (e.g. the speed of the train, the transfers, and the lockout time) on performance. This
provided useful information on what task parameters should be used in the experiments. The task
parameters were chosen such that the manipulations of the planning cost and the planning benefit (or
global cost) were within a range where different amount of planning would lead to noticeable differences.
For example, one important criterion for the choice of the task parameters was that when the amount of
planning was increased, the cost of acting decreased noticeably (i.e. the cost of acting should decrease at
least in the order of seconds, not milliseconds). This implied that the cost of acting for the hill-climbing
strategies (no planning) should always be noticeably higher than that for the planning strategy. On the
other hand, the task parameters should be chosen such that too much planning would incur a high
planning cost that nullified the savings in the cost of acting (c.f. episode C in Figure 1), otherwise there
would be no incentive for the trade-off between planning and acting.
The Hill-climbing strategies

The first hill-climbing strategy made use of only distance information to select which station to
go next. Starting from the start station, the set of possible stations was generated, which ranged from two
(when the current station was not a transfer station) to four (when the current station was a transfer
station). The distances between each of the stations in this possible set and the end station were then
calculated. The station with the shortest distance to the end station was then selected and became the
current station. The next station was selected using the same criterion, and the same procedure was
repeated until the end station was reached. The time for the whole path could then be calculated. This
strategy would be referred to as the distance-only strategy.

The second hill-climbing strategy made use of both the distance and cost information to select the
next station. This strategy would be called the distance-and-cost strategy. The distance information was
calculated the same way as the first hill-climbing strategy. The cost information was calculated by the
time required to travel from the current station to the selected station. The cost therefore depended on the
speed of the line connecting two stations. For example, using a fast transfer would have a lower cost than
using a slow transfer. The strategy selected operators by balancing the influence of the distance and cost
information. One way to combine these two pieces of information was to make use of the utility function
in ACT-R. In ACT-R, an action was chosen according to its expected utility value (E), which equaled the
difference between the probability (P) that the action would lead to the goal (G) and the cost (C) of
executing the action (E=PG-C) (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). In most situations (Anderson, 1990), the
smaller the distance for a problem state to the goal state, the more likely the problem state will lead to the
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goal eventually. Therefore the distance information was mapped to the P value in the utility function. To
convert the distance information to probability, the distance between the selected station and the end
station was divided by the distance of the current station and the end station. This yielded the following
equation for the expected utility for choosing a station as the next station (E(s)):

E(s) = (distance(s,e)/distance(c,e))*G – cost(c,s)
where c is the current station, e is the end station, distance (s,e) is the distance between the station s and
the end station, cost (c,s) is the cost of traveling from the current station to the station s. G was set to 20,
which is the default value in ACT-R.

The simulations
The strategies described above were applied to the train map task. In each cycle of the simulation,

a total of 64 maps were generated and the solution paths chosen by each strategy were recorded. The
presentation of the maps was mostly identical to that in E1, except all maps were “round-about-fastest
maps”. The solution paths selected are compared to the optimal (fastest) path from the start station to the
end station.

Results
The simulations were conducted using different values of the speeds of the fast and slow

transfers. One of the goals of the simulations was to find out the sensitivity of performance (path times) of
different strategies to different speed values. It also allowed a better quantification of the cost-benefit
tradeoffs involved when subjects were doing the task.

Figure 54 plots the relative performance of the two hill climbing strategies against the speeds of
the fast transfers. Relative performance is the percentage difference of the path times and the optimal path
times for a given map (i.e. relative performance = (Strategy path time – optimal path time)/optimal path
time). Path times are the pure execution time (excluding all planning times) to go from the start station to
the end station for the path chosen. The speed of the fast transfer varied from 30 pixels per second
(roughly 1 second to go from one transfer station to the next) to 120 pixels per second, which equaled the
train speed (i.e. speed to go from one non-transfer station to another non-transfer station). The speed of
the slow transfer was set to be 6 pixels per second (roughly 4 seconds to go from on transfer station to the
next). Each data point in Figure 4 is the mean value after approximately 300 cycles of simulations.
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Figure 54. The relative performance of the two versions of the hill climbing strategies with different
speeds of the fast transfers. The slow transfers were set to 6 pixels per second, and the train speed was set
to 120 pixels per second.
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Figure 54 shows that the distance-only strategy performs consistently worse than the distance-
and-cost strategy. In fact, on average, the performance of the distance-only strategy was roughly 4 times
as slow as the performance of the distance-and-cost strategy. The relative performance of the distance-
only strategy is relatively less affected by the different speeds of the fast transfers. This is probably due to
the design of the experiment; no fast transfer was placed on the shortest-distance path. The distance-and-
cost strategy, on the other hand, improved as the speed of the fast transfer increases. When the speed of
the fast transfer increases, the influence of the cost parameter in the utility equation (i.e. PG-C) increased.
This might have discounted the effect of the distance-to-goal factor as used in the distance-only strategy.

Figure 55 and Figure 56 plot the relative performance of the two strategies against the speed of
the slow transfers. The speed of the fast transfer was 30 pixels per second (which took roughly 1 second),
and the train speed was 120 pixels per second (which took roughly 0.3 second to go from one station to
the next). The slow transfer varied from 1 to 30 pixels (note that when the speed of the slow transfer
equaled that of the fast transfer, all strategies would have the same performance). There were two
considerations when choosing the speed of the slow transfer. On the one hand, the slower the slow
transfer, the larger the effect of planning would be (hence larger effect size for the manipulations).
However, the slow transfer could not be too slow otherwise the experiment would take too long to finish.
The range chosen was from 1 to 6 pixels per second, as shown in Figure 55. In the second simulation the
speed of the slow transfer varied from 6 to 30, as shown in Figure 56.

Each data point in Figure 55 and Figure 56 is the mean value after 100 cycles of simulations. The
performance of both strategies improved with the increase of the speed of the slow transfer. However, the
performance improvement was much more dramatic in the distance-only strategy than the distance-and-
cost strategy. This probably suggests that the distance-only strategy had a higher likelihood in using the
slow transfer than the distance-and-cost strategy. It can be seen that the difference of the relative
performance between the two strategies decreases from roughly 70% when the speed of the slow transfer
was 1 pixel per second (which takes about 20 seconds), to roughly 40% when the speed of the slow
transfer was 6 pixels per second (which takes about 3 seconds). It seemed that 6 pixels per second could
still produce a significant difference between the two strategies (although the slower the speed of the
transfer, the larger the difference, but this may make the overall trial time too long).
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Figure 55. The relative performance of the two versions of the hill climbing strategies with the speeds of
the slow transfers ranges from 1 to 6 pixel per second.
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Figure 56. The relative performance of the two versions of the hill climbing strategies with the speeds of
the slow transfers ranges from 6 to 30 pixels per second.

Figure 56 plots the relative performance of the two strategies against the speeds of the slow
transfers that ranged from 6 to 30 pixels per second. The speed of the fast transfer was again 30 pixels per
second and the train speed was 120 pixels per second. Figure shows basically the same pattern as in
Figure 55. As the speed of the slow transfer increased, the improvement in relative performance for the
distance-only strategy was much faster than that in the distance-and-cost strategy. When the difference
between speed of the slow and fast transfers became smaller, the performance becomes closer to the
optimal performance. It is interesting to note that the distance-and-cost strategy becomes almost optimal
when the speed of the slow transfer is roughly 24, but the distance-only strategy does not become optimal
until the speed of the slow transfer is identical to the speed of the fast transfer. This highlights the
advantage of balancing the distance and cost information when choosing the next action.

The simulations show that the tentative speeds of the fast transfers, slow transfers, and train were
reasonably set for experiment 1. The speed combination seems to yield a reasonable difference in
performance in different strategies. This difference is important because it suggests that the current speed
combinations provide a sufficient difference for difference strategies that can be detected with a
reasonable number of subjects.
The Planning strategy

The planning strategy was constructed to find out the relationship of task performance and
different amount of planning. The structure of the planning strategy was shown in Figure 57. The strategy
first decided whether to go to the next station using the hill-climbing strategy or to look for an alternative
path by uncovering the color of the transfers. This was controlled by a parameter α, which stands for the
probability that a transfer would be clicked and its color uncovered. A random number generator would
generate a number from 0 to 1, and if this number was less than α, a transfer station on the same train line
would be randomly picked and its color uncovered. Depending on the experimental condition, the cost
(measured in time) for each uncovering would be stored in a variable C. The uncovering would continue
until a fast transfer was found, or when C exceeded a cost threshold CT. When a fast transfer was found,
the strategy would go to the fast transfer and use it. When C exceeds CT, the hill climbing strategy would
be adopted until the next transfer station is reached. The hill climbing strategy was identical to the
distance-and-cost strategy discussed above.
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The planning strategy therefore had two free parameters, α and CT. α is the probability of
planning at each decision point, which controlled the “breadth” of planning. CT controlled the amount of
planning each time planning was initiated, which controlled the “depth” of planning. The results and
interpretations were summarized in Figure 58, Figure 59, Figure 60, and Figure 61.

Figure 57. Flow chart illustrating the details of the planning strategy.

The planning strategy was simulated under 4 different experimental conditions Table 6. Figure 59
shows how the quality of the solution paths changes with the two parameters (α and CT) for the planning
strategy. The quality of the solution is measured by the relative path time, which is calculated as the ratio
of the path time (i.e. acting time only, or trial time excluding all planning time) to the optimal path time
(the fastest path time). When the optimal path was chosen, the relative path time would be 1. The higher
the value of the relative path time, the lower would be the quality of the chosen path.

Table 6. The experimental conditions for the simulations. The two independent variables are (1) cost
(with or without the 1-second lockout time), and (2) the transfer speed difference (2 or 5 seconds
difference between the fast and slow transfers).
Condition Planning cost Slow transfer Fast transfer Planning Cost and benefit
Lo-Lo 0s lockout time 3 seconds 1 second Low cost, low benefit
Hi-Lo 1s lockout time 3 seconds 1 second High cost, low benefit
Lo-Hi 0s lockout time 6 seconds 1 second Low cost, high benefit
Hi-Hi 1s lockout time 6 seconds 1 second High cost, high benefit

In Figure 58 and Figure 59, α is the probability of planning (checking the color of a transfer).
Likelihood of planning (instead of going to the next station using hill-climbing) would increase with α.
CT was the upper limit of the amount of time spent in planning. For example, if CT was 5 and the planning
cost was 1 second (i.e. the 1-second lockout time when checking the color of a transfer), planning would
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stop after five (5 divided by 1) transfer checks. These two parameters together determined how much
planning was done (the higher the values, the more planning would be done).

The planning benefit is manipulated by holding the speed of the fast transfer constant and varying
the speed of the slow transfer. Therefore the slower the slow transfer is, the larger the difference between
the fast and slow transfer and hence, the larger the planning benefit. For the low-planning-benefit (i.e. Lo-
Lo and Hi-Lo) conditions, the slow transfer takes 3 seconds, the fast transfer takes 1 second; for the high-
planning-benefit (i.e. Lo-Hi and Hi-Hi) condition, the slow transfer takes 6 seconds, the fast transfer takes
1 second.
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Figure 58. The simulation results for relative path times (z-axis) of the planning strategy in Lo-Lo and Hi-
Lo conditions. The darker the color, the lower is the value on the z-axis.
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Figure 59. The simulation results for relative path times (z-axis) of the planning strategy in Hi-Lo and Hi-
Hi conditions. The darker the color, the lower is the value on the z-axis.

We can see that in all four conditions, as α increases (more planning), the relative path time
decreases (closer to the optimal path). The quality of solution path therefore increases with planning. We
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can also see that when the planning benefit is low (i.e. the Lo-Lo and Hi-Lo conditions), the surface is
relatively flat compared to the conditions where the benefit is high (i.e. the Lo-Hi and Hi-Hi conditions).
The gradient of the surface can be interpreted as the amount of benefit one can get for additional
planning. Therefore when the gradient of the surface is high, more planning will reduce the cost of acting.

Figure 60 and Figure 61 shows how the relative trial time (which is the ratio of the trial time and
the optimal path time) changes with the two parameters (α and CT). Trial time is measured by the sum of
the planning time and the acting (path) time. Relative trial time therefore reflects the global performance
of the planning strategy. Some interesting patterns can be seen in Figure 59 and Figure 61. Although
Figure 59 shows that as planning increases, the quality of the solution paths (i.e. the relative path time)
increases in all four conditions, the relative trial time (global performance) decreases only in the Lo-Hi
and Hi-Hi condition, where the planning benefit is high. In fact, in the Hi-Lo condition, where the
planning cost is high and the planning benefit is low, more planning actually makes the global
performance worse than when little planning is done. The same pattern can be found in the Lo-Lo
condition, although the gradient of the surface is much shallower than that in the Hi-Lo condition. In the
Lo-Hi condition, where the planning cost is low and the benefit is high, more planning will lead to a
better global performance. It is interesting that in the Hi-Hi condition, where both the planning cost and
the planning benefit are high, it is optimal either to do a lot of planning, or do as little planning as
possible.
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Figure 60. The simulation results for relative trial time (z-axis) for the planning strategy in the Lo-Lo and
Hi-Lo conditions. The darker the color, the lower is the value on the z-axis.
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Figure 61. The simulation results for relative trial time (z-axis) for the planning strategy in the Lo-Hi and
Hi-Hi conditions. The darker the color, the lower is the value on the z-axis.

To summarize, like most task environments, the higher the level of planning, the more likely one
is to find the optimal solution path (as in Figure 58 and Figure 59). However, depending on the costs and
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benefits of the task environment, finding and using the optimal solution path does not always lead to the
best global performance (as in Figure 60 and Figure 61). Instead, an optimal level of planning (which
usually is lower than the level required to obtain the optimal solution path) exists when one is trying to
maximize the global performance.
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APPENDIX II – PRODUCTIONS FOR THE ACT-R MODEL

(init-rpm)
(clear-all)
(pm-reset)

(chunk-type (exp-control-btn (:include visual-object)))
(chunk-type (station (:include visual-object)) win-x win-y
on to state coord)
(chunk-type (transfer (:include visual-object)) win-x win-y
on to state speed-color speed coord)
(chunk-type transfer-color speed-color speed main-goal)
(chunk-type location x y)
(chunk-type node-color value)
(chunk-type do-trial step planning planning-fail hc-give-up
p-found-end tr-x tr-y next-tr-x next-tr-y closer-cur-tr-x
closer-cur-tr-y closer-next-tr-x closer-next-tr-y just-used-
transfer cur-x cur-y prev-x prev-y end-x end-y hor-dir ver-
dir current speed on above-x above-y below-x below-y left-
x left-y right-x right-y)
(chunk-type reach-destination start end current)
(chunk-type planning-strategy start end)
(chunk-type hill-climb-strategy start end)

(add-dm
   (perform-trial ISA do-trial step find-btn current station)
)

(egc t)
(sgp :esc t :pl t :g 20 :ut -10000 :v t :egs 0.5)
(setq *compact-mode* t *monitor* nil)

 (goal-focus perform-trial)

;;;;;;;;    Four productions that find, move attention, move
cursor, and click on the start-trial button     ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p find-start-trial-btn
;attend to and move mouse cursor to start-trial btn
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          find-btn
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
 !eval! *trial-ready* ;make sure the windows are all shown
and ready (*trial-ready* is set in run-trial)
==>
  +visual-location>
      ISA            visual-location

      value          "Start-Trial" ;a convention -- all text from
MCL objects are set to string -- not chunks!
  =goal>
       step          mv-att-to-btn
    )

(def-p mv-att-and-cursor-start-btn
;attend to and move mouse cursor to start-trial btn
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           mv-att-to-btn
  =visual-location>
      ISA            visual-location
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   +visual>
      ISA            visual-object
      screen-pos     =visual-location
   +manual>
      ISA            move-cursor
      loc            =visual-location
   =goal>
      step           click-btn
    !eval! (window-select (button-window *cur-session*))
    )

(def-p click-start-trial-btn
;click on start-trial btn
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          click-btn
   =manual-state>
      isa           module-state
      modality      free
==>
   +manual>
      ISA           click-mouse
  =goal>
      step          find-start
  !eval! (format t "~%Trial ~s starts.~%" (cur-trial-num
*cur-session*))
)
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;; By default, the "not critical" productions have their
:successes set to a large number
;; This could make them having low PG-C after some trials
;; Since the above 3 productions are essential to start the
trial, their :successes are set to 10 to boost their PG-C

(spp find-start-trial-btn :successes 10)
(spp mv-att-and-cursor-start-btn :successes 10)
(spp click-start-trial-btn :successes 10)

;;;;;;;;    5 productions that look for and encode loc for the
start and end stations                      ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p look-for-start-station
;look for the start station
;the manual-state check is to make sure
;the map window is shown before the production is fired
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           find-start
   =manual-state>
      isa            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      ISA            visual-location
      value          "station"
      color          "blue"
   =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-start
)
(def-p mv-att-to-start-station
;Visual attention has to be moved to the start station to
determine which line it is on
   =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          mv-att-to-start
   =visual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
   =visual-location>
       isa           visual-location
==>
   +visual>
       isa           visual-object
       screen-pos    =visual-location
   =goal>
       step          encode-start-loc
)
(def-p encode-start-station-loc
  =goal>
       isa            do-trial
       step           encode-start-loc
  =visual-location>
       isa            visual-location
       screen-x       =loc-x
       screen-y       =loc-y
  =visual>
       isa            station

       on             =on ;on which train line
==>
  =goal>
       step            find-end
       on              =on
       cur-x           =loc-x ;where the current station is
       cur-y           =loc-y
       prev-x          =loc-x ;where the previous station is -- to
avoid backtracking
       prev-y          =loc-y
)
(def-p look-for-end-loc
;look for the end station
  =goal>
       isa            do-trial
       step           find-end
==>
  +visual-location>
       ISA            visual-location
       value          "station"
       color          "yellow"
   =goal>
       step           encode-end-loc
)

(def-p encode-end-loc
  =goal>
       isa            do-trial
       step           encode-end-loc
  =visual-location>
       isa            visual-location
       screen-x       =loc-x
       screen-y       =loc-y
==>
  =goal>
       step           decide-hor-dir
       end-x          =loc-x ;encode where the end station is --
don't need to know which line it is on though
       end-y          =loc-y
)

;;;;;;;;    2x2 productions that decide the horizontal and
vertical directions                               ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p decide-go-down
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           decide-hor-dir
      cur-y          =sy
   >= end-y          =sy
==>
  =goal>
      ver-dir        down
      step           decide-ver-dir
)

(def-p decide-go-up
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
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      step           decide-hor-dir
      cur-y          =sy
   <= end-y          =sy
==>
  =goal>
      ver-dir        up
      step           decide-ver-dir
)

(def-p decide-go-right
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           decide-ver-dir
      cur-x          =sx
   >= end-x          =sx
==>
  =goal>
      hor-dir        right
      step           choose-next-move
)

(def-p decide-go-left
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           decide-ver-dir
      cur-x          =sx
   <= end-x          =sx
==>
  =goal>
      hor-dir        left
      step           choose-next-move
)

;;;;;;;;    Hill climbing strategy -- 4 different directions (up,
down, left, right)      ;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;    First look for and encode each direction as closest,
closer, or away, then pick either the closest, closer, or away
by the PG_C mechanism.

(def-p choose-strategy
;pick (generalized) hill-climbing strategy
;root of credit assignment
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           choose-next-move
==>
  =goal>
      step           choose-strategy
 !eval! (progn (setq *planning* nil) (pm-proc-display :clear
t))
)

(def-p choose-hill-climbing
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           choose-strategy
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-above

  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--")
(format t  " Hill-climbing chosen   ~%")))
)

;;;;; look and encode above ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-look-for-next-transfer-above
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-above
      on             vertical
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p))
;not the last click. Assume that when next to the end
station, one will ALWAYS click on it to finish the trial
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      screen-x       =cur-x
      screen-y       (within (- =cur-y 220) (- =cur-y 50)) ;look
the next nearest transfer above on the same line
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-above
)

(def-p hc-look-current-transfer-above
;if on horizontal line, do not encode transfer above
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-above
      current        transfer
      on             horizontal
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
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      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (pm-not-equal =cur-x)
      screen-y       (less-than =cur-y) ;look at the current
transfer above
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-above
)

(def-p hc-no-next-transfer-above
;if on horizontal line, do not encode transfer above
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-above
      current        station
      on             horizontal
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

(def-p hc-no-next-transfer-on-end-line
;if on horizontal line, do not encode transfer above
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-above
      ;on             horizontal
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

;;;;;;;; encode it as closer or away from the end station.

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-above-closer
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial

      step           hc-encode-next-tr-above
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (transfer-closer-p (make-point =x =y) (make-point
=cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y))
==>
  =goal>
      closer-next-tr-x   =x
      closer-next-tr-y   =y
      step           hc-look-below
      above-x        =x ;these slots are for debugging only
      above-y        =y
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-above-closer
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-above
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =x =y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y) :point-
or-coord 'point)
==>
  =goal>
      closer-cur-tr-x   =x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =y
      step           hc-look-below
      above-x        =x ;these slots are for debugging only
      above-y        =y
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-station-above-closer
;if same line as the end station, set every closer slot to nil -
> pick station closer to end station on the same line (instead
of the next transfer)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-above
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
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      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  =goal>
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      closer-next-tr-y   nil
      closer-cur-tr-x    nil
      closer-cur-tr-y    nil
      step           hc-look-below
      above-x        =x ;these slots are for debugging only
      above-y        =y
)

(def-p hc-exclude-next-tr-above
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-above
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (transfer-closer-p (make-point =x =y) (make-
point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y)))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-below
)

(def-p hc-exclude-cur-tr-above
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-above
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =x =y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y) :point-
or-coord 'point))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-below
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-above-fail
;the last clicked station has not been updated yet, its color is
still "red" at this point (not "red-circle").
;therefore it will never encode the last station.

  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-above
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-below
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-above-fail
;the last clicked station has not been updated yet, its color is
still "red" at this point (not "red-circle").
;therefore it will never encode the last station.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-above
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-below
)

;;;;; look and encode the transfer BELOW ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-look-for-next-transfer-below
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-below
      on             vertical
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      screen-x       =cur-x
      screen-y       (within (+ =cur-y 50) (+ =cur-y 220)) ;look
the next nearest transfer below
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
)

(def-p hc-look-for-current-transfer-below
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-below
      on             horizontal
      current        transfer
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
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  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (pm-not-equal =cur-x)
      screen-y       (greater-than =cur-y)
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-below
)

;;;;;;;;;;;; encode the station below as closest, closer, away
;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-below-closer-1st
;if closest is nil and the station below is closer to the end
station, set it as the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (transfer-closer-p (make-point =b-x =b-y) (make-
point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
      closer-next-tr-x   =b-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =b-y
      below-x        =b-x
      below-y        =b-y
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-below-closer-1st
;if closest is nil and the station below is closer to the end
station, set it as the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-below
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x   nil

  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =b-x =b-y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y)
:point-or-coord 'point)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
      closer-cur-tr-x   =b-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =b-y
      below-x        =b-x
      below-y        =b-y
)

 (def-p hc-encode-next-tr-below-closer
;if the node below is closer to the end than the current
closest node, set it as the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      closer-next-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (transfer-closer-p (make-point =b-x =b-y) (make-
point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
      closer-next-tr-x   =b-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =b-y
      below-x        =b-x
      below-y        =b-y
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-below-closer
;if the node below is closer to the end than the current
closest node, set it as the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-below
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
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      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =b-x =b-y) :pt3 (make-point =c-x =c-y) :point-
or-coord 'point)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
      closer-cur-tr-x   =b-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =b-y
      below-x        =b-x
      below-y        =b-y
)

 (def-p hc-encode-next-station-below-closer
;if same line as the end station, set every closer slot to nil -
> pick station closer to end station on the same line (instead
of the next transfer)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  =goal>
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      closer-next-tr-y   nil
      closer-cur-tr-x    nil
      closer-cur-tr-y    nil
      step           hc-look-left
      below-x        =x ;these slots are for debugging only
      below-y        =y
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-below-away
;if the node below is NOT closer to the end than the current
closest node, discard it.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      closer-next-tr-x  =c-x
      closer-next-tr-y  =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))

  !eval! (not (transfer-closer-p (make-point =b-x =b-y)
(make-point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y)))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-below-away
;if the node below is NOT closer to the end than the current
closest node, discard it.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-below
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x  =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y  =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =b-x =b-y) :pt3 (make-point =c-x =c-y) :point-
or-coord 'point))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

(def-p hc-exclude-next-tr-below
;if the node below is closer to the end than the current
closest node, set it as the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (transfer-closer-p (make-point =b-x =b-y)
(make-point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y)))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

(def-p hc-exclude-cur-tr-below
;if the node below is closer to the end than the current
closest node, set it as the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
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      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-below
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =b-x
      screen-y       =b-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =b-x =b-y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y)
:point-or-coord 'point))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

 (def-p hc-encode-next-tr-below-fail
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-below
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-below-fail
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-below
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-left
)

;;;;; look and encode the transfer on the LEFT  ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-look-for-next-transfer-left
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-left
      on             horizontal
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location

      kind           transfer
      screen-x       (within (- =cur-x 220) (- =cur-x 50))
      screen-y       =cur-y
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-left
)

(def-p hc-look-for-cur-transfer-left
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-left
      on             vertical
      current        transfer
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (less-than =cur-x)
      screen-y       (pm-not-equal =cur-y)
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-left
)

(def-p hc-no-next-transfer-left
;go directly to pick next station if on vertical line and is on
a station.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-left
      on             vertical
      current        station
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
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)

;;;;;;; encode the station on the left as closest, closer, away,
or exclude it. ;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-left-closer
;if the node on the left is closer to the end than the current
node, set it as the closest node
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-left
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x      nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =l-x
      screen-y       =l-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (transfer-closer-p (make-point =l-x =l-y) (make-
point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-right
      closer-next-tr-x   =l-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =l-y
      left-x         =l-x
      left-y         =l-y
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-left-closer
;if the node on the left is closer to the end than the current
node, set it as the closest node
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-left
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x      nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =l-x
      screen-y       =l-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =l-x =l-y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y)
:point-or-coord 'point)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-right
      closer-cur-tr-x   =l-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =l-y
      left-x         =l-x
      left-y         =l-y
)

 (def-p hc-encode-next-station-left-closer
;if same line as the end station, set every closer slot to nil -
> pick station closer to end station on the same line (instead
of the next transfer)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-left
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  =goal>
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      closer-next-tr-y   nil
      closer-cur-tr-x    nil
      closer-cur-tr-y    nil
      step               hc-look-right
      left-x             =x ;these slots are for debugging only
      left-y             =y
)

(def-p hc-exclude-next-tr-left
;if the node on the left is closer to the end than the current
node, set it as the closest node
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-left
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =l-x
      screen-y       =l-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (transfer-closer-p (make-point =l-x =l-y)
(make-point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y)))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-right
)

(def-p hc-exclude-cur-tr-left
;if the node on the left is closer to the end than the current
node, set it as the closest node
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-left
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
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      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =l-x
      screen-y       =l-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =l-x =l-y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y)
:point-or-coord 'point))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-right
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-left-fail
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-left
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-right
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-left-fail
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-left
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-right
)

;;;;; look and encode the station on the RIGHT  ;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-look-for-next-transfer-right
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-right
      on             horizontal
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      screen-x       (within (+ =cur-x 50) (+ =cur-x 220))
      screen-y       =cur-y
  =goal>

      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
)

(def-p hc-look-for-cur-transfer-right
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-look-right
      on             vertical
      current        transfer
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (next-to-end-p)) ;not the last click
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (greater-than =cur-x)
      screen-y       (pm-not-equal =cur-y)
  =goal>
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
)

;;;;;;;;;; encode next right ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-right-closer-1st
;if the node on the right is closer to the end node than the
current node,
;and no closest station has been set yet, set the right node to
be the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x      nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (transfer-closer-p (make-point =r-x =r-y) (make-
point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      closer-next-tr-x   =r-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =r-y
      right-x        =r-x
      right-y        =r-y
)
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(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-right-closer-1st
;if the node on the right is closer to the end node than the
current node,
;and no closest station has been set yet, set the right node to
be the closest station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x      nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =r-x =r-y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y)
:point-or-coord 'point)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      closer-cur-tr-x   =r-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =r-y
      right-x        =r-x
      right-y        =r-y
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-right-closer
;if the transfer on the right is closer to the end node than the
closer slot, set it to be closer one.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (transfer-closer-p (make-point =r-x =r-y) (make-
point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      closer-next-tr-x   =r-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =r-y
      right-x        =r-x
      right-y        =r-y
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-right-closer
;if the transfer on the right is closer to the end node than the
closer slot, set it to be closer one.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =r-x =r-y) :pt3 (make-point =c-x =c-y) :point-
or-coord 'point)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      closer-cur-tr-x   =r-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =r-y
      right-x        =r-x
      right-y        =r-y
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-station-right-closer
;if same line as the end station, set every closer slot to nil -
> pick station closer to end station on the same line (instead
of the next transfer)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  =goal>
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      closer-next-tr-y   nil
      closer-cur-tr-x    nil
      closer-cur-tr-y    nil
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      right-x        =x ;these slots are for debugging only
      right-y        =y
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-right-away
;if the transfer on the right is NOT closer to the end node
than the closer slot, discard it.
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  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (transfer-closer-p (make-point =r-x =r-y)
(make-point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y)))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-right-away
;if the transfer on the right is NOT closer to the end node
than the closer slot, discard it.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =r-x =r-y) :pt3 (make-point =c-x =c-y) :point-
or-coord 'point))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

(def-p hc-exclude-next-tr-right
;if the transfer on the right is closer to the end node than the
closer slot, set it to be closer one.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x

      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (transfer-closer-p (make-point =r-x =r-y)
(make-point =cur-x =cur-y) (make-point =end-x =end-y)))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

(def-p hc-exclude-cur-tr-right
;if the transfer on the right is closer to the end node than the
closer slot, set it to be closer one.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
  !eval! (not (closer :pt1 (make-point =end-x =end-y) :pt2
(make-point =r-x =r-y) :pt3 (make-point =cur-x =cur-y)
:point-or-coord 'point))
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

(def-p hc-exclude-cur-tr-right-on-end-line
;if the transfer on the right is closer to the end node than the
closer slot, set it to be closer one.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =r-x
      screen-y       =r-y
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

(def-p hc-encode-next-tr-right-fail
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-next-tr-right
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
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  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

(def-p hc-encode-cur-tr-right-fail
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-encode-cur-tr-right
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-pick-next-station
)

;;;;;;;;;;; The "core" of the hill-climbing productions
;;;;;;;;;;; 3 sets -- "closest, closer, away" which
;;;;;;;;;;; correspond to the 3 (max) possible options
;;;;;;;;;;; These sets each have different P, and within
;;;;;;;;;;; each set, each prod has different :effort.
;;;;;;;;;;; The idea is to have P governing prod
;;;;;;;;;;; selection initially, with experience, C
;;;;;;;;;;; dominates and overides the influence of P.

(def-p hc-pick-closer-towards-next-transfer
;strict hc, going on the same train line (train speed)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      prev-x         =prev-x
      prev-y         =prev-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      closer-next-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-next-tr-y   =c-y
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =c-x =c-y)
  !eval! (not (or (stm-within =prev-x (list =cur-x =c-x) t)
(stm-within =prev-y (list =cur-y =c-y) t))) ;not going back.
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       (within (if (= =cur-x =c-x) =c-x (if (>
=cur-x =c-x) (- =cur-x 72) (+ =cur-x 20))) (if (= =cur-x =c-
x) =c-x (if (> =cur-x =c-x) (- =cur-x 20) (+ =cur-x 72))))
;go to the next station closer to =c-x
      screen-y       (within (if (= =cur-y =c-y) =c-y (if (>
=cur-y =c-y) (- =cur-y 72) (+ =cur-y 20))) (if (= =cur-y =c-
y) =c-y (if (> =cur-y =c-y) (- =cur-y 20) (+ =cur-y 72))))
  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
      hc-give-up     nil
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
CT") (format t  " Pick closest station same line   ~%")))

)

(def-p hc-force-closer-next-station
;just used transfer, can't go back, have to go forward to the
next transfer.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      prev-x         =prev-x
      prev-y         =prev-y
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      just-used-transfer t
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           station
      color          "red-circle"
  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
      hc-give-up     nil
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
??") (format t  " Force closer station same line   ~%")))
)

(def-p hc-force-forward
;can't go back, have to go forward to the next transfer. Just
pick any red circle.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      closer-cur-tr-x   nil
      just-used-transfer nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y))
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      color          "red-circle"
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  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
      hc-give-up     nil
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
??") (format t  " Force station same line   ~%")))
)

(def-p hc-pick-closer-next-station-on-end-line
;strict hc, going on the same train line towards the end
station
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      cur-x          =cur-x
      cur-y          =cur-y
      end-x          =end-x
      end-y          =end-y
      closer-next-tr-x   nil
      closer-cur-tr-y    nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (same-line-p =cur-x =cur-y =end-x =end-y)
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       (within (if (= =cur-x =end-x) =end-x (if (>
=cur-x =end-x) (- =cur-x 72) (+ =cur-x 20))) (if (= =cur-x
=end-x) =end-x (if (> =cur-x =end-x) (- =cur-x 20) (+ =cur-
x 72)))) ;go to the next station closer to =end-x
      screen-y       (within (if (= =cur-y =end-y) =end-y (if (>
=cur-y =end-y) (- =cur-y 72) (+ =cur-y 20))) (if (= =cur-y
=end-y) =end-y (if (> =cur-y =end-y) (- =cur-y 20) (+ =cur-
y 72))))
  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
      hc-give-up     nil
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
CT") (format t  " Pick closest station same line   ~%")))
)

(def-p hc-pick-closer-cur-tr-speed-unknown
;use current transfer, speed unknown
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      current        transfer
      speed          nil
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
    - cur-x          =c-x
    - cur-y          =c-y
      just-used-transfer nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free

  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       =c-x
      screen-y       =c-y
  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
CF")(format t  " Pick closest unknown speed  ~%")))
)

(def-p hc-pick-closer-FT
;strict hc, choose FT (after speed is encoded)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      current        transfer
      speed          "fast"
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
    - cur-x          =c-x
    - cur-y          =c-y
      just-used-transfer nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       =c-x
      screen-y       =c-y
  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
      hc-give-up     nil
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
CF")(format t  " Pick closest FT  ~%")))
)

(def-p hc-pick-closer-ST
;strict hc, choose ST (after speed is encoded)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      current        transfer
      speed          "slow"
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
    - cur-x          =c-x
    - cur-y          =c-y
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      just-used-transfer nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           transfer
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       =c-x
      screen-y       =c-y
  =goal>
      step           mv-att-to-next
      hc-give-up     nil
    !eval! (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "--
CS")(format t  " Pick closest ST  ~%")))
)

(def-p hc-give-up-hill-climbing
;when in front of a slow transfer, give up and use planning
instead
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           hc-pick-next-station
      current        transfer
      speed          "slow"
      closer-cur-tr-x   =c-x
      closer-cur-tr-y   =c-y
    - cur-x          =c-x
    - cur-y          =c-y
      just-used-transfer nil
      hc-give-up     nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  =goal>
      step           planning
      closer-next-tr-x  nil
      closer-next-tr-y  nil
      closer-cur-tr-x  nil
      closer-cur-tr-y  nil
      ;speed            nil
      hc-give-up       t
)

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; move att, move cursor, click mouse to next
station ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(def-p hc-move-att-to-next-station
;move attention to visual-location to create a visual-object
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial

      step           mv-att-to-next
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
==>
  +visual>
      ISA            visual-object
      screen-pos     =visual-location
  =goal>
      step           mv-cursor-to-next
)

(def-p hc-move-cursor-to-station
;move cursor to next station (as contained in visual-
location)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           mv-cursor-to-next
  =manual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
==>
  +manual>
      ISA            move-cursor
      loc            =visual-location
  =goal>
      step           click-station
      on             =on
)

(def-p click-station
;click on next station, then keep on doing hill-climbing
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          click-station
      cur-x         =cur-x
      cur-y         =cur-y
   =manual-state>
      isa           module-state
      modality      free
   =visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      screen-x      =x
      screen-y      =y
   =visual>
      isa            station
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-pos     =loc
      on             =on
      coord          =coord
==>
   +manual>
      ISA           click-mouse
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   =goal>
      step          hc-pick-next-station
      current       station
      speed         nil
      prev-x        =cur-x
      prev-y        =cur-y
      cur-x         =x
      cur-y         =y
      closer-cur-tr-x  nil
      closer-cur-tr-y  nil
      just-used-transfer nil
    !output! ("~%Click Station coord:~s~%" =coord)
)

(def-p click-transfer-station-on-same-line
;passing through transfer, then keep on doing hill-climbing
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          click-station
      current       transfer
      on            =on
      cur-x         =cur-x
      cur-y         =cur-y
   =manual-state>
      isa           module-state
      modality      free
   =visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      screen-x      =x
      screen-y      =y
   =visual>
      isa            transfer
      screen-pos     =loc
      on             =on
      coord          =coord
==>
   +manual>
      ISA           click-mouse
   =goal>
      step          hc-pick-next-station
      current       transfer
      speed         nil
      prev-x        =cur-x
      prev-y        =cur-y
      cur-x         =x
      cur-y         =y
      closer-cur-tr-x  nil
      closer-cur-tr-y  nil
    !output! ("~%Click transfer on same line coord:~s~%"
=coord)
)

(def-p click-transfer-station-speed-known
;use a known speed transfer, then reset and choose-next-
move
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          click-station
      current       transfer

      speed         =sp
      on            =on
      cur-x         =cur-x
      cur-y         =cur-y
   =manual-state>
      isa           module-state
      modality      free
   =visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      screen-x      =x
      screen-y      =y
   =visual>
      isa            transfer
      screen-pos     =loc
 -    on             =on
      on             =now-on
      coord          =coord
==>
   +manual>
      ISA           click-mouse
   =goal>
      step          choose-next-move
      current       transfer
      speed         nil
      on            =now-on
      prev-x        =cur-x
      prev-y        =cur-y
      cur-x         =x
      cur-y         =y
      closer-next-tr-x  nil
      closer-next-tr-y  nil
      closer-cur-tr-x   nil
      closer-cur-tr-y   nil
      just-used-transfer t
      planning-fail nil
    !output! ("~%Click transfer with speed known
coord:~s~%" =coord)
)

(def-p click-transfer-station-then-check-speed
;click on a transfer with speed unknown, check it, then reset
everything and choose strategy again.
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          click-station
      speed         nil                 ;check transfer color only
before using the tranfer
      cur-x         =cur-x
      cur-y         =cur-y
   =manual-state>
      isa           module-state
      modality      free
   =visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      screen-x      =x
      screen-y      =y
   =visual>
      isa           transfer
      coord          =coord
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==>
   +manual>
      ISA           click-mouse
   =goal>
      step          check-transfer-color
      current       transfer
      prev-x        =cur-x
      prev-y        =cur-y
      cur-x         =x
      cur-y         =y
      closer-next-tr-x  nil
      closer-next-tr-y  nil
      closer-cur-tr-x   nil
      closer-cur-tr-y   nil
    !output! ("~%Click transfer Station then check speed
coord:~s~%" =coord)
)

(def-p check-transfer-color
;checck transfer color, attempt to retrieve (before using a
transfer)
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           check-transfer-color
      on             =cur-on                    ;this is not updated yet
  =visual>
      isa            transfer
      speed-color    =sp-color
      on             =cur-on
==>
  +retrieval>
      ISA            transfer-color
      speed-color    =sp-color
  =goal>
      step           get-transfer-speed
      on             =cur-on
)

(def-p get-transfer-speed-success
;retrieval successful, put speed into goal
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           get-transfer-speed
  =visual>
      isa            transfer
  =retrieval>
      isa            transfer-color
      speed-color    =sp-color
      speed          =speed
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-above
      speed          =speed
)

(def-p retrieve-transfer-speed-fail
;retrieval fail, use straight hill-climbing
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial

      step           get-transfer-speed
  =retrieval>
      isa            error
==>
  =goal>
      step           hc-look-above ;never do planning when
retrieval fails
      speed          nil
)

(def-p encode-transfer-speed
;retrieval not successful, encode it.
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           check-transfer-color
      speed          nil
      on             =on          ;this is not updated yet
  =retrieval>
      isa            error
  =visual>
      isa            transfer
      speed-color    =sp-color
      speed          =sp          ;technically, it should be
experienced and learned. But to simplify, this is returned
from feat-to-mod
      on             =now-on
   -  on             =on
==>
  =goal>
      current        transfer
      step           choose-next-move
      speed          =sp
      on             =now-on
      just-used-transfer t
  +goal>
      isa            transfer-color
      speed-color    =sp-color
      speed          =sp
      main-goal      =goal
  -retrieval>
)

(def-p return-to-main-goal-after-encoding
   =goal>
       isa           transfer-color
       main-goal     =last-goal
==>
   +goal> =last-goal)

(def-p click-end
;click on next station, clears everything, finish trial
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          click-station
   =manual-state>
      isa           module-state
      modality      free
   =visual>
      isa            station
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      color          "yellow"
      screen-pos     =loc
      on             =on
      coord          =coord
==>
   +manual>
      ISA           click-mouse
  =goal>
      step          find-btn
      cur-x         nil
      cur-y         nil
      end-x         nil
      end-y         nil
      hor-dir       nil
      ver-dir       nil
      current       station
      speed         nil
      on            nil
      planning-fail nil
      closer-next-tr-x  nil
      closer-next-tr-y  nil
      closer-cur-tr-x  nil
      closer-cur-tr-y  nil
      just-used-transfer nil
)

;;;; spinning production ;;;;;;;;

(def-p wait-for-next-trial
  =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          find-btn
 !eval! (and (not *finish-trial*) (not *trial-ready*))
==>
)

;;;;;;;;; planning strategy                               ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;; need to try retrieve speed-color first before planning
strategy can be done

(def-p choose-planning
;pick planning strategy
;root of credit assignment
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           choose-strategy
      planning-fail  nil
      cur-x          =c-x
      cur-y          =c-y
      end-x          =e-x
      end-y          =e-y
 !eval! (not (same-line-p =c-x =c-y =e-x =e-y)) ;when at the
end line, just use hill-climbing.
==>
   =goal>
      step           planning
      tr-x           nil
      tr-y           nil

      next-tr-x      nil
      next-tr-y      nil
 !eval! (progn (setq *planning* nil) (pm-proc-display :clear
t)) ;when planning, transfer color has different meaning
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//")
(format t  "Planning chosen   ~%")))
)

;;;; could have divded the find-transfer productions into 2
(or 3) different parts (within start-end, outside start, outside
end)
(def-p p-find-next-transfer-inside
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          planning
      on            =on
      cur-x         =c-x
      cur-y         =c-y
      end-x         =e-x
      end-y         =e-y
      next-tr-x     nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA           module-state
      modality      free
  !eval! (unchecked-tr-inside-p =on =c-x =c-y =e-x =e-y)
==>
   =goal>
      step          mv-mouse-to-transfer
   +visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      kind          transfer
      color         "white"
      screen-x      (within (if (instr =on 'vertical) =c-x (min
=c-x =e-x)) (if (instr =on 'vertical) =c-x (max =c-x =e-x)))
      screen-y      (within (if (instr =on 'vertical) (min =c-y
=e-y) =c-y) (if (instr =on 'vertical) (max =c-y =e-y) =c-y))
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//C")
(format t  "Check transfer hor   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-find-next-transfer-outside
   =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          planning
      on            =on
      cur-x         =c-x
      cur-y         =c-y
      end-x         =e-x
      next-tr-x     nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA           module-state
      modality      free
==>
   =goal>
      step          mv-mouse-to-transfer
   +visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      kind          transfer
      color         "white"
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      screen-x      (within (if (instr =on 'vertical) =c-x 0) (if
(instr =on 'vertical) =c-x 10000))
      screen-y      (within (if (instr =on 'vertical) 0 =c-y) (if
(instr =on 'vertical) 10000 =c-y))
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//C")
(format t  "Check transfer hor   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-keep-finding-next-transfer
  =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          planning
      cur-x         =c-x
      cur-y         =c-y
      tr-x          =t-x
      tr-y          =t-y
      next-tr-x     =nt-x
      next-tr-y     =nt-y
      p-found-end   nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA           module-state
      modality      free
==>
   =goal>
      step          mv-mouse-to-transfer
   +visual-location>
      isa           visual-location
      kind          transfer
      color         "white"
      screen-x      (within (first (second (find-next-transfer
=nt-x =nt-y))) (second (second (find-next-transfer =nt-x
=nt-y))))
      screen-y      (within (first (third (find-next-transfer =nt-
x =nt-y))) (second (third (find-next-transfer =nt-x =nt-y))))
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//C")
(format t  "Check transfer anywhere   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-give-up-planning
;go back to hill-climbing,
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           planning
      tr-x           nil
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   =goal>
      step           choose-next-move
      tr-x           nil
      tr-y           nil
      next-tr-x      nil
      next-tr-y      nil
      planning-fail  t
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "..")
(format t  "Give up planning   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-stop-looking-mv-to-tr
;go back to hill-climbing,
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           planning
      tr-x           =t-x
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   =goal>
      step           p-start-mv-to-tr
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "..")
(format t  "start to mv to transfer   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-tr-not-found-give-up-planning
;go back to hill-climbing,
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           mv-mouse-to-transfer
      tr-x           nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
==>
   =goal>
      step           choose-next-move
      tr-x           nil
      tr-y           nil
      next-tr-x      nil
      next-tr-y      nil
      planning-fail  t
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "..N")
(format t  "FT not found. Give up planning   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-tr-not-found-mv-to-tr
;go back to hill-climbing,
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           mv-mouse-to-transfer
      tr-x           =t-x
      tr-y           =t-y
      next-tr-x      nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   =goal>
      step           p-start-mv-to-tr
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "..N")
(format t  "No more transfer. Give up planning, mv to best
~%")))
)

(def-p p-tr-not-found-on-next-line
;go back to hill-climbing,
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   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           mv-mouse-to-transfer
      next-tr-x      =nt-x
  =visual-location>
      isa            error
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   =goal>
      step           planning
      next-tr-x      nil
      next-tr-y      nil
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "..N")
(format t  "No more transfer. Give up planning, mv to best
~%")))
)

(def-p p-move-mouse-to-check-tr
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           mv-mouse-to-transfer
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
  =manual-state>
      isa            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   =goal>
      step           click-transfer
      ;tr-x           =x
      ;tr-y           =y
   +manual>
      isa            move-cursor
      loc            =visual-location
   +visual>
      ISA            visual-object
      screen-pos     =visual-location
)

(def-p p-check-transfer
  =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           click-transfer
  =manual-state>
      isa            module-state
      modality       free
==>
   =goal>
      step           check-tr-color
   +manual>
      isa            click-mouse
)

(def-p p-check-tr-color
   =goal>
      isa            do-trial
      step           check-tr-color
   =manual-state>
      isa            module-state
      modality       free
   =visual>
      isa            transfer
      speed-color    =color
==>
   +retrieval>
      ISA            transfer-color
      speed-color    =color
   =goal>
      step           interpret-tr-color
)

(def-p p-found-slow-transfer
;keep searching if slow transfer is found
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          interpret-tr-color
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =retrieval>
       isa           transfer-color
       speed-color   "orange"
       speed         "slow"
==>
  =goal>
      step           planning
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//S")
(format t  "Found slow transfer   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-found-fast-transfer
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          interpret-tr-color
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =retrieval>
       isa           transfer-color
       speed-color   "pink"
       speed         "fast"
==>
  =goal>
      step           p-evaluate-ft
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//F")
(format t  "Found fast transfer   ~%")))
)

(def-p p-fail-retrieve-tr-color
  =goal>
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       isa           do-trial
       step          interpret-tr-color
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =retrieval>
       isa           error
==>
  =goal>
       step          choose-next-move
       planning-fail t
       tr-x          nil
       tr-y          nil
      next-tr-x      nil
      next-tr-y      nil
)

(def-p p-reject-fast-transfer
;evaluate fast transfer, if ok, move to it (in p-mv-to-ft) ;
otherwise, check again
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-evaluate-ft
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =t-x
      screen-y       =t-y
  !eval! (not (forward-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y))
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  =goal>
      step           planning
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Reject fast transfer: ~s~s" =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-accept-first-fast-transfer
;evaluate fast transfer, if ok, move to it; otherwise, check
again (in p-reject-ft)
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-evaluate-ft
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
       next-tr-x     nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =t-x
      screen-y       =t-y
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free

  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
 !eval! (forward-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)
==>
  =goal>
      step           planning
      tr-x           =t-x
      tr-y           =t-y
      next-tr-x      =t-x
      next-tr-y      =t-y
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Accept fast transfer: ~s~s" =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-accept-next-fast-transfer
;evaluate fast transfer, if ok, move to it; otherwise, check
again (in p-reject-ft)
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-evaluate-ft
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
      next-tr-x      =nt-x
      next-tr-y      =nt-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =t-x
      screen-y       =t-y
  !eval! (forward-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (not (tr-to-end-p =t-x =t-y))
==>
  =goal>
      step           planning
      next-tr-x      =t-x
      next-tr-y      =t-y
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Accept fast transfer: ~s~s" =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-found-fast-transfer-to-end-line
;evaluate fast transfer, if ok, move to it; otherwise, check
again (in p-reject-ft)
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-evaluate-ft
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
       tr-x          nil
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =t-x
      screen-y       =t-y
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  !eval! (forward-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (tr-to-end-p =t-x =t-y)
==>
  =goal>
      step           p-start-mv-to-tr
      tr-x           =t-x
      tr-y           =t-y
      p-found-end    t
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Accept fast transfer: ~s~s" =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-found-next-fast-transfer-to-end-line
;evaluate fast transfer, if ok, move to it; otherwise, check
again (in p-reject-ft)
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-evaluate-ft
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
       next-tr-x     =nt-x
       next-tr-y     =nt-y
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =t-x
      screen-y       =t-y
  !eval! (forward-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  !eval! (tr-to-end-p =t-x =t-y)
==>
  =goal>
      step           p-start-mv-to-tr
      next-tr-x      =t-x
      next-tr-y      =t-y
      p-found-end    t
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Accept fast transfer: ~s~s" =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-mv-to-fast-transfer-hor
;evaluate fast transfer, if ok, move to it; otherwise, check
again (in p-reject-ft)
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-start-mv-to-tr
       on            horizontal
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y

       tr-x          =t-x
       tr-y          =t-y
  !eval! (not (reach-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y))   ;not
reached yet
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      ;color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (within (if (< =t-x =c-x) (- =c-x 72) (+ =c-
x 10)) (if (< =t-x =c-x) (- =c-x 10) (+ =c-x 72)))
      screen-y       =c-y
  =goal>
      step           p-mv-mouse-to-next-station
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Move to next station  cur: ~s ~s tr: ~s ~s
~%" =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-mv-to-fast-transfer-ver
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-start-mv-to-tr
       on            vertical
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
       tr-x          =t-x
       tr-y          =t-y
  !eval! (not (reach-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y))   ;not
reached yet
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      ;color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       =c-x
      screen-y       (within (if (< =t-y =c-y) (- =c-y 72) (+ =c-
y 10)) (if (< =t-y =c-y) (- =c-y 10) (+ =c-y 72)))
  =goal>
      step           p-mv-mouse-to-next-station
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//mv") (format t  "Move to next station  cur: ~s ~s tr: ~s ~s
~%" =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)))
)

(def-p p-mv-mouse-to-next-station
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
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       isa           do-trial
       step          p-mv-mouse-to-next-station
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      kind           =k
==>
  +manual>
      ISA            move-cursor
      loc            =visual-location
  =goal>
      step           p-click-next-station
      current        =k
)

(def-p p-click-next-station
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-click-next-station
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =new-x
      screen-y       =new-y
==>
  +manual>
      ISA            click-mouse
  =goal>
      step           p-start-mv-to-tr
      prev-x         =c-x
      prev-y         =c-y
      cur-x          =new-x
      cur-y          =new-y
  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t
"//click") (format t  "Click next station last: ~s ~s clicked:
~s ~s  ~%" =c-x =c-y =new-x =new-y)))
)

(def-p p-reach-fast-transfer-hor
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-start-mv-to-tr
       on            horizontal
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y

       tr-x          =t-x
       tr-y          =t-y
       end-x         =e-x
       end-y         =e-y
  !eval! (reach-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (pm-not-equal =c-x)
      screen-y       (within (+ 5 (min =c-y =e-y)) (- (max =c-y
=e-y) 5)) ;exclusive within (in rpm-utils.lisp)
  =goal>
      step           p-mv-mouse-to-fast-transfer
)

(def-p p-reach-fast-transfer-ver
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-start-mv-to-tr
       on            vertical
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
       tr-x          =t-x
       tr-y          =t-y
       end-x         =e-x
       end-y         =e-y
  !eval! (reach-transfer-p =c-x =c-y =t-x =t-y)
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
==>
  +visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      color          "red-circle"
      screen-x       (within (+ 5 (min =c-x =e-x)) (- (max =c-x
=e-x) 5)) ;exclusive within (in rpm-utils.lisp)
      screen-y       (pm-not-equal =c-y)
  =goal>
      step           p-mv-mouse-to-fast-transfer
)

(def-p p-mv-mouse-to-fast-transfer
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-mv-mouse-to-fast-transfer
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
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       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =x
      screen-y       =y
==>
  +manual>
      ISA            move-cursor
      loc            =visual-location
  +visual>
      ISA            visual-object
      screen-pos     =visual-location
  =goal>
      step           p-click-fast-transfer
!output! ("~%mv-to-ft, x:~s y:~s" =x =y)
)

(def-p p-click-fast-transfer
;found fast trasnfer, move to it.
  =goal>
       isa           do-trial
       step          p-click-fast-transfer
       cur-x         =c-x
       cur-y         =c-y
  =manual-state>
       isa           module-state
       modality      free
  =visual-state>
      ISA            module-state
      modality       free
  =visual-location>
      isa            visual-location
      screen-x       =new-x
      screen-y       =new-y
  =visual>
      isa            transfer
      on             =cur-on
==>
  +manual>
      ISA            click-mouse
  =goal>
      step           choose-next-move
      current        transfer
      on             =cur-on
      speed          "fast"
      prev-x         =c-x
      prev-y         =c-y
      cur-x          =new-x
      cur-y          =new-y
      tr-x           nil
      tr-y           nil
      next-tr-x      nil
      next-tr-y      nil
      just-used-transfer t

  !eval!  (if *monitor* (if *compact-mode* (format t "//FT")
(format t  "Click Fast Transfer old: ~s ~s clicked: ~s ~s~%"
=c-x =c-y =new-x =new-y)))
)

(def-p end-experiment
  =goal>
      isa           do-trial
      step          find-btn
 !eval! *finish-trial*
==>
-goal>
)

(set-pp)
(init-rpm)
(setf (auto-dequeue-p *mp*) t)
(pm-set-params :show-focus t)
(when *sim* (sgp :v nil) (eval-enqueue (pm-run 999999)))
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